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COLLEGE CALENDAR 
FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR 1961-1962 
FIRST SEMESTER, 1961-1962 
September 16, Saturday Dormitories Open for New Students 
September 19, Tuesday Registration for New Students 
September 20, Wednesday Registration for Returning Students 
Formal Opening of the 138th College Year 
September 21, Thursday Classes Begin for Fall Session 
October 21, Saturday Autumn Meeting of the Board of Trustees 
Alumni Homecoming 
October 27 and 28 
Friday and Saturday Symposium on Communication Between The 
Arts and The Sciences 
November 1, Wednesday Founders' Day and Matriculation 
November 7, Friday Deficiency Reports for All Students 
November 17 and 18 
^ Friday and Saturday Fall Dance 
November 23, Thursday Thanksgiving Day. No Classes 
December 13, Wednesday Classes End for Fall Session 
1962 
January 4, Thursday Classes Begin for Winter Session 
January 20, Saturday Tentative Grades for Unit Courses 
January 26 and 27 
Friday and Saturday Examinations for Half-unit Credit Courses 
SECOND SEMESTER, 1961-1962 
January 29, Monday Registration for Half-unit Credit Courses 
Classes Resume in Year Courses 
January 30, Tuesday Classes Begin in Half-unit Credit Courses 
January 31, Wednesday Final Grades for Half-unit Credit Courses 
February 22, Thursday Honors Day 
February 24, Saturday Mid-Winter Meeting of the Board of 
,, Trustees 
ch 17, Saturday Classes End for Winter Session 
Deficiency Reports for all Students 
*P"1 2, Monday Classes Begin for Spring Session 
Pdl 14, Saturday Kenyon Day 
% 4 and 5 
Friday and Saturday Spring Dance 
% 10,11 and 12 
Thursday, Friday and Saturday Senior Course Examinations 
ay 14, Monday Reading Period for Seniors Begins 
aV 15, Tuesday Classes End 
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May 16, Wednesday Reading Period Begins for All Students 
May 22, Tuesday Regular Course Examinations Begin 
May 25 and 26 
Friday and Saturday Senior Honors Comprehensive Examinations 
May 28 and 29 
Monday and Tuesday Senior Pass Comprehensive Examinations 
May 31, Thursday Spring Session Ends 
June 2, Saturday Annual Meeting of the Board of Trustees 
Annual Meeting of the Alumni Council 
June 3, Sunday One Hundred Thirty-Fourth Commence­
ment 
TENTATIVE COLLEGE CALENDAR 
1962 - 1963 
FIRST SEMESTER, 1962-1963 
September 18 and 19, 1962 
Tuesday and Wednesday Registration for First Semester 
September 20, Thursday Classes Begin for Fall Session 
November 22, Thursday Thanksgiving Day. No Classes 
December 12, Wednesday Fall Session Ends at 11:30 a.m. 
January 3, 1963, Thursday Winter Session Begins 
January 26, Saturday First Semester Ends 
SECOND SEMESTER, 1962-1963 
January 28, Monday 
March 16, Saturday 
April 1, Monday 
May 14, Tuesday 
May 30, Thursday 
June 2, Sunday 
.Registration for Second Semester 
.Winter Session Ends 
.Spring Session Begins 
Classes End at 5:00 p.m. 
.Second Semester Ends 
One Hundred Thirty-Fifth Commencement 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF KENYON COLLEGE 
EX OFFICIO 
THE RT. REV. ROGER WILSON BLANCHARD, D.D. 
Bishop of Southern Ohio 
Chairman for the Year 
THE RT. REV. NELSON M. BURROUGHS, D.D., S.T.D. 
Bishop of Ohio 
FRANZE EDWARD LUND, A.B., M.A., Ph.D., LL.D. 
President of Kenyon College 
ELECTED BY THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES UNDER ARTICLE IV 
Term Expires 
GEORGE L. BRAIN, A.B., LL.B., New York 1962 
WIUIAM E. CLBSS, JR., Ph.B., New York 1962 
!HE RT- REV. JOHN P. CRAINE, D.D., Indianapolis !962 
LKAWFORD H. GREENEWALT, B.S.Ch.E., LL.D., Greenville, Delaware 1963 
IERRE B. MCBRIDE, Litt.B., LL.D., Louisville 1963 
HE REV. WILLIAM C. MUNDS, D.D., Greenville, Delaware 1963 
^E HON. JOHN W. FORD, LL.D., Youngstown 1964 
GEORGE GUND, L.H.D., LL.D., Cleveland 1964 
AHL G. HOFFMAN, LL.D., Pasadena 1964 
!_GALB EVANS, B.S., Cincinnati 1965 
>EUAM F. MAAG, JR., Litt.D., L.H.D., Youngstown 1965 
RPH E- MORTON, Ph.B., LL.B., LL.D., Greenwich 1965 
JNYON C. BOLTON, B.S., LL.D., Cleveland 1966 
'"JAM G. CAPLES, J.D., LL.D., Chicago 1966 
• HENRY NORWEB, LL.D., Cleveland 1966 
^EST C. DEMPSEY, LL.D., Cleveland 1967 
GH C. LAUGHLIN, LL.B., Toledo 1967 
ILIP R. MATHER, LL.D., Boston 1967 
ELECTED BY THE ALUMNI UNDER ARTICLE V 
Term Expires 
RODNEY BOREN, A.B., New York 1962 
rLDC.MHLL, B.S., Akron 1962 
THE VD C L°RD' jR > BS> D Sc- Cambridge, Massachusetts 1963 
Gs™ EN' ^AVID R- THORNBERRY, B.S., D.D., Cincinnati 1963 
THE ? FARR' jR-' B,S-' LLB> Cleveland 1964 
V- CHARLES R. STIRES, Ph.B., B.D., Syracuse 1964 
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EMERITUS TRUSTEES 
EARL D. BABST, LL.D., New York 
GEORGE E. FRAZER, LL.D., L.H.D., Chicago 
CARL R. GANTER, LL.D., New York 
THE RT. REV. HENRY W. HOBSON, D.D., LL.D, HH.D, Glendale 
AUSTIN MCELROY, Columbus 
THE REV. PHIL PORTER, D.D, Gambier 
THE RT. REV. BEVERLEY D. TUCKER, M.A. (Oxon.), 
D.D, LL.D, S.T.D, L.H.D, Cleveland 
MORISON R. WAITE, Cincinnati 
ROBERT A. WEAVER, LL.D, D.Sc, Cleveland 
SECRETARY 
ERNEST C. DEMPSEY, Union Commerce Building, Cleveland 
STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Elected 
EXECUTIVE 
MR. CAPLES GUND 
MR.CI.BSS MR. MATHS. 
MR. DEMPSBY MC ' . ,, 
JUDGE FORD PRESIDENT U«> 
THE CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
ON THE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL 
THE BISHOP OF OHIO 
THE BISHOP OF SOUTHERN OHIO DR. JOHN W. ASHTON EMRICH 
THE RT. REV. DR. CRAINE THE RT. REV. RICHARD S. R ^ 
THE REV. DR. MUNDS THE VERY REV. LLOYD E. 
THE REV. MR. STIRES THE RT. REV. LAUWST°N J„. 
THE VEN. DR. THORNBERRY THE REV. CHARLES . A 
PRESIDENT LUND MR. EDWARD M. THAYER 
DEAN THORP THE REV. LUTHER TUCKER 
NOMINATING COMMITTEE 
THE RT. REV. DR. CRAINE PR MUST* 
MR. EVANS 
PRESIDENT LUND 
Appointed 
ACADEMIC PR LORD 
MR. BRAIN M^LT 
MR. CAPLES ^IR. MCERIRF 
MR. GREENEWALT 
PRESIDENT LUND 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 7 
ADMISSIONS 
MR. BOLTON T MR. LAUGHLIN 
MR. NORWEB 
ON THE BISHOP CHASE MEDAL 
"OI OT SOUTHERN OHIO TH E  BISHOP OF OHIO 
PRESIDENT LUND 
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS AND FACULTY HOUSING 
MR- DOR EN 
MR. EVANS MR- FARR 
MR. MELL 
MR. SAMUEL S. LORD, ex officio 
THFJW CHAPEL 
BISHOP OF SOUTHERN OHIO T K 
" THE BISHOP OF OHIO 
THE RT. REV. DR. CRAINE 
FINANCIAL DEVELOPMENT 
BKHAO O ^°mt Trustee"Alumni Committee) 
T»' BBHOP Z O„"oHERN °H1° PRES.DENT LUND 
^ CAPLES MR- WILLIAM H. THOMAS, JR. 
;; F RT' REV. DR. CRAINE MR' BERNARD R- BAKER II 
'R- MATHER MR. WILLIAM R. CHADEAYNE 
*• MCBRIDE MR. ROBERT H. LEGG 
^ MORTON MR. M. HOOKER LYTLE 
HE VEN. DR. THORNBERRY MR' ROBERT W. MACDONALD 
MR. CHESTER W. SMITH 
HONORARY DEGREES 
JJ* BRain (J°int Faculty-Trustee Committee) 
MR. > DEAN THORP 
?RF"DFVTTR PROFESSOR BROWNE 
LUND PROFESSOR TRANSUI 
J!* Cless 0N INVESTMENTS 
UUND 
PROFESSOR WARP 
MR. LAUGH 
MR. MORTON MR. MATHE 
' B*AIN °N THE LIBRARIES 
MR. MAAG 
MR. NORWEB 
MR. EDWARD C. HEINTZ, EX 
FACULTY 
THE COLLEGE 
FRANZE EDWARD LUND, A.B., M.A. (Washington and Lee), 
Ph.D. (Wisconsin), LL.D. (Birmingham Southern) 
PRESIDENT 
FRANK EDGAR BAILEY, A.B. (Dartmouth), M.A., Ph.D. (Harvard) 
DEAN OF THE COLLEGE 
Professor of History 
STUART RICE MCGOWAN, Ph.B. (Kenyon), M.A. (Western Reserve) 
REGISTRAR 
Professor of History and Political Science 
ELBE HERBERT JOHNSON, A.B., M.A. (Olivet), Ph.D. (Chicago), D.Sc. (Kenyon) 
Henry G. Dalton Professor of Physics, Emeritus 
RAYMOND DU BOIS CAHALL, Ph.B. (Kenyon), Ph.D. (Columbia), L.H.D. (KEN*'N 
Professor of History, Emeritus 
PAUL MERLIN TITUS, A.B. (Oberlin), Ph.D. (Princeton) 
Edwin M. Stanton Professor of Economics 
CHARLES STEAD THORNTON, A.B. (Harvard), M.A., Ph.D. (Princeton) 
Professor of Biology 
JOHN CROWE RANSOM, A.B. (Vanderbilt), B.A. (Oxon.), Litt.D. (^EN* 
Carnegie Professor of Poetry, Emeritus 
BAYES MARSHALL NORTON, B.S. (Yale), B.Sc. (Oxon.), Ph D. (Ya ) 
Bowler Professor of Chemistry 
SAMUEL BILLINGS CUMMINGS, JR., A.B. (Amherst), M.A. (Columb' 
Ph.D. (Princeton) 
Spencer and Wolfe Professor of Psychology 
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FACULTY 9 
JAMES ROLL BROWNE, B.S. (U. S. Naval Academy), M.A. (Cincinnati), 
Ph.D. (Chicago) 
Archer M. Huntington Professor of Spanish Language and Literature 
WILLIAM REAGLE TRANSUE, A.B. (Lafayette), Ph.D. (Lehigh) 
Peabody Professor of Mathematics 
DBNHAM SUTCLIFFE, A.B. (Bates), B.A., M.A., D.Phil. (Oxon.) 
fames H. Dempsey Professor of English 
VMCIL CHARLES ALDRICH, A.B. (Ohio Wesleyan), 
pome d Etudes Superieures de Philosophie (Sorbonne), Ph.D. (California), 
L.H.D. (Ohio Wesleyan) 
Guy Despard Goff Professor of Philosophy 
ROBBRT ORWILL FINK, A.B. (Indiana), M.A. (Cornell), Ph.D. (Yale) 
fia N. Dempsey Professor of Greek and Latin Languages and Literatures 
HOYT LANDON WARNER, JR., A.B., M.A., Ph.D. (Harvard) 
Henry M. Weaver Memorial Professor of History 
JAMES ELDER MICHAEL, A.B. (Amherst), M.F.A. (Yale) 
Professor of Speech and Dramatics 
diplomas in Piann ^ ScHWARTZ> Ph.D. (Vienna), 
. Composition, and Conducting (Vienna State Academy) 
Professor of Music 
OTTON MARTIN NIKODYM, Ph.D. (Warsaw) 
Professor of Mathematics 
UN Jr,» A-B. (Swarthmore), Ph.D. (Chicago) 
Professor of Physics 
EM"U° „AB- (Bates), M.A. (Middlebury), 
Sam 1 M.A., Ph.D. (Harvard) 
^ Pr°1ess°r of French Language and Literature 
10 KENYON COLLEGE 
RAYMOND ENGLISH, B.A., M.A. {Cantab.) 
Professor of Political Science 
DANIEL TALBOT FINKBEINER II, A.B., M.A. (Washington and Jefferson), 
Ph.D. (California Institute of Technology) 
SECRETARY 
Professor of Mathematics 
EDWARD CLEMENT HEINTZ, A.B. (Brown), A.B.L.S. (Michigan) 
LIBRARIAN 
JAMES MEREDITH PAPPENHAGEN, B.S. (Mount Union), 
M.S., Ph.D. (Purdue) 
Associate Professor of Chemistry 
JESS WILLARD FALKBNSTINE, B.S., M.S. (West Virginia), Ed.D. (Michigan State) 
Darlington Greene Associate Professor of Physical Education and Athletics 
IRVING WILLIAM KREUTZ, A.B., M.A., Ph.D. (Wisconsin) 
Assistant Professor of English 
CHARLES RAY RITCHESON, A.B. (Oklahoma), D.Phil. (Oxon.) 
Professor of History 
KATHRYN CLARK RICE, University of Cincinnati, College of Applied 
Art Academy of Cincinnati 
Assistant Professor of Art 
*PAUL BARTON TRESCOTT, A.B. (Swarthmore), M.A., Ph.D. (Princeto ) 
Professor of Economics 
BRUCE HAYWOOD, B.A., M.A. (McGill), Ph.D. (Harvard) 
Professor of German Language and Literature 
EDWIN JAMES ROBINSON, JR., A.B. (Dartmouth), M.S., Ph.D. (New 
Professor of Biology 
THOMAS JOSBPH EDWARDS, B.S. (Springfield), M.A. (Toledo) 
DEAN OF STUDENTS 
Associate Director of Physical Education and Athletics 
*On leave of absence, 1961-1962 
kU 
FACULTY 11 
ALFRED DENIS BALY, B.A. (Liverpool) 
Associate Professor of Religion 
GERRIT HUBBARD ROELOFS, A.B. (Amherst), M.A., Ph.D. (Johns Hopkins) 
Mcllvaine Associate Professor of English 
JAMES FLEMING HOYLE, A.B. (Kenyon), Ph.D. (Princeton) 
Assistant Professor of English 
JAMES WALTER NORDYKE, A.B. (Stanford), M.A., Ph.D. (Princeton) 
Assistant Professor of Economics 
ROBERT WILLIAM HARRISON, B.S. (Michigan) 
Assistant Director of Physical Education and Athletics 
WENDELL DON LINDSTROM, A.B., M.S., Ph.D. (Iowa) 
Associate Professor of Mathematics 
ROBIE MAYHEW MACAULEY, A.B. (Kenyon), M.F.A. (Iowa) 
EDITOR, The Kenyon Review 
Professor of English 
VING FeLDMAn> B.S.S. (College of the City of New York), M.A. (Columbia) 
Assistant Professor of English 
H n 
ALE S°MMERS> A B- (Butler), Captain, United States Air Force 
Assistant Professor of Air Science 
R°BERT HUPPMC N 
GEORGES, B.S.Bus.Ad. (Ohio State). Lieutenant Colonel, United 
States Air Force 
Professor of Air Science 
ES DONALD CARNEY, M.A. (Roosevelt), Ph.D. (Nebraska) 
Instructor of Philosophy 
BF*T LEWIS BAKER, A.B. (Brown), M.A., Ph.D. (Princeton) 
Associate Professor of History 
L SNEDDEN SHOUP, A.B. (Swarthmore), Ph.D. (Columbia) 
Assistant Professor of Political Science 
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ROBERT LEROY JOHNS, A.B., M.A. (Oregon) 
Instructor of Modern Languages 
JOHN BUCSELA, A.B., M.A. (Wisconsin) 
Instructor of Russian Language and Literature 
NORMAN JOHN DUBIEL, B.S. (State College of Education, Cortland, New York) 
Assistant Director of Physical Education and Athletics 
FRANCIS WAGONER YOW, B.S. (Western Carolina College), M.S., Ph.D. (Emory) 
Assistant Professor of Biology 
ROBERT FRANCIS CARPENTER, B.S. (Union College), M.S. (Ohio State) 
Instructor of Physics 
RICHARD FREDERICK HETTLINGER, B.A., M.A. (Cantab.) 
CHAPLAIN 
Associate Professor of Religion 
EDMUND PAUL HECHT, A.B. (Ohio University), M.A. (Columbia) 
Instructor of Modern Languages 
ARTHUR JOSEPH LAVE, B.S. (Kent State), M.A. (Western Reserve) 
Assistant Director of Physical Education and Athletics 
DONALD EL WOOD WHITE, B.S., M.A. (Kent State) 
Assistant Director of Physical Education and Athletics 
ROBERT WOODHAM DANIEL, A.B. (University of the South), Ph.D. (Yale) 
Professor of English 
* EUGENE BOUCHER HASTINGS, A.B. (Colgate), M.A. (Middlebury) 
Instructor of Modern Languages 
FRANCIS PUGH LIDE, JR., B.S. (Wake Forest), M.A. (Rice) 
Instructor of Modern Languages 
* Second semester, 1960-1961 
FACULTY 13 
WALTER DEAN BURNHAM, A.B., M.A. (Johns Hopkins), M.A. (Harvard) 
Instructor of Political Science 
SAMUEL GILBERT NORD, A.B., M.A. (Delaware) 
Instructor of Psychology 
WILLIAM EZRA MCCULLOH, A.B. (Ohio Wesleyan), B.A. (Oxon.) 
Instructor of Classical Languages 
GERALD EUGENE MYERS, A.B. (Haverford), M.A., Ph.D. (Brown) 
Associate Professor of Philosophy 
FRANK TORBET LENDRIM, MUS.B., Ed. Mus.B. (Oberlin), Mus.M (Michigan) 
Instructor of Music 
AHMAD ASAD MURAD, A.B. (Washington State), M.S. (Wisconsin) 
Assistant Professor of Economics 
DBLOS DONALD WICKENS, A.B. (Centre), M.A., Ph.D. (North Carolina) 
Visiting Lecturer in Psychology 
OWEN YORK, JR., A.B. (Evansville), M.A., Ph.D. (Illinois) 
Associate Professor of Chemistry 
DANIEL OLIVER FLETCHER, A.B. (Oberlin), M.A., Ph.D. (Michigan) 
Visiting Lecturer in Economics 
* GLENN WASSON MILLER, B.Ed. (Southern Illinois), M.A., Ph.D. (University 
of Illinois) 
Visiting Lecturer in Economics 
LESTER FRANK WEEKS, B.S. (Colby), M.A. (Harvard) 
Visiting Professor of Chemistry 
BRIAN DENDLE, B.A. (Oxon.) 
Instructor of Modern Languages 
?"st semester, 1961-1962 
STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE COLLEGIATE FACULTY 
1961 -1962 
ACADEMIC STANDING 
DEAN BAILEY, Chairman; Dean Edwards, Professor Harvey, Professor McGowan, 
Professor Pappenhagen, Professor Robinson, Professor Roelofs 
ADMISSIONS 
PROFESSOR HAYWOOD, Chairman-, Dean Bailey, ex officio; Dean Edwards, ex officio, 
Professor Michael, Professor Pappenhagen, Professor Roelofs, 
Mr. Scudder, ex officio, Professor Yow 
APPEALS BOARD 
Professor English, Professor Finkbeiner, Professor Sutcliffe 
Student Representatives: John V. W. Coupland, Gerald J. Fields, Martin D. Skinner 
ATHLETICS 
PROFESSOR MCGOWAN, Chairman-, Dean Bailey, Dean Edwards, ex officio, Professor 
Falkenstine, Colonel Georges, Mr. Hecht, Professor Nordyke 
Student Representatives: David B. Dawson, John C. Oliver III 
CURRICULUM 
DEAN BAILEY, Chairman-, Professor Fink, Professor Finkbeiner, Professor Haywoo , 
Professor McGowan, Professor Miller, Professor Titus 
FACULTY COUNCIL 
PRESIDENT LUND, Chairman-, Dean Bailey ex officio; Professor English, Piofessor 
1'ink, Professor Haywood, Professor Nordyke, Professor Norton, Professor 
Sutcliffe, Professor Thornton, Professor Transue, Professor Warner 
GRADUATE STUDENTS 
DF.AN BAILEY, Chairman-, Professor Fink, Professor Miller, Professor Ritcheson, 
Professor Robinson, Professor Shoup, Professor Yow 
HONORS PROGRAM 
EAN BAILEY, Chairman-, Professor Browne, Professor Cummings, Professor 
McGowan, Professor Norton, Professor Ritcheson, Professor Shoup 
D . „ LECTURESHIPS 
ROFESSOR RITCHESON, Chairman-, Dean Bailey, Professor Daniel, Professor English, 
Piofessor Hettlinger, Professor Rice, Professor Schwartz, 
Professor Transue, Professor Yow 
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STANDING COMMITTEES 15 
LIBRARY 
PROFESSOR TITUS, Chairman; Professor Baker, Professor Browne, Mr. Heintz, 
Professor Hoyle, Professor Lindstrom, Professor Schwartz 
PETITIONS 
DEAN BAILEY, Chairman; Professor Harvey, Professor McGowan 
PRIZES AND GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS 
PROFESSOR FINK, Chairman', Professor Aldrich, Dean Bailey, Professor Feldman, 
Professor Miller, Professor Roelofs, Professor Warner 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
PROFESSOR WARNER, Chairman', Dean Bailey, Dean Edwards, Mr. Kushan, Professor 
Lindstrom, Professor Nordyke, Professor Pappenhagen, Mr. Scudder, 
Professor Shoup 
STUDENT AFFAIRS 
DRAN EDWARDS, Chairman', Professor Baly, Professor Falkenstine, Professor Michael, 
Professor Schwartz 
SfU(Jent Representatives: Stephen M. Chaplin, Patrick Edwards, Stephen C. Herbst, 
Harry C. Kasson 
FACULTY REPRESENTATIVES TO THE ACADEMIC COMMITTEE 
OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Professor Kelley, Professor Sutcliffe, Professor Thornton, Professor Warner 
FACULTY-TRUSTEE COMMITTEE ON HONORARY DEGREES 
Mr- Brain, Mr. Maag, Mr. Mather, President Lund, Dean Thorp, 
Professor Browne, Professor Transue, Professor Warner 
DIVISIONS OF THE FACULTY 
Canities: Professor Roelofs, Chairman-, Sciences: Professor Finkbeiner, Chairman; 
Social Sciences: Professor McGowan, Chairman 
BEXLEY HALL, THE DIVINITY SCHOOL 
OF KENYON COLLEGE 
FRANZE EDWARD LUND, A.B., M.A. (Washington and Lee), Ph.D. (Wisconsi ), 
LL.D. (Birmingham Southern) 
PRESIDENT 
THE VERY REV. ALMUS MORSE THORP, A.B. (Bates), S.T.B. (Episcopal Theological 
School), D.D. (Kenyon) 
DEAN 
THE REV. WILLIAM CLINTON SEITZ, A.B., M.A., B.D., S.T.M., S.T.D. (Keny 
Colburn Professor of Homiletics, Religious Education and Parish Adminis 
RICHARD GEORGE SALOMON, M.A., Ph.D. (Berlin), L.H.D. (Kenyon) 
Cooke Professor of Ecclesiastical History 
THE REV. OSCAR JACOB FRANK SEITZ, A.B. (St. John's College, Greeley), 
B.D. (Episcopal Theological School), S.T.M., Th.D. (Harvar 
SECRETARY 
Bedell Professor of New Testament 
PAUL SCHWARTZ, Diplomas in Piano, Composition, Conducting (Vienna 
State Academy), Ph.D. (University of Vienna) 
Professor of Church Music 
THE REV. ROBERT JEFFRESS PAGE, A.B. (Hamilton), S.T.B. (Episcopal 
Theological School), Ph.D. (Columbia) 
Milnor and Lewis Professor of Systematic Theology 
THE REV. FRANK MORGAN SMITH, JR., Ph.B. (Loyola, Maryland), 
B.D. (Virginia Theological Seminary), S.T.M. (Drew) 
Assistant Professor of Pastoral Theology 
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THE REV. RODERIC HALL PIERCE, A.B. (Hobart), S.T.B. (Berkeley Divinity School), 
M.A. (Princeton) 
REGISTRAR 
Instructor of the History and Mission of the Church 
ALFRED DENIS BALY, B.A. (Liverpool) 
Lecturer in Old Testament 
THE REV. ALDEN DREW KELLEY, B.A. (Tufts), M.A. (Wisconsin), S.T.B., S.T.D. 
(General Theological Seminary, Seabury-Western), D.D. (Kenyon, Hobart) 
Professor of Christian Apologetics and Ethics 
THE REV. RICHARD AUREL HENSHAW, B.S. (University of California), 
B.D. (Church Divinity School of the Pacific) 
Instructor of Old Testament 
ADMINISTRATION AND STAFF 
FRANZE EDWARD LUND 
President 
DOROTHY GERTRUDE FESLER (St. Mary's, Indiana) 
Secretary to the President 
*ROBERT BOWEN BROWN, M.A. (Kenyon) 
Vice President, Emeritus 
WILLIAM HENRY THOMAS, JR., PH.B. (Kenyon) 
Vice President for Development 
FRANK EDGAR BAILEY 
Dean of the College 
ALMUS MORSE THORP 
Dean of Bexley Hall 
VEDAH THOMAS 
Secretary to the Dean of Bexley Hall 
SHALER BANCROFT, A.B. (Columbia) 
Comptroller 
SAMUEL SHERMAN LORD, A.B. (Allegheny) 
Business Manager 
STUART RICE MCGOWAN 
Registrar of the College 
JOHN DANA KUSHAN, A.B. (Bradley), M.Ed. (Harvard) 
Assistant Registrar of the College 
Director of Scholarships and Student Aid 
RODERIC HALL PIERCE 
Registrar of Bexley Hall 
* Deceased September 2, I960 
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THOMAS JOSEPH EDWARDS 
Dean of Students 
TRACY SCUDDER, Litt.B. (Rutgers), M.Ed. (Maryland) 
Director of Admissions 
DAVID SAMUEL CROCKETT, A.B. (Ohio Wesleyan), M.A. (Maryland) 
Assistant Director of Admissions 
BRENT ACHILLES TOZZER, JR., A.B. (Kenyon) 
Alumni Secretary 
EDWARD CLEMENT HEINTZ 
Librarian 
ALVBRDA SAMMIS BECK, A.B. (Pembroke), M.A. (Brown) 
Assistant Librarian 
MARGARET MCCORMICK, A.B. (Hollins), M.S. (Columbia) 
Librarian, Colburn Hall 
RICHARD FREDERICK HETTLINGER 
Chaplain 
THOMAS LOWE BOGARDUS, JR., A.B. (Kenyon), M.D. (Cincinnati) 
College Physician 
JOHN CARLTON DRAKE, B.S. (Kenyon), M.D. (Western Reserve) 
Consultant in Traumatic Surgery 
MARY ELLISON ENGLISH, B.A. (Cantab.) 
Manager, College Bookshop 
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DONALD RAY RUGGLES, Technical Sergeant, United States Air Force 
Administrative Non-Commissioned Officer, Department of Atr Science 
ROBIE MAYHEW MACAULEY 
Editor, THE KENYON REVIEW 
GEORGE WILLIAM LANNING, JR., A.B., (Kenyon) 
Assistant Editor, THE KENYON REVIEW 
STUDENT OFFICERS 
The Student Government 
PATRICK EDWARDS '62 
President 
JOSEPH BARCROFT WHARTON '62 
Secretary-T reasurer 
The Student Council 
DEAN FRANCIS YOUNG '62 
Chairman 
DOUGLAS BALDWIN HILL, JR., '62 
Secretary 
Senior Class 
MARTIN DAVID SKINNER '62 
President 
BRUCE ALAN ROGERS '62 
Secretary 
PAUL CAPRON HEINTZ '62 
Treasurer 
Junior Class 
GEORGE FREDRIC SCHLADEN, JR., '63 
President 
DAVID BRUCE DAWSON '63 
Secretary-Treasurer 
Sophomore Class 
BARRY CHRISTIAN JENTZ '64 
President 
JOHN CHRISTOPHER SCOTT '64 
Secretary-T reasurer 
ASSEMBLY SPEAKERS AND SPECIAL LECTURERS 1960-1961 
W. C. Craig, Professor of Speech, The College of Wooster 
John C. Drake, M.D., Mount Vernon 
Francis W. Utley, Professor of English, The Ohio State University 
Larry Snyder, Department of Physical Education, The Ohio State University, 
track and field coach of the I960 U. S. Olympic Team 
William R. Chadeayne, attorney at law, Columbus 
Kirtley Mather, Professor Emeritus of Geology, Harvard University; Phi Beta app 
Visiting Scholar 
Marcia Van Cleve, World University Service 
The Reverend Nathan A. Scott, Associate Professor of Theology and Literature, 
University of Chicago 
Angus Wilson, British novelist 
John Scott, foreign correspondent, lime, Inc. 
Alfred E. Kahn, Professor of Economics, Cornell University 
Ivy R. McManus, Assistant Research Professor of Biochemistry and Nutrition, 
University of Pittsburgh _ . 
Robert M. Stecher, M.D., Associate Clinical Professor of Internal Medicine, c °o 
of Medicine, Western Reserve University; Chief, Arthritis Clinic, Cuya oga 
Hospital, Cleveland 
The Reverend George Buttrick, Chaplain Emeritus, Harvard University 
James McAuley, Editor, Quadrant (Australia) , 
Richard Hofstadter, Professor of History, Columbia University (George 11 n 
Lecturer) 
Cecil Northcott, British theologian and editor; Danforth Visiting Lecturer 
Colin S. Pittendrigh, Chairman, Department of Biology, Princeton University 
(George Gund Lecturer) 
Horace Davenport, Chairman, Department of Physiology; University of Michigan 
Medical School 
Colin Jackson, British lecturer, writer, and broadcaster 
Wilfred J. Smith, Colonel, USAF; National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Nadine Gordimer, novelist and short story writer 
Stella Kramrisch, Professor of South Asian Art, University of Pennsylvania 
1 lie Right Reverend Richard Ambrose Reeves, sometime Anglican Bishop 0 
Johannesburg 
SPECIAL CONCERTS 
The Oxford String Quartet 
Duo di Roma (George Gund Concert) 
The Baroque Chamber Players, Indiana University 
The Vienna Octet (George Gund Concert) 
THE COLLEGIUM MUSICUM of the University of Illinois 
The Western College Choir 
College of St. Mary of the Springs Concert Choir 
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CONVOCATION SPEAKERS 
Special Convocation, October, I960. 
The Right Reverend Arthur C. Lichtenberger, Presiding Bishop of the Protestant 
Episcopal Church in the United States of America 
Honors Day, February, 1961. 
Landrum Rymer Boiling, President, Earlham College 
Baccalaureate Service, June, 1961. 
The Right Reverend Roger Wilson Blanchard, Bishop of Southern Ohio 
Commencement, June, 1961. 
The Honorable Charles Habib Malik, University Professor, American Univer­
sity, Washington, D. C.; Professor of Philosophy, American University of 
Beirut, Lebanon; sometime President, General Assembly of the United 
Nations 
COLLEGE PREACHERS 
The Reverend Nathan A. Scott 
T!,e Right Reverend Robert L. DeWitt, Suffragan Bishop of Michigan 
The Reverend John B. Morris, Executive Director, The Episcopal Society for 
Cultural and Racial Unity 
The Reverend George Buttrick 
^ °lfgang Zucker, Chairman, Department of Philosophy, Upsala College 
The Reverend Jones B. Shannon, Executive Director, Church Society for College 
Work, Washington, D. C. 
The Rig^ Reverend James W. Hunter, Missionary Bishop of Wyoming 
The Reverend Albert T. Mollegen, Professor of New Testament Language and 
Literature, Protestant Episcopal Theological Seminary in Virginia 
The Reverend C. F. Allison, Assistant Professor of Ecclesiastical History, School 
°f Theology, University of the South 
The Reverend John M. Krumm, Chaplain, Columbia University 
ePh Sittler, The Divinity School, University of Chicago 
H I S T O R Y  
The King, the Queen, the lords, the earls, 
They gave their crowns, they gave their pearls 
Until Philander had enough 
And hurried homeward with the stuff. 
Kenyon's favorite song is as true as it is benignly satirical; it does not so much 
laugh at the memory of our tireless and irascible founder as make him a 
familiar presence. The truth within the humor is that Philander Chase, rst is 
of the Northwest Territory, scoured England for money with which to ui a c 
in the midst of trees and Indians. Though memories of the War o 181 ^ 
green, many an Englishman listened to his plea, and the Bishop hurrie ^ 
to choose a site. He found it on a remote hill in the forest and t lere, 
the song, he did literally everything— 
He built the college, built the dam, 
He milked the cow, he smoked the ham, 
He taught the classes, rang the bell, 
And spanked the naughty freshmen well. 
In 1824 his college was chartered as The Theological Semi"a^ °jj permanent 
Episcopal Church in the Diocese of Ohio. By 1829 e ia ' e walls 
building—"the College," he called it; .0 us i. is Old Kenyonj^ 
were fortress thick, and for a generation, it is said, studen neW college, 
or teaching missions in the neighborhood were met wit susp' . n t0 settle tb« 
built with English money, might indeed be a fortress in pi P ^ and there 
score f o r  the Battle of Lake Erie. Rattlesnakes were killed on t ^ ^  ^  
were bears. An English undergraduate of the first years sai far into the 
of-bounds for students, because the boys feared that if they strayed 
darkness of the woods, they would never return. 
• • c Knf- even before he 
The Bishop's original idea had been to train minis er , ^ teachers. L" 1 
gan to build he had enlarged his plan to include t re pr p ^ colleg'a:f 
candidates for Holy Orders read with him whde they pu su ^ course 
studies. In 1833, under the second president, Bishop c ^ contribution 
of theological discipline was established; and in ;' ' Scho0i. Meanwh'1 
from England, Bexley Hall was built to house the ideflt Faculty 
:wo supplementary acts of the Legislature ia 8iv<jn ^ sciences, and o f*r; 
he College the power "of conferring degree!> in the arts a ^ a, 
Arming all such other acts as pertain unto the Facu f litical, busing 
•conferring Degrees in Theology." So while it was prep 
ind scholarly leaders, Kenyon College was simu'taneonsly p P ^ 
md bishops for this and other regions of our nat.on^In W, ^  ^  ^  
>f the institution was changed to conform to tha y 
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Kenyon College. It consists of two parts: the College, called Kenyon, and the 
Divinity School of Kenyon College, named for its principal building, Bexley Hall. 
1 College and the Divinity School have each their own deans and faculties; both 
" Presided over by the President of Kenyon College. 
The College continues to enjoy a close association with the Protestant 
i' «>pal Church. Though the Board of Trustees is largely self-perpetuating, 
, 1S ops Ohio and Southern Ohio are ex-officio members and, in alternate 
• «s. its chairmen. The services in the Chapel are those of the Episcopal Church, 
| el lege, believing that religion is an integral part of liberal education, 
' rages each student t0 a«end these services or those of a church of his choice. 
than iJ°!e^aS "eVer asP"'ed to hugeness, for it has grown up in the collegiate rather 
'he social 6 Umv^rs'tT tradition. Numbers are deliberately limited to preserve 
"itimately °f ^ cobe8e> to ma^e 11 possible for every member to know 
live on the rz ° * J students and all the faculty. Nearly all undergraduates 
"e small F^T' ' 6 *acuby bve *n College houses. Most classes and seminars 
parlors, on the2^! ^ underSraduates meet in faculty homes and fraternity 
^hintimacvi/aT"8, , S in the gymnasium, as well as in the classroom. 
°0W e ^>ed bV aH 10 be a valuable part of the educational process. 
applied vocatlin^"7 j" aSpired t0 a university curriculum, with its vast number of 
'ht as Bishonrt, P ST10nal studies- Its curriculum, needless to say, is not 
tlTe,y « possible rl^ aSeS', Its,concern' however, is the same: to pursue as effec-
* ^ bolars, scientists "T T StudieS- At Kenyon' the entire group 
'tandin«' The central Students is Preoccupied with the primary task of under-
rrovi<le the "intellectual1511^056 °r ^ humanistic tradition, they believe, is to 
"Jfent some sense of wher'T t fundamental disciplines" and to give the 
** k » going, id X5 ^ ' S° ^ hC iud8e Whe'e he and 
" ,» Xhoi hi °° lon8et con,ends »ith rattlesnakes, though a man 
XiiX; dT°SS W°0ded 3nd '°Uin8 c0"°^ N<" Ml 
degree to which its faTi,5"?!?,from lts firsl P™Pose, and from the 
"'e devoted to that „X„ A' a"5 5°° S'UdenK' 4000 a"d 
J" "M|d, but how, in ' and understand not only its vast importance 
numerous ways, to pursue it, in the middle of the twentieth 
ACCREDITATION 
^enyon Cnli 
'ad Secondary3 Schooh^^ membe' °' 'he N°"h Association of 
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Gambier, the seat of the College, is a village of about five hundred inhal. 
tants, situated on a hill in Knox County in the center of Ohio. The site, vuth 
an altitude of nearly eleven hundred feet, was chosen by Bishop Chase after care 
ful investigation for natural beauty and healthfulness of climate. Ihe plateau on 
which the College and village are situated rises about two hundred feet above 
the valley of the Kokosing River, which flows around it on three sides. Mount 
Vernon, the county seat, is five miles to the west, Cleveland one hundred miles 
northeast, and Columbus fifty miles south. Newark, thirty miles south, is the stop for 
through Pennsylvania trains from New York to St. Louis; Mansfield, thirty-three 
miles north, is the stop for the through Pennsylvania trains from New \ork to 
Chicago; Galion, forty-five miles north, is the stop for the New York Central trains 
from New York or Boston to Cincinnati or St. Louis. Commercial airports at 
Columbus, Akron, and Mansfield are a little over an hour away by automobile. Bus 
lines connect with Mount Vernon from Mansfield, Newark, and Columbus. The 
village of Gambier lies about halfway between routes U. S. 30 and U. S. 40. Mount 
Vernon is situated on U. S. 36. By road, one reaches Gambier by taking Ohio route 
229 from Mount Vernon, or by turning off Ohio route 36 on to Ohio route 308 
about four miles northeast of Mount Vernon. 
The original domain of the College included about four thousand acres, being 
a quarter township of the United States Military Reservation of 1795 in Central 
and Eastern Ohio. Of this domain the College still holds about four hundre 
eighty-five acres, including several tracts of woodland. 
The College Park and adjoining land as well as the Kokosing Park are heavil) 
planted with oak and other trees. The Middle Path, which provides the axis of the 
College buildings and the village, is lined with maples. 
The College buildings comprise the dormitories, Old Kenyon (1827, rebuilt 
1950) Hanna Hall (1902), Leonard Hall (1923), Norton Hall (1953), the David 
Lewis Memorial Building (1953), and the Canon Orville E. Watson Memorial Hall 
(1956); the Bexley Place dwelling units and cottages (1956), which provide 
lousing or married students at the theological seminary; Ascension Hall (1859, 
H n' / t^ie recitation and administration building; Samuel Mather Science 
all (1925), the laboratory building; the Speech Building (1941); the Alumni 
H iTTi w'*b wbich is connected the Stephens Stack Room (1902); Bexley 
a (1839), the theological seminary; Colburn Hall (1904), the theological 
rlfZ^'u ?Sl HaH (1831> rebuilt 1899 and 1937), the assembly room; the Church 
,i cu « tPint (1869)> the chapel; Peirce Hall (1928), the commons building; 
in I .,5"™"11116 P°o1 U935); Cromwell House (1913), the President's 
re umni House (1937); and the power plant, a gift of the alumni in 1923. 
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BUILDINGS 
OLD KENYON, the first permanent building of Kenyon College, was begun in 
'827 and opened to students in 1829. It was a massive Gothic structure, one 
hundred sixty feet long and three stories high. The walls were of local sandstone 
and at the basement story measured four and one-half feet in thickness. The roof 
carried battlements and pinnacles and was surmounted by a spire one hundred 
ten feet high containing the old college bell. 
Old Kenyon, which was completely destroyed by fire in 1949, was rebuilt in 
1949-50. Its exterior is identical with that of the original building; the interior 
°f the building, which accommodates one hundred fifty-eight students, is modern 
in every respect. 
HANNA HALL is a dormitory opened in December, 1903, and houses about 
sixty students. The donor was the late Marcus A. Hanna, United States Senator 
from Ohio, who built Hanna Hall in honor of his wife, Charlotte Augusta 
Rhodes Hanna. 
LEONARD HALL is a dormitory opened to students in September, 1924. The 
uilding, which houses about one hundred men, is the gift of Ohio churchmen 
as a tribute of love and devotion to William Andrew Leonard, Fourth Bishop of 
i°, and in reverent memory of his wife," Sarah Louise Sullivan Leonard. 
( ^ORTON HALL AND THE DAVID LEWIS MEMORIAL BUILDING are twin freshman 
'Ormitories erected in 1953. Norton Hall is the gift of Laurence H. Norton, 
Robert C. Norton, and Mrs. Fred R. White, of Cleveland, in memory of their 
^ather, David Z. Norton; the David Lewis Memorial Building, of the late Florence 
Lewis Rauh in memory of her husband, David Lewis. 
THE COLLEGE CHAPEL, the Church of the Holy Spirit, was built in 1869 
^ the Church of the Ascension, New York, as a tribute to its former rector, 
'shop Bedell. In 1940 the interior was redecorated through the generosity of 
ar' R- Ganter, 1899, in memory of his father, R. L. Ganter, D.D., Kenyon 
1856, Bexley 1859. 
The organ is the gift of Philip H. Herzing of St. Marys, Ohio. It was installed 
" 'he Church of the Holy Spirit in 1953 with the aid of gifts of the late Guy H. 
u"°'ph, 1892, and his family; the Class of 1896; and others. 
ASCENSION HALL, which contains lecture and recitation rooms and adminis-
tiative offices, was built in 1859 from funds provided by members of the Church of 
.c Ascension, New York, in honor of their former rector, Bishop Bedell. In 1927 
' e interior was entirely rebuilt in fireproof construction. The administrative offices 
are on the first floor, and private offices are provided for members of the faculty. 
SAMUEL MATHER SCIENCE HALL, a gift of the late Henry G. Dalton of 
Cveland as a tribute to his senior partner, was occupied in September, 1926. 
THE OBSERVATORY, situated in the tower of Ascension Hall, has a five-and-one-
Warter-inch telescope and other instruments for use of students interested in 
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astronomy and mathematics. It is maintained by the income from the Delam 
Astronomical Fund. PRANJ[ R 
PEIRCE HALL, the College commons, is the joint gift oe a ^ ^ ^  
Ginn, 1890, and the late William Nelson Cromwell. ^ fifteenth 
in 1928. Peirce Hall is named in honor of William Foster , 
president of Kenyon College. Incorporated with it is the Philand 
memorial tower, the gift of the Diocese of Ohio. ^ 
The vaulted vestibule is three stories in height with a n e ed by the late 
Gustavino tile. The windows of the tower are of stained g chedrai, with 
Charles J. Connick in the manner of the windows in 0*: tcs ^ ^ 
medallions illustrative of the life of Bishop Chase. Dir y P ^ archway 
trance a richly carved Tudor archway leads to the main hall ThJ The 
is a loggia and a terrace, and in the in *• 
upper rooms of the tower have been equipped as ^ ^  terface 
On the main floor is a lounge which opens direct y on floof The 
A music room and a billiard room with four tabl 
third floor contains rooms for guests and members fe£t wide, and 
The Great Hall or dining room is one hundred fee , ^ ^  {he east side 
forty-one feet high. In this room are three large bay w > ceiling in ^ 
and one on the west. These bay windows ar charIes J. Cojj* 
limestone. Artistic stained-glass medallions a so 7 walIs are paneled 
represent characters in English and American *te»tu£ ^ locatcd 
oak to the height of the second story. Ktthffl «d ^ ,eveI. 
in a wing at the south end of the dining a js above ground for 
Owing to the natural slope of the land dining rooms are on t '• 
more than half its area. A coffee shop and two pnvat 
floor. , .. . 1Q2i as the College chapel 
ROSSE HALL, the assembly room, was built m church 0f the Holy 
was used for this purpose until the construction ^ ^  contains 
in 1869. The principal hall now serves as the assemo y 
motion picture projection booth. Benjamin Shaffer, ' 
THE SPEECH BUAMNTS is the gift of the We Ch. ^ ^ 
member of the Class of 1883. It was dedicated ^ dasroontt ^ 
is lined almost entirely with acoustica m ' The auditorium. kn°*n ^ 
laboratories have nearly ideal sound con i • The stage js as larg 
Hill Theater, seats one hundred ninety- ve p j | equipment, 
auditorium itself, and is provided with modern theatrical 9 P ^ ^  . 
THE SHAFFER SWIMMING POOL, opened in buiIt 0F concrete^ 
the late Charles Benjamin Shaffer. epocs ^ ^  seventy-fae 
covered with a gabled glass roo , is ^ which can be held t 
It amply accommodates six racing a ,, swimnling events. 
one-hundred, two-hundred, and four-hun y 
hall contains a spectators' gallery, showers, and lockers. 
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IHF AIUMNI HOUSE is open throughout the year to provide accommodation 
visitors and guests of the College. The house contains twenty-one double 
,1S "lan8ecl singly and in suites. There is a parlor for meetings and parties, 
a small modern kitchen. Special rules govern the assignment of rooms, the 
*e o t ie house for meetings of visiting academic societies, for faculty parties, and 
e entertainment of groups of guests by any resident members of the College. 
Wriaht n!o/R\ES ^ • ^RIGHT MOUSE, named in honor of the late Charles C. 
buildino ' ong"dme trustee of the College, is the College infirmary. The 
wieiRenc *9^' Provides adequate facilities for men requiring 
w apart! f^St and suPervision. It has a kitchen, pharmacy, dispensary, 
than twent? 7 resident nurse, and rooms for student assistants. More 
private rooms " ^ ^ acc0mmodated in the ward and in private and semi-
°f the latTLeTw'wr H°USE WES dedicated in October, 1948. in honor 
,ott* Alumni Connru? Tr-°f Ae QaSS °f 1899" Mr- Wertheimer's bequest 
Council to initiate the ro"^ impr0vement the College was assigned by the 
The Field T-in 
yfwa intramural cLT^ ^ J""!7 basketba11 cou« which can be used 
an are» equipped to h a 0ne'e,ghth""llle claY track, a wrestling platform, and 
*0Ccer» and lacrosse activities6 tenmS' bal1, football» volleyball, badminton, 
|0r use by Air TotcT* O T C ^'A  1953 °n the east side of one of the hangars 
r>Ur target lanes satisfactory fn/ T ^  °therS' R iS E regulation range with 
P0RT KENYON is me SP0NSORED BY the National Rifle Association. 
.. a runway 2400 feeMonl^2. °f °ne hundred and twenty-five acres 
' M a„b Md lhe 8nyon ^ -^n be,on6lng to ,he 
The iibfari THE LIBRARIES 
*>d Colbu/n HaUaPAiy " 2"* buildings: Alunini Hall, the Lib 
Sd UiU " - " gift o T ?3ll> thC main Pa« °f the College libr 
f«r ^ from Alumnf hLi is Tni" *** AnnCX'. just across 
heile, t!8p llhr«y use. Colburn ?°vernment building conve 
k ™ " .  t h e  d i v i n i t y  s c W o T r f r c  V f  t h e o l o « i « 1  a t t a c h e d  
M and Mather HallsT"".!, F°Ur Sdence °>Unction» 
»nd Physin >,her Hal» ^ the Departments of Biology, Chemi: 
?. * ^DERWAV FR\ IL "buX°s,T:rf d iib^  ^  
Possible to combineThe fom P' "> the science bull 
,> ""nkined libra,ies . collKti°"» into one science lib 
^"ts, Md receive" tPl3°LW6°' ^ * "9,809 b 
currently Aon, 600 periodicals and newspapers 
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United States Government Depository, the College library receives many publica­
tions from the United States Government Printing Office. The document collection, 
housed in the Library Annex, is valuable to students working in the fields o 
economics, politics, and history. 
Norton Hall, the reference room in the College library, is a Gothic room with 
stone mullioned windows and a lofty beamed ceiling, the gift of the late David 
Norton. It houses an extensive collection of standard reference works. The 
periodical room is also located on the first floor, and the basement contains a specia 
reading room where books relating to economics and political science are kept. 
Two seminar rooms on the second floor of the main library contain the 
twentieth-century fiction collection, art books, and the Carnegie Art Collection o 
2300 mounted pictures. The Reeves Room, an attractive reading room with a 
fireplace and lounge chairs, is also on this floor. Named for the late William 
Peters Reeves, former professor of English, this is the most popular of t c 
student rooms. 
The extensive collection of Philander Chase journals and letters includes many 
manuscript records of the founding of the College. Many other documents an 
newspapers of early Gambier and Kenyon are indexed in the library. 
Files of newspapers, documents, and periodicals previous to 1946 are shelved 
in the Library Annex, which also serves as a reading and study area. 
Colburn Hall, erected in 1904 in the pleasing style of the nineteenth century, 
is the library of the divinity school, Bexley Hall. It maintains a collection o 
28,000 books and 110 current periodicals. It has a superior collection o 
theological works, including unique materials concerning the Ohio Diocese of the 
Episcopal Church. Many of the early books and uncommon editions of the Bi e 
housed here were given to the College by its English founding patrons. A" 
extensive addition to and remodeling of Colburn Hall is in the planning stage. 
The income of the following endowment funds is devoted to the purchase of 
books: 
The James P. Stephens Fund, given in 1859 by James P. Stephens. 
The Hoffman Fund, established in 1867 by Frank E. Richmond. 
The Vaughn Fund, established in 1872 by a bequest of the Rev. J- ^ 
aughn, the income from which is used for binding books. 
. Jhe, K,ock Fund> established in 1913 by Mrs. Klock in memory of b« 
husband, George F. Klock, 1878. 
i oo JVf1!minC Fund' established in 1924 in memory of Charles E. Milmme< 
• y is sister, Mrs. Rose Milmine Parsons. 
The Roberta and Gordon Chalmers Fund, established in 1950 by a gfi 
resi ents of Knox County and supplemented by gifts of Mr. George 
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Frazer, the income from which is used for the purchase of library books 
suitable for use by the faculty and students. 
The Ringwalt Fund, given in 1955 by Earl D. Babst, 1893, for the purchase 
of books in memory of Ralph Curtis Ringwalt, 1894. 
The Manning Fund, established in 1957 by a bequest of Richard C. Manning 
for the purchase of books in foreign languages. 
The Clifton H. Brewer Fund, given by Mrs. Brewer, for the purchase of 
books in the fields of religious education and liturgies. 
The principal of the following funds is used for designated purchases: 
The George E. Frazer Fund, given by George E. Frazer, a trustee of the 
College, for the purchase of mathematics books and periodicals. 
The Mark Curtis Kinney Fund, given by Mark Curtis Kinney, 1910, for 
biography books. 
The Stansfield Fund, given by Edward H. Stansfield and Edward H. 
Stansfield, Jr., for the purchase of books in history and political science. 
ATHLETIC FIELDS 
Benson Field, situated at the foot of the College Hill, has an area of about 
ten acres. It contains a combination football-lacrosse field which is circled by a 
tinder running track. 
Immediately north of Benson Field are four Har-Tru fast-drying tennis courts. 
Fhe courts are permanently lined and can be played upon as soon as the 
rost *s out of the ground. 
South of the Field House and east of Benson Field is a combination soccer-
aseball field. The field is also used for physical education class activities, 
dditional fields are available on the airport grounds for intramural athletics. 
The Mount Vernon Country Club, five miles distant, has a rolling nine-hole 
S°lf course which is available to students on payment of a greens fee. 
ADMISSION TO THE COLLEGE 
Kenyon is a college for men with an enrollment of about five hundred. Because 
the enrollment is limited, application for admission should be made early. The 
Director of Admissions will then be able to assist the applicant, if he wishes help, 
to anticipate requirements for entrance and for specific courses he may wis ti 
study in the College. 
The Office of Admissions will supply application forms upon request. A Prc 
liminary form appears on the last page of this catalogue. The personal app ic j1 
form should be made out by the applicant himself and should be accompanie 
small, unmounted photograph. The College will also supply a transcript 
which the applicant should ask his secondary school to fill out as fully as po ^ 
That form should be sent by the secondary school directly to the ircf 
Admissions. . • i the 
In addition to the record of his secondary-school studies (the transcrip^,^ 
applicant must report the score he has made in a recent scholastic ap 1 ^ 
Kenyon is a member of the College Entrance Examination Boar , app ' 
live near one of the centers where the "College Boards are given mus ^ ^ 
Board's Scholastic Aptitude Test (the Aptitude Test is regu ar y sc iejjxam;nati0n 
given in the morning; see Information Concerning College "tran . thieve-
Board Tests, page 34). Some applicants will also take the College• o ^ 
ment Tests (scheduled to be given in the afternoon). Of the 
the one in English Composition is especially recommended. ^ ^  
If an applicant, for a specific reason, cannot take the Scholastic p ^ {jfnf 
and if he does not have the results of some other aptitude test to rep ,ogjca| 
of application, he should take the American Council on "ca/ Q^ce will 
Examination in his own school. Upon request the Kenyon Admis ^ ^ 
send this test to the principal, to be administered to the app ica 
returned to the College to be scored. admission 
Applicants are urged to have personal interviews with the o ce ffoff 
The administrative offices in Ascension Hall are open Mon ay t ro including 
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and until 12:00 m. on Saturday. t ot " ^ \[ i 
holidays, members of the faculty and staff are availab e or in 
special appointment is made in advance. . istrative d' 
During the summer months, visitors will be welcome at the 
fices from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., Monday through Friday. ^ 
Prospective students and their families are cordially invited to' Jatjons «:; 
and to use the Commons and the Coffee Shop. Overnig i 
available at the Alumni House (guest house) at a moderate ra 
Requirements for Admission Director 
Correspondence about admissions should be addresse ^ faoi ^ 
Admissions; actual acceptance in the College, however, is made y 
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Committee on Admissions. Provisional acceptance of satisfactory applicants will be 
granted after the completion of three and one-half years in the secondary school; 
n ^re instances, after the completion of three years. Acceptance is made final only 
y satisfactory completion of the secondary-school curriculum. 
The Committee will consider an application only if it presents: 
. Evidence that the applicant will complete fifteen units of secondary-school 
iheYn SUb'eCtS preparatory *or Kenyon College. Acceptable units: 14 units from 
e s of languages, mathematics, natural sciences, history, and social studies; 1 
>*o in m T °-^er study- ^e fifteen units will include three in English, 
showin mat..imat'cs' and two m foreign languages; but a program of fifteen units 
's markedl ' dstr'bution of subjects will be considered if the applicant's record 
high jn ./ supcr'0r- The Committee will give preference to applicants who rank 
jcbolatHr £lr fC0fndary-Sch001 c'asses> and pay particular attention to the 
C record of the final preparatory year. 
from school i°^ ^°°d c'iaracter from the secondary school; recommendations 
Kenyon College ^S ^ teacbers> fr°m clergymen, and, if possible, alumni of 
j  p . ,  
15 cl«s standing to do co"e8e work, as that is indicated by such criteria 
January or Fehm' a° ^ ^ College Board Scholastic Aptitude Test (December, 
4 ^ February tests preferred). 
^ sent a mediV When the applicant is notified of his acceptance, he 
P^ician and returned form which should be filled out by the family 
Applicants Director of Admissions. 
fot scholastic attainment^ i" ™ind,that the Colle8e d°es not choose its members 
promise. n y' but also f°r the important qualities of character and 
Admission 
J**tEtog ™ "\Wl °f vear) may be granted 
; c junior year; 2) Colleee R 7T» !? the top tenth of the class at the end 
.e » in both the veSl and Y Prehminary Scholastic ^tode Test scores 
. In 0rd« to be « J mathematical aptitudes. 
JYion « required rn'make a non111/^ ITY"8 C'aSS> the candidate for early 
' ls notification of acceptance P°Sit °f $2°° within four weeks 
^cement 
study of Admission wi,h 
rc^lrerCge Entrance Examination Boa^d* Advanced Placement Program of 
•ill i " °f co'lege-level courses L fU S Wh° have fulfilled all the 
a; COnsid<=red for credit and ad 'Y Whkh partidpate in this program 
c Advanced Placement P ^ PkCement at Keny°n College. 
who „,sh to be considered for advanced placemen. 
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or credit will be offered in May, 1962. Bulletins of information with 
blanks are available at schools or through the College Board Advanced Placement 
Examinations, Box 592, Princeton, New Jersey. 
Transfer from Other Colleges 
Only those students are eligible for admission by transfer whose records satis y 
the entrance requirements of Kenyon College, and whose college courses and grades 
satisfy substantially the requirements imposed by the curriculum of Kenyon College 
An applicant must present a transcript of his complete secondary-school work as 
well as an official transcript of his college record to date. Only liberal arts subjects 
in which the applicant has received a grade of C or better will be accepted for trans 
fer credit. 
The college transcript must indicate that the applicant was in good standing at 
the time of withdrawal. 
Information Concerning College Entrance Examination Board Tests 
During the academic year 1961-62, the College Entrance Examination Boar 
will hold examinations on the following dates: 
Saturday, December 2, 1961 Saturday, May 19, 1962 
Saturday, January 13, 1962 Wednesday, August 8, 1962 
Saturday, March 3, 1962 
The schedule of tests will be as follows: 
8:30 a.m.—Scholastic Aptitude Test, for all five dates listed above. 
(Verbal and Mathematical Sections) 
1:30 p.m.—Achievement Tests, for all five dates listed above. 
Writing Sample, for December, January, and March. 
Candidates may take not more than three Achievement Tests on any one atc 
if they are not taking the Writing Sample that day, and not more than two 
Achievement Tests if they are taking the Writing Sample that day. Achievement 
Tests may be selected from the following: 
English Composition * Hebrew Biology Advanced Mathematics 
Social Studies Latin Physics Intermediate Mathematics 
French * Russian Chemistry 
German Spanish 
Bulletins of information with application blanks may be obtained without 
c arge rom the College Entrance Examination Board. Separate booklets descri 
jC *CStS an<^ sample questions and answers will be sent to each registered 
can11 ate at no additional cost. Each application must be submitted for the 
o ege Board tests several weeks in advance of the examination dates and mus* 
be accompanied by the examination fee, or fees. 
Candidates east of the Rocky Mountains should address their inquiries an" 
p • * Clf ^aPP',cat'°ns to the College Entrance Examination Board, Box 59-
cVio, u • CW Jersey- Candidates in the Rocky Mountain and Pacific are3< 
27 California *° ^ 0)1,686 Entrance Examination Board, Box 27896, Los Angeles 
* Offered only in March 
THE COURSE OF STUDY 
Kenyon College is unreservedly devoted to liberal education, which it under­
stands to mean—in contrast to strictly vocational training—a fairly broad and 
accurate knowledge of the chief elements of civilization as they are revealed by the 
arts and sciences of the ancient and modern worlds. The College cannot hope to create 
in four years a man of universal knowledge; it does not try. Neither does it attempt 
to give specialized professional training. It can, however, combat intellectual 
provincialism and create a lifelong concern for humane and scientific truth. 
No one thinks it possible to become a physician without first being taught. He 
can, if he doesn't think about it, suppose that humanity comes by nature. The truth 
is, however, that our enjoyments and our evaluations, like our trades, are learned. 
We learn how to value our possessions as well as how to make them; our passions, 
our disgusts, and our ambitions are learned. A man cannot fulfill his potentialities as 
1 Physicist until he has learned the modes of discovery and the forms of expression; 
wither can he cross the threshold of his potentialities as a man without learning 
what they are and how they may be expressed. 
Among the multitude of studies and skills that learned men have created, a few 
are generally applicable to the problems of most men. Few must design airplanes, 
tat all must "philosophize"; they will do so stupidly, or with a degree of clarity. 
Not many, perhaps, will write international treaties, but all must respond to the 
w°rld around them, and they will either do so blindly or with a degree of scientific 
precision. The liberal curriculum therefore comprises those fundamental studies 
roughly divided into humanities, natural sciences, and social sciences that nourish 
'he mind, that set it to work upon problems of concern to all thinking men. It seeks 
no' technical and applied knowledge, but the fundamental thought and analysis 
upon which all application must be founded. A man who has mastered an important 
part of those studies should be better able to understand himself, his fellows, and the 
^orld of things and ideas that surrounds him. He should be equipped to attack 
professional studies—theology, medicine, law, business administration with unusual 
advantage, for his education can readily be set to work upon the technical problems 
of Professional study. 
First of all, therefore, the College tries to show the student how to improve his 
Jlinking, to use skillfully the data of some important areas of human experience. 
e preliminary steps are taken in the first two years, when the undergraduate studies 
IS own and another language, when he studies mathematics or systematic scientific 
°r philosophical reasoning. While he is learning these tools and modes of 
| 0ught, the student is also becoming acquainted with other studies in order to in­
form himself of their possibilities for him. Those studies are listed under diver­
s'cation requirements. In the second semester of his sophomore year he must 
c °°se a subject in which he will do concentrated study — his major. 
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This major study, which requires most of his energies during the junior and 
senior years, provides the real substance of a liberal education. By becoming, even 
in a small way, the master of one important section of knowledge, the student is 
equipped to attend intelligently and with profit to others. To some of these, indeed, 
he has already been introduced in his underclass years. The hope is that in the en 
he will possess not only facts but a mind and an imagination educated to use them. 
The normal program consists of four unit credits in the freshman year, hve 
unit credits in the sophomore year, and four unit credits in each of the junior 
and senior years. 
EXAMINATIONS 
Examinations covering the work of half-unit credit courses are required of all 
students at the end of each semester course. Examinations covering the wor ' 
of unit credit courses are required of all students at the end of the secon 
semester. All examinations must be taken at the scheduled time, except by 
permission of the Registrar. A fee of ten dollars is charged for any special 
examination. 
GRADING SYSTEM 
but Grades are recorded by letter: A, excellent; B, good; C, fair; D, passing bu 
not satisfactory; F, failure. This is based on a point system of: A—4; B+—"3.5 
B—3; C +=2.5; C=2; D +=1.5; D=l; F=0, with an average grade of 
< (2.00) required for graduation. W=Withdrew with sufficient reason on 
the recommendation of the Dean of the College; WP=Withdrew passing; 
WF—Withdrew failing. 
ACADEMIC PROBATION 
The College requires a minimum of seventeen unit credits and a maximum of 
ineteen unit credits of academic work with an average grade of C (2.00) f°r 
gra uation. Whenever a student's cumulative average falls below 2.00 he 
utomatically placed on academic probation for the subsequent semester. If a 
s u ent s average falls below an average of D (1.00) he is subject to dismissal 
from the College for poor scholarship. 
• ,i on academic probation are expected to secure an average of C (2.00) 
in their first probationary period. 
thp mm" CS ac.'u'ermc Proh>ation affect only those students who fail to mee| 
of a ar 'S. °ut|'necI above. When these rules lead to the dismissa 
com Dosed of . ey are administered by the Committee on Academic Standing. It,s 
of the College* T ^  memkers> two representatives of each division; the Dean 
a student's rlL", C.hai/ma)n of this Committee, and all communications regarding students dismissal should be addressed to him. 
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COURSE CREDITS 
Course credits are measured in units, including three-fourths unit credits, one­
's unit credits, and one-fourth unit credits. A unit credit is the equivalent 
0 a standard eight-credit-hour course, or a four-credit-hour course each semester, 
and represents the equivalent of ninety-six class hours for the full course. Three-
ourths unit credits, one-half unit credits, and one-fourth unit credits are proportions 
0 'lie same. Laboratory hours are counted at a ratio of two to one. 
No credit is given for courses in physical education, although the equivalent 
0 two semester credit hours is the requirement for graduation. 
All credit courses lead to the degree of Bachelor of Arts, or to the degree of 
Bachelor of Arts with Honors. 
THE DEGREE WITH HONORS 
Students with superior scholarship may apply to read for the degree with 
onors in any department of instruction which regularly offers work with a major. 
A student is eligible to apply to read for Honors if he will have completed 
ei6 t unit credits of work at Kenyon by the end of the semester in which he 
PP Ies> and if his divisional cumulative average at the time he makes application 
15 3.00 or above. 
Application should be made to the Registrar at the time of spring registration 
' e sophomore year, when the student declares his major. In exceptional cases 
stu ent may be admitted to the Honors Program as late as the middle of the 
' '°r year. All applications must be approved by both the candidate s major 
PWment and the appropriate Division of the Faculty. 
c JIT Canc^a*es WOfk for Honors will begin early in the junior year. The 
m .1 a*e engage in study, research, or writing under the direction of his 
e '°f ^PMtment or in a seminar. The work of the junior year is designed to 
and^ •*'le Canc^ate t0 ehoose the subject of his Honors course in the senior year 
^ will introduce him to some of the knowledge and techniques that will enable 
m to complete that project successfully. 
m Wofk the junior year may, or may not, at the discretion of the depart-
ma ' c re8afded as a course taken for credit not to exceed one unit credit and 
Se 6 re8arded either as a fourth or as a fifth course. Honors work in the 
ap f ^Car normally be regarded as one of four courses and will receive 
Propriate academic credit, not to exceed one unit credit for the year. 
a|l ^an<3idates for Honors will be exempt from that rule of the Faculty which 
theT * max'mum toward graduation of five unit credits in the major beyond 
. as'c course. Honors candidates will also be exempt from the requirement 
k 3^S. attendance, subject to the discretion of the instructor. They will, however, 
.t j 'ec* to the other general college rules pertaining to the requirements for 
ne degree. 
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The student's program will include courses of study recommended by ' 
departmental adviser and such special assignments to be completed mdepenaeny 
as the department prescribes. Honors candidates are encourage to par ici 
advanced or honors courses in allied fields. The supervision o t e s u ^ 
program will be the responsibility of the major department. The stu en 
required to do superior work in his major department and to maintain an a 
of 3.00 or better. He may be dropped from the Honors Program 1 in 
judgment of his department he fails to meet these requirements. 
At the end of his senior year the student will take a comprehensive exam^^on 
in his major subject, set and graded by an outside examiner. The exam ^ 
will be both written and oral. The written examination will be two ou^,^ 
papers, written on separate days. The student will also present to tie ex 
as evidence of his claim to Honors such other work as his department may r 
e.g., essays or experiments. 
There are three classes of Honors: Highest Honors, High Honors, and H ^ 
The class of Honors which the student receives will be determined joint y y 
outside examiner and the members of the student's department. 
A standing committee consisting of the Dean of the College, the ^e8is^. 
and representatives from each of the Divisions of the Faculty will review tie p 
and operation of the Honors Program at least every two years. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION 
I. Requirements for a degree 
1. A minimum of seventeen unit credits and a maximum of nineteen unit 
of academic work with an average grade of C and two semesters o p ^ 
education are required for graduation. A maximum of two and a a 
credits earned in the Air Force R.O.T.C. may be counted toward the eg: 
2. One foreign language: two years or the equivalent. Students are requite ^ 
enroll in a foreign language at the beginning of their freshman year an ^ 
continue its study until the requirement has been completed, un ess 
exemption test is passed or the departments of modern and classical langua 
agree to a postponement. 
3. English writing: one year or the equivalent. All students must enf0"^ 
this course until the requirement is met. The course should be taken u1 ^ 
freshman year unless the department agrees to a postponement. Courses 
English writing do not count for diversification. 
4. A comprehensive examination in the major field. 
Air Force R.O.T.C. is optional with the student. The basic courses (freshm 
and sophomore years) are evaluated as a half-unit credit for the entire two Je _ 
The advanced courses are evaluated as one unit credit each year for the jutl 
and senior years, or a total of two and one-half unit credits for the program-
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II. Diversification 
L To prevent over-specialization the student is required to earn two unit credits 
in each of the three Divisions of the College. Courses are distributed among 
the Divisions as follows: 
Humanities 
Classical Languages 
(beyond the inter­
mediate course) 
Modern Languages 
(beyond the inter­
mediate course) 
English Literature 
Philosophy 
Religion 
Music 11-12 
Art 
Drama 
Classical Civilization 22; 
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The courses which the student chooses for diversification must fulfill the 
specific requirements of each division: 
Humanities 
a) One unit credit in one of the following: 
1) Advanced languages (classical or modern) 
2) Philosophy 
3) English literature (beyond the freshman course) 
b) One unit credit in any one or more of the departments not elected to 
fulfill the requirement in paragraph a. Elementary and intermediate 
language courses and courses in English writing do not satisfy this 
requirement. 
Sciences 
a) One unit credit in a laboratory course in one department. 
Courses in psychology do not satisfy this requirement. 
b) One unit credit in either a laboratory or a non-laboratory course in 
one or more departments not elected to satisfy the requirement in 
paragraph a. 
Social Sciences 
a) One unit credit in any department. 
b) One unit credit in one or more departments other than the one elected 
to satisfy the requirement in paragraph a. 
Sciences 
Biology 
Chemistry 
Physics 
Mathematics 
Psychology 
Social Sciences 
Economics 
History 
Political Science 
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III. The Major 
1. The basic beginning course taken by the student may not be counteil as r 
of the major. 
2. The minimum requirement is three unit credits and the maximum requirement 
is five unit credits. 
3- If a department wishes to require more than the maximum number of 
credits for the major, it must receive faculty approval for the a itu 
requirement. ^ 
4. Normally, all departmental course offerings except the beginning course 
count toward the major; exceptions must receive faculty appiova . 
IV. Comprehensive Examination 
In the final semester of his senior year, the student must pass a compre ^ 
examination in his major subject. Whatever his academic average com. 
student may not become a candidate for the degree until he has passe 
prehensive examination. 
STUDENT COURSE LOAD 
A MAXIMUM 
The normal student course load is two unit credits per semester. ^ 
of two and one-half unit credits per semester may be earn w| provided 
(Two and three-fourths unit credits may be carried without per ^ for 
that these are taken in not more than five courses.) An extra c arg th£ 
each one-fourth unit credit above two and three-fourths unit cr > ^jgot is 
additional credits are in Air Science. The minimum load or a ^ without 
one and one-half unit credits in three courses. The rninim"f" sefl-or year 
petition is permitted only to students in the second semester o gra(juatc 
Any student who is attempting to accelerate his program so tia work-
in less than eight semesters will be charged proportionately tor ^ ^ 
A freshman must register for a minimum of two unit ere ^ Ait 
semester. A maximum load of two and one-half unit ere its, ovjje(j that t',c 
Science, may be carried with the permission of the Registrar, pr ^ ^  
student is not on probation and provided that these are ta en i 
five courses, plus Air Science. ^ register 
Any student on probation must petition the Faculty for permissi 
in more than two and one-half unit credits. 
THE RIGHT OF PETITION 
Each student has the right to petition the Faculty on ancj sho«f 
stitions should be addressed to the Faculty Committee must make c\& 
. sent to the Office of the Dean of the College. The Petffio coo-
,d detailed statement why the student thinks himself entitled 
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1 ration, and must be accompanied by written statements of fact and opinion 
,,, i C| StU. ents adyiser and from other members of the Faculty who may be 
y tie petition. Every petition will be dealt with on its own merits. 
Qn ADVISERS 
Mcned fam!h'S'j & student s sPecial interests, freshmen and sophomores are as-
c°urses Unn & rSCrS y tbe ^ean °f t^e College to assist them in their choice of 
they are by the chairman of the department in which 
v°cates and friend T,V'S"S bave no disciplinary function but do serve as ad-
°n academic matt?™ a L tbe C°Uege is always available for consultation 
matters, and the Dean of Students on social problems. 
A studcn( SUMMER SCHOOL STUDY 
Re8'strar for apprh0vaflCtS COUtscs at a summer school should submit to the 
? Writ'n8 from his facul^T °f Study' having firSt Secured aPProval 
,he Allege to accept summer T r ? t0  d° 50 may resuIt  in  refusaI hV 
Pt SUmmer work for credit toward a degree at Kenyon. 
Keny0n u»uuuntJi 5JLUDY 
j?** '™e8lhTcrel'0,Tide 3 eduCa,ion 15 the bc 
eti,me- Rapidly chaneine A aT COntinue to learn throughout h 
1 d emphasize that the edited °f Specialized knowledge in the contemporaj 
^ methods of the maior I t f"50" must understand the basic principl 
- encourage to devote their ^°U8ht,and human activity- Kenyon studen 
t^ue 4eir studies in gradulte srh T ^ t0 tWs ob'ective and 
gftdu-. Keny°n continue study on °th T ^ °f each Sraduatil 
Jr "are the recipients of aw , graduate level, and each year sever 
i^WUsoH^ ;rd\0ffe;ed under th^ Fulbright Act and 1 
' nd Slmilar organizations. Foundation, National Science Found 
Although ma 
"ntk°diS of Mhtst'tT"' ,hat applican,s be wi 
broad ™d T'0"*'"««"•«'? Prefer thei, Candida, 
Budici- contemplate entering c discourage overspecialization. Thi 
^ are not required to major in° ^.S1°na' schools of law, business 
. J^ts who expect m P ***<*' economics. or biolor 
* 'ht« of'trfoS0013,0' ^ and Kiences shM degree. 8 l"° ^Snages is a basic requirem, 
students wh0 
7X L' a"ffib'We"iii"the"c""ri°g may ele« a* five year progr 
^Technology, Md of Techno,ogy, MassaPcJs< 
Polytechnic fnst.tnte, Snccessful candide 
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of this program are awarded the Bachelor of Arts degree from Kenyon and the 
Bachelor of Science degree from one of the above institutions. 
In medicine as in other professions a humanistic and philosophical back­
ground is recognized as a primary requisite for leadership. More and more 
medical schools require a balanced liberal education and base their acceptance 
of applicants largely on the medical school admissions test and the recommendation 
of the student's advisors. Therefore, students who contemplate a career in 
medicine may major in any department of the College, taking care that the) 
include in their preparation the basic science requirements of the medical 
schools. It is advisable that these basic science courses be taken early in ones 
undergraduate career, preferably during the freshman year. 
Kenyon has standing committees of the faculty who assist students in applying 
to medical and law schools with advice and with letters of recommendation. 
No student will be recommended, however, whose abilities and achievements do 
not indicate that he can and will do work in graduate school which will bring 
credit to him as well as to the College. Since the Dean of the College is chairman 
of both these committees, students who plan to attend graduate schools should 
make this fact known to the Dean of the College not later than April of the 
junior year. 
COLLEGIATE FEES AND CHARGES 
TUITION — for the academic year 1961-1962 tuition will be $650 each semester. 
This includes laboratory fees but not laboratory breakage or damage. 
EXTRA COURSE CHARGE — For students carrying courses in excess of the 
normal load, the charge per extra course is $130 for each semester, not 
including laboratory of $15.00. 
TUITION FOR SPECIAL STUDENTS — For students carrying less than three 
courses the charge is $165 per course for each semester. For those courses 
requiring laboratory work, an additional fee of $15.00 per course is charged. 
The maximum load for such a student is two courses per semester. The 
tuition charge for students carrying three courses or more is the regular 
semester charge. 
GENERAL FEE — $50 per semester, applicable to all students. This fee covers 
a" charges for health service, student activities, athletics, and social events 
except those sponsored by the Air Force Reserve Officers Training Corps. 
REGISTRATION FOR ENTERING STUDENTS — A fee of $10 is charged 
for initial application. 
GRADUATION — $12 to be paid at the beginning of the semester preceding 
graduation. This fee includes cost of diploma and rental of the bachelor s 
caP> gown, and hood. 
LATE REGISTRATION AND OVERCUTTING — There is a $10 penalty for 
the first absence in each course, and a $5 penalty for each consecutive absence 
'n ^ch course thereafter. There are penalties varying from $5 to $15 per 
dass cut for overcutting. 
SPECIAL EXAMINATION FEE — $10 for each examination. 
°0K DEPOSIT — An advance deposit of $100 ordinarily is made for the 
Purchase of books and supplies, unless the student indicates he desires to 
Purchase for cash. Any unused balance of deposit will be refunded upon 
graduation or withdrawal of the student. 
R°T.C. UNIFORM DEPOSIT — Members of the Air Force R.O.T.C. Unit are 
required to make a Uniform Deposit of $25 at the start of the course. 
Against this deposit are charged cost of lost or destroyed items of equip 
ment and any other charges assessed by the Unit. Any balance remaining 
a' end of the course is refunded to the student. 
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LIVING EXPENSES 
DORMITORY RENTALS — Rentals in the College dormitories per semester ha« 
been established as follows: 
Old Kenyon, Lewis, Norton, Leonard and Hanna: 
Triple $150-°U 
Double 160' 
Sing]e 180.00 
Rentals in Bexley dormitories (when used) per semester have been 
lished as follows: 
CanonWatson: 
f ' "  1 8 0 . 0 0  
Single arE CLOSED 
All resident students live in college dormitories. DORMITORI 
DURING THE VACATIONS. ^ ^  
COMMONS CHARGE — $240 a semester. This fee covers food, service^ ^ 
of the common rooms of Peirce Hall. All resident stu en s , jl0 a 
Hall of the College Commons, NON-RESIDENT students ar 
semester for use of the common rooms. 
PAYMENTS ratjon fot 
The following payments are required on or before the day of S 
each semester. d a fee of J10 ^ 
ENTERING STUDENTS — A candidate for admission isi charge ^ ^ 
initial application. Upon notification that he has ee" fun£jable advance 
College, the candidate must return with his acceptance a first semest« 
payment of $100 which will be credited in full on his bi ^ KenyoD 
A non-refundable room reservation fee of $100 must b ^ the b 
College not later than June 1. This fee alsoi wi ^ the An : 
for the first semester. If, however, the candidate is at KenV 
Services of the United States between the date of h adyance 
College and the date of registration for entering stu en , 
of $200 will be refunded. _ . Apfil of 
RETURNING STUDENTS - At the time of Preref^raU^stration. The 
year, a deposit of $50 may be required to complete g sufi^ 
ment will appear as credit on the fall AUGU* 
reasons for refund may be considered, but NOT ^ ^ 
Returning students not registering in Apn will oe 
deposit on or about August 1, and a bill will be se . ^ * 
VLL STUDENTS — A payment of $550.00 is require rom am0unt 
belie <he day of registration for the firs. nis » . 
be payable on or before registrat,on for'hes«o imme<Kately P1^ 
addition to the required payments as set forth 
two paragraphs. 
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A statement of account will be sent to each student as soon as possible after 
beginning of each semester, showing credit for all payments made. The 
1 "re shown on the statement will be due on or before December 1 for the first 
Dniester, and on or before April 1 for the second semester. In accordance with 
u es established by the Board of Trustees, an additional fee of 4% of the amount 
"n'n8 unpaid at the close of business on the day on which it is due will be 
r- to the balance of any account not paid when due. In addition, any student 
se • is 30 days past due may be suspended from all college privileges 
Payment has been made. 
A full schedule of payments due is as follows: 
F°r Freshmen: 
On application (non-refundable) $ 10 00 
On acceptance ~ 100 00 
1 0 ater than June 1 — room reservation 100.00 
Returning students: 
Fre-registration — Not later than August 1 50.00 
or efore registration for first semester 550 00 
December 1 n . . 
On L c Balance of account 
April l £ °rC re^stradon ^0r second semester 550.00 
^ Balance of account 
Faln>entrpromptlyfed ^ famiHarize themselves with the above schedule and make 
ART'AL PAYMENT Sn 
in e^al monthly install ! *0^* t0 pay tuition and other fees 
,0 this conv.n u 8 the academic Y^r. The College is happy 
additional cost of /T* gh the facilities of The Tuition Plan at an 
for ^nature. ArrzneeLT\ the proper forms wlU be sent 
loans' • 8mentsshould be competed before the day of registration. 
*ges 55 ^)Umited amounts are available from Kenyon College loan funds (see 
Geke*AI STATEMENTS - AL, , 
P^mitted to register with not ^ admitted to KenY°n College and 
;;S lnd charges because of 1 ? PaymCnt °f any of the designated 
eacY> governmental or nth ° PaYment thereof by any person or 
:ofr exPress stipuktkm t^hat 7 7 ^  ^ t0 ^  
pay any porti f 1 ' for anY reason, such person shoulc 
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1961-1962 
Tuition $1,300.00 
General Fee 
Commons 
Dormitory Room (approximate average) 
ALL FEES AND CHARGES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE AT ANY TIME BY TUB 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES. 
A student who wishes to transfer his credits to another institution or to 
withdraw from the College must pay in full all his indebtedness to Kenyo^ 
College, including all amounts borrowed, before a transcript of his recor^ 
will be issued or his release granted. Grades are not released unti a 
payments are made. 
100.00 
480.00 
330.00 
$2,210.00 
REFUND POLICY 
The Board of Trustees of Kenyon College in 1947 adopted the following poli<7 
with regard to refund of tuition and other charges. During the first five wee s 
actual attendance in Kenyon College, from the date of enrollment, charges ^ 
made in accordance with the following schedule. This schedule applies °n y 
the tuition charge. The general fee and other fees and book charges are not prorate 
Period of actual attendance in Per cent of tuition charged 
Kenyon College from date of enrollment. 
One week or less 20% 
Between one and two weeks 20% 
Between two and three weeks 40% 
Between three and four weeks 60% 
Between four and five weeks 80% 
Over five weeks 100% 
The following rule governs Commons rebates: 
Rebates on payments for board at the College Commons are made only in case 
withdrawal from Kenyon College or of absence because of illness for six or 
consecutive weeks. Application for rebate must be made before the end of 1 
semester during which the withdrawal or absence occurs. If a refund is necessary, 
tec arges for Commons meals will be prorated on a weekly basis an 
dormitory rentals on a daily basis. 
In the case of a student being drafted into the Armed Services, those fees •"j 
rgcs or tuition, board and room for a semester will be prorated and a re un 
made for the unused portion. 
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LOSS OF PROPERTY 
Kenyon College is not responsible for loss or theft of, nor for damage to, any 
students property, whatever the cause. Students' property is in dormitories and 
other College buildings at the sole risk of the owner. 
SCHOLARSHIPS AND STUDENT AID 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
Kenyon College has a substantial program of scholarships for assisting men to 
attend the College. Scholarships are offered to qualified seniors of secondary 
schools, to graduates of junior colleges, and to students already in residence. 
The resources of the College for scholarships are gifts and bequests in the h,fi 
of scholarship endowments, annual contributions by alumni and friends of Kenyon, 
special grants made by the Board of Trustees, and grants made by various corpr 
rations, trusts, and foundations. 
APPLICATION FOR FINANCIAL AID 
Formal application for any type of financial aid should be made by Marc^ 
1962. The application of an entering student must be accompanied or 
by application for admission to Kenyon College. As a member of t e ^ 
Scholarship Service, Kenyon requires that applications of both enter^n( M 
resident students must include the Parents' Confidential Financial 
be used by the Committee in determining the amount of an awar . ^ 
students may secure these forms from the secondary school. Other orm 
in making proper application will be supplied upon request to e"ten^rectof of 
by the Director of Admissions and to resident students by t e 
Scholarships and Student Aid. 
QUALIFICATIONS OF CANDIDATES FOR SCHOLARSHIPS^ ^ 
In order to qualify as a candidate for a scholarship an applicant s^ jn 
a superior academic record and give firm promise of becoming a g js 0ot 
college and a valuable member of the college community. inan ^ 0f the 
itself a condition for winning a scholarship, but it will d^rmine,;, tes who do 
stipend which a successful candidate receives. Successfu can In 
not need financial help may be named Honorary Scholars with ^ The 
further acknowledgment of their merit they may be given a o gookshT 
Book Award amounts to a credit of one hundred dollars at the ^ ^ 
applicable to the purchase of books not assigned or c ass 
musical recordings. The Awards may be repeated. ^di'date f°r 
In addition to possessing the general qualifications named abo , ^ tjwde 
a scholarship should make a creditable showing on t e ^ Board, 
and the Achievement Tests of the College Entrance Examination Bo 
BURSARIES w & 
Bursaries are awarded to students who have qualified for ^ fee. 
College but are unable to enter without some assistance; i P AdfllisSlon 
3ursaries are awarded for the freshman year on y, y 
n consultation with the Director of Scholarships and Stude 
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GRANTS-IN-AID 
Grants-in-aid are made on the basis of need to students in good academic and 
S°Qa' s|anding who are contributing to the extracurricular program of the College, 
rants-in-aid are supervised by the Dean of the College. 
CONDITIONS GOVERNING THE AWARDING AND RENEWAL OF 
SCHOLARSHIPS, BURSARIES, AND GRANTS-IN-AID 
on Schol415]!'^ 116 awarded uPon the recommendation of the Faculty Committee 
,0 conti 'r an<^ afe made on a one*year basis. However, it is the practice 
conduct"110 ' 6 aWard ^ a student's scholarship performance is satisfactory, his 
an annual C°!lStrucdve' and bis financial need continues. The Committee makes 
In aWards *° determine whether these conditions are being met. 
Test and T" entering student's performance on the Scholastic Aptitude 
weight is giv C ievement Tests of the College Entrance Examination Board, 
^ a'so toT T thC ^Ul1 scllolastic a"d extracurricular records of the candidate, 
application ° S atCments teachers, school officials, and others who sponsor the 
e,ch mnuaf revlew^k d * scbolarship, both when it is first awarded and in 
need « it is exD^' A- Committee gives first consideration to the candidate's 
,iry from year to hlS financial statement. For this reason stipends may 
ifl ** sophomore ^ addition> recipients of Kenyon General Scholarships 
their scholarship Seni°r yCarS afe exPected to take a portion of 
ar and $200 in thp °an * present this amounts to $100 in the sophomore 
^ered the student ,umor and senior years. Work opportunities may also be 
^ d o U n y ^ l t 0  n ° t i f y  t h e  D i r e c t o r  o f  S c h o l a r s h i p s  a n d  
r ^ a source outside Ke'nyon^C15!!1^5' °f °^Cr awards which have been received 
l5r«|uired ndltl°nS applying t0 the renewal of scholarships are that the holder 
j To * 
2 ^Se^QO^ aVefage SatIsfaCt°ry t0 the faculty. At present 
}' To submit feCOrd °f constructive conduct. 
^npanied bvTo appHcation for the renewal of a scholarship 
need. 7 ent financial statement showing continuing 
U 4t the end of 
^ feduCe h^sSd for^the^f \\ d°in8 UnSatisfact°ry work> the Com-
17 grades f0r two con^V following semester. If he fails to make 
J*** of an SemCSterS' ^ SCh°larshiP is withdrawn, 
^d^ his ^0tenby ^ °f ^  *d ** * taken as 
immediately °Verestir«ated and his stipend will be reduced 
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TYPES OF SCHOLARSHIPS 
All scholarships, including endowed and named scholarships, are granted in 
accordance with the general conditions governing scholarships and with the 
specific provisions made by donors as described in the following paragraphs. 
1. Scholarships in excess of tuition and supported by Kenyon endow­
ments and special grants by the Board of Trustees: 
The Philander Chase Scholarships provide a maximum stipend of $1,800 a 
year. They are awarded for superior scholastic aptitude and achievement and or 
outstanding leadership. These scholarships are supported by certain unrestricte 
Kenyon scholarship endowments and special grants by the Board of Trustees. 
The Gordon Keith Chalmers Scholarships provide a maximum stipend of $1,800 
a year. They are awarded on the same basis as the Philander Chase Scholarships 
and are supported by certain unrestricted Kenyon scholarship endowments an 
special grants by the Board of Trustees. 
George Gund Scholarships provide a maximum stipend of $1,200 a year 
They are supported by the George Gund Scholarship endowment, a fund of 
$40,701, the gift of Mr. George Gund of Cleveland. Requirements for ihese 
scholarships are similar to those for the Philander Chase Scholarships. 
Juliana Cuyler Matthews Scholarships provide a maximum stipend of $1,200 a 
year. They are supported by the Juliana Cuyler Matthews Scholarship endowment, 
a fund of $45,000, the gift of Mr. Thomas S. Matthews of London, England. These 
scholarships are awarded on the same basis as the Philander Chase Scholarships. 
John Burson Morton Scholarships provide a maximum stipend of $1200 a 
f ,^'KSC are suPP°rted by an endowment presently amounting to $20,000, the 
gift of Ralph Emerson Morton of Greenwich, Connecticut, in memory of his 
rother. Preferred recipients are those from Central Ohio planning to enter 
usiness, engineering, law or medicine. These scholarships are awarded on the 
same basis as the Philander Chase Scholarships. 
^ <^00t'er Procter Scholarships provide a maximum stipend of $1,200 a 
^ c a r^are SUPPor'e<^ by the William Cooper Procter Scholarship endowment. 
1 .f"1 , ° $62,500. These scholarships are awarded on the same basis as t e 
Philander Chase Scholarships. 
c *J°SAPhc C?rt" Weaver and Nancy Belle Weaver Scholarships provide a maxim""1 
_"pen o $1,200 a year. They are supported by funds from the Joseph Curtis 
total tdrfnnn Weaver Scholarship endowments. The endowment 
W e  J  f r i  I"6 Presented ^ Mr. Robert A. Weaver and the late Mrs 
shin, a ° eve,and as memorials to the parents of Mr. Weaver. These scholar-
awar e on the same basis as the Philander Chase Scholarships. 
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2. Scholarships supported by periodic grants from trusts, foundations, 
and corporations: 
Kenyon Prize Scholarships provide a minimum stipend of $100 and a maximum 
°f $1,200 a year. These scholarships are restricted to seniors and are awarded 
mainly on the basis of performance on a special scholarship examination given at 
the end of the junior year and upon recommendation of the department concerned. 
Any student in good standing is eligible to compete at the end of his junior year. 
Recipients of Prize Scholarships may concurrently hold the title of other special 
scholarships, but the stipend received in combination will depend upon financial 
need. Successful Prize Scholarship students who do not have financial need may 
he awarded Bookshop Prizes. 
Bremer Scholarships are provided from a grant from the Bremer Foundation of 
Youngstown, Ohio, created under the will of the late Richard P. Bremer. These 
scholarships, which provide the recipients with maximum stipends of $1,000 a year, 
are to be awarded to deserving students who are residents of Ohio, preferably of the 
Youngstown area. 
The Inland Steel Scholarship provides the recipient with a maximum stipend of 
$ 1,500 to cover basic costs including tuition, room, books and board. This scholar-
ship is supported by funds from the Inland Steel-Ryerson Foundation. 
The Procter and Gamble Scholarship provides the recipient with full tuition 
atld an allowance for books, fees and supplies. The scholarship is supported by 
a grant from the Procter and Gamble Fund. 
Albert H. IViggin Pre-Medical Scholarships are provided for by grants from the 
lbert H. and Jessie D. Wiggin Pre-Medical Scholarship Fund, a gift of the 
Albert H. and Jessie D. Wiggin Foundation. These scholarships provide a 
maximum stipend of $1,200 a year for the recipient, who must be a promising 
Pre-medical student. 
3- Special restricted scholarships in excess of tuition: 
The Blake School-Groves Scholarship is awarded upon the recommendation of 
t e Blake School to a student graduating from that school. The applicant must 
™eet tbe requirements for admission to Kenyon and the approval of the Kenyon 
Faculty Committee on Scholarships. This scholarship is supported by the Stephen 
Goodrich Groves Scholarship endowment, established by the late Claude H. Groves 
Mrs. Groves of Minneapolis in memory of their son, a member of the Class 
0 1949 at Blake and of the Class of 1953 at Kenyon. 
The St. Louis Park School-Groves Scholarship is awarded upon the recommenda-
tl0n of the St. Louis Park School to a student graduating from that school. The 
•applicant must meet the requirements for admission to Kenyon and the approval 
? the Kenyon Faculty Committee on Scholarships. This scholarship is supporte 
y the Stephen Goodrich Groves Scholarship endowment, established by the late 
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Claude H. Groves and Mrs. Groves of Minneapolis in memory of their son, 
member of the Class of 1953 at Kenyon. 
4. Scholarships supported by the College scholarship endowment 
which may provide stipends covering tuition. These scho ars ip 
classified as Kenyon General Scholarships: 
The C. Livingston Allis Scholarship, an endowment of $7,000, e'ta^. (0(] 
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence L. Allis of Wooster, in memory of their son, • ^ 
Allis of the Class of 1934. Only upperclassmen are eligible to recei 
scholarship. ^ 
The John IV. Andrews, Jr. Scholarship, an endowment of $3,011> 
the Hon. John W. Andrews of Columbus, in memory of his son. 
The Arnold Scholarship, an endowment of $10,000, founded by thej 
Rollin I. Arnold of Mount Vernon. The income is awarded annual)' 
resident in Knox County. 
f $30,000, 
The Mrs. Raymond D. Ashmun Scholarship, an endowmen schoIarsbip 
tablished by Mrs, Ashmun of Cleveland. The income is to e use 
purposes. bequest 
The Austin Badger Scholarship, an endowment of $1,434, foun ^ ^ studen" 
of Austin Badger of Medina. The income is to be awar e 
preparing for the ministry. , i 
i > „( 055 establis,u 
The Cleveland Keith Benedict Scholarship, an endowment ot of the 
by Mrs. Cleveland Keith Benedict in memory of her husband, a^ ^ ^ undef 
Class of 1887. The income from this endowment is to be giv 
graduate, preferably to one studying for the Protestant Episcopa 
i ^ nf $500, assign^ 
The Philo Sherman Bennett Scholarship, an endowment o * ^ gennett 
Kenyon College by the late William J. Bryan as administrator ^ 
The Andrew Willis Bliven Memorial Scholarship, a gift amount^g \\ 
$4,800, by Mr. and Mrs. Floyd E. Bliven as a memorial to t eif H 
Bliven of the Class of 1944, who lost his life in the secon 
income is available for award to a junior or senior each year. ^ ^ ^  
The Cornelia and Malcolm Bronson Scholarship, an et^°' ... n Ohi°' ^ 
given by the late Malcolm Bronson and Mrs. Bronson o * from the Ha"11' 
recipient is to be a promising pre-medical student, pre era y 
area- . f {he ,ate Andre* 
77>e Carnegie Scholarship Endowment of $25,000, the gift 
Carnegie. Postulants for holy orders are ineligible. ^ 
Carter Scholarship Endowment of $5,000, the gift of M ^ ST-P" 
New York, in memory of her husband, the Rev. George 
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inmm'n ^ ^atber» tJie Rev- Lawson Carter, late of Cleveland. The 
be civerT t°V1 CS t°f tW? sc'10^ars^'Ps- making appointments preference is to 
clergymen ° P°StU ^ °f 0 s' esPeciaBy to postulants who are sons of 
memory kf endowment of $5,000. founded by his parents in 
in 'be hands of thp P •JUS tlie G'ass 1^14- ^be appointment is 
Mathematics with thJ7 J chairmen of the Departments of English and 
and merit who has hP "ff°n at U be conferred upon a student of special need 
"as been at least one year in residence. 
Sest ^Wchard^r^tf ^ endowment of $10,000, founded by the 
The income is to be used ,°rmer Benson Memorial Professor of Latin. 
De used for financial aid to students. 
Hm ^Dou2'o tSt?nh>P'endowmenl of $10,000, established by the 
1®* a candidate f„, hoi ™ °(' 18?2' ?e inCOnM is a5siS"ed <° » 
c native city of the donof"' PfeferenCe t0 bC 8ivCn t0 Iesidents of Chillicothe, 
21=•"z '~t t, 5 
• * **•"a-1-. ssssssssjssi"" p~" 
»e Faculty Schnl L • 
3i»«» w-i It& Kenyon raen who lost ,hci<me 
members of the College faadt n°^ amountin8 t° $3,047 established by gifts 
amring to the lL* ty, and general promise uPperclassman of character, 
lite two endowments of 4? son 
Miliicent p y Ginn °f Cleveland in m f* glVe" by their son' the 
Preference £? G'nn' Eligibility is limited to ^  A Mari°n Ginn and 
Ginn served glVen to students from Sand °f °hi° high schooIs, 
-d 
Th 
*11,000 is ""W-PollettMemorial fund an A 
fZ***,,o8h"a,ed as * loan fund Th" it,0"?™; £ 440°'000' "h*h 
'•V Jltt£ °> in memory of her hmh J ee °f Wanda Follm Granger 
!?" D'»»n FOT M°°THEAD Manser; Urbro^e™aA';tMu0rhead G'anS«; HIS 
^myon 0,11 ett and Charles Follett hrn.t, r ^nyt Granger; and 
J"* incon5e from fte blnre 1 ^  G'a"^'' a» alumni 
i-C " -^li-anar is 
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The Stephen Goodrich Groves Scholarship, an endowment of $45,566 esta is f 
by the late Claude H. and Mrs. Groves of Minneapolis in memory o tic" 
who was a member of the Class of 1953, will provide scholarships with pre c 
for residents of Minneapolis or of Minnesota. 
The GSF Fund, an endowment of $100,000, the income from which 
devoted to scholarships until further action by the Board of Trustees. 
The Hall-Mercer Scholarship, an endowment of $74,182, founded by t 
of Alexander G. Mercer of Newport, Rhode Island. 
The Rutherford B. Hayes, 1842, Scholarship, an endowment of 15,000, 
tablished by the trustees of the Hayes Foundation at Fremont. 
c 44 47i estaMls^ 
The Ralph S. Holbrook, 1887, Scholarship, an endowment of *4, , ^ 
by Mrs. Mame Holbrook. Students from Lucas County, O 10> 
consideration. ^ 
The Julia Weaver Lawless Scholarship Endowment, founded by Mr. 
Weaver of the Class of 1912 in memory of his sister. Assigne i ^ ^  avail. 
Weaver's life with a face value of $10,000, the income from wmc 
able for scholarship purposes. ^ 
The David Lewis Scholarship Endowment of $50,000, the bequest a(V 
Lewis Rauh of Elyria, Ohio, the income to be used towar 
support of worthy and deserving students. 
i • <2 000, foun^ 
The Thomas A. McBride Scholarship, an endowment > ThomaS h 
bequest of Mary A. McBride of Wooster, in memory of her , 
McBride of the Class of 1867. , 
The Milmine Scholarship, a gift of Mrs. Charles E. q{ lg8j, TH'S 
in memory of her husband, Charles Edward Milmme, of t ^ general 0*" 
endowment of $20,000 provides scholarships for studen ^ ^ ^  
The Nash Scholarship Endowment of $10,000, founded by beq 
Nash of Cincinnati. ^ 
The Clifford Alfred and Katherine Young Neff - K"ox C°""^ of 
t gift of $6,854. This gift is from the late Katherine Young; Ne , ^ jn^c 
Ufred Neff, Class of 1888, and her sister Mrs. Carne^Young^Fay^ ^ ^ 
rom which is to be used to provide schohrsh.p assis P ^ Associatiofl. 
>f Knox County in cooperation with the Knox Cou ty 
r t? 000 establish 
The George Jones Feet Scholarship, an endowment G^ge JooeS Fr-
he bequest of George Led lie in honor of his li e g 
if the Class of 1865. 
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e Maxwell Elliott Power Scholarship was established as a memorial to the 
1(1 r(l essor Maxwell Elliott Power of the Department of Biology. It is awarded 
an "pperdassman of unusual promise in the field of biology. 
Tie Southard Scholarship, an endowment of $2,500, the gift of Mr. George F. 
ard of the Class of 1873. 
Sift of !:h\ ^  Thomas Scholarship Endowment, an endowment of $10,000, the 
be aw a^a "^°^n ^ ^omas °f Akron. The income from this endowment 
r< e to young men of promise in one of the scientific studies. 
tontributilnT m'*7°"  ^ Scholarsh'P> now an endowment of $20,000, established by 
'n honor of * rougb tbe ^eny°n Development Program and more recently, 
Kenyon men who lost their lives in World War II. 
leaver of'VwllI"a Mem°rt.al Scholarship Fund, in memory of Mrs. Robert A. 
income from this ' 'S 8. accumulated bY friends of Mrs. Weaver. The 
^Scholarships °WmCnt ^ ^  awarded on the same basis as the Philander 
Cr" 8fantCd t0 8faduates of iunior colleges: 
year «nd are suDDorti^T ScholarshiPs provide a maximum stipend of $600 a 
Tarded to graduates of I u™* °f ^ B°ard °f Trustees- TheV afe 
"blished writing in prose o/w ,? J* ***" °f submitted manuscripts. 
b prose or verse will also be considered. 
•ttwdance ^th^cotdhion!^"6641 ** Whkh are «ranted in 
Ken conditions governing scholarships: 
5ch0larShipS' SUPP°rted eacb year by the earnings of the 
The LOAN FUNDS 
Ut the following loan funds: 
Ti,is fund-wwch 
TV jnJ Keny°n College by the late u V i mterest' was granted t« 
^ erest is intended to meet nnl ' 1 ?' S' LLD> of M«unt Ve 
^Cfa8e rate °f life insurance. 7 ' " death and is not to be greater 
Xrstc(t appnciDt's 
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aminations in school and College, and his record for regularity, punctuality, and gen­
eral conduct. The appropriations are made for a year at a time and are available 
only for the payment of semester fees. Under the regulations established by the 
Committee administering the Fund, loans are available at the rate of one and one-hal 
per cent a year for five years. Repayment in installments may be made by arrangement 
with the Business Office. 
Students who are registered in graduate schools may arrange by application to the 
Business Office for postponement of payments that fall due while they are engaged in 
graduate studies. 
The Ormsby Phillips Fund of $1,000, which was established by Mr. and Mrs. 
Bakewell Phillips of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, to be loaned without interest to a 
student intending to study for the ministry. 
The Spitzer Loan Fund of $500, given by the late George Spitzer, 1885, of 
West Lafayette, Indiana, the income to be used for loans to meritorious students. 
The conditions of its use are the same as those described in the section on the Curtis 
Loan Fund. 
The Addison C. Dickinson Loan Fund, established by the bequest of Addison C-
Dickinson of Mount Vernon, Ohio, of $1,000 for the Collegiate Department an. 
$1,000 for the Theological Department, to be administered under the same me5 
and conditions as apply to the Curtis Loan Fund. 
The Granger-Follett Memorial Fund, a specified portion in the amount of $50,000 
from the Granger-Follett Memorial Fund, to be administered under the same terms 
as the Curtis Loan Fund. 
EMPLOYMENT OF STUDENTS 
A limited number of jobs are open to students who need more money. These jobs 
mc ude assisting in the laboratories, the library, and the College offices, and war 
ng on ta es in the Commons. Applications for student employment shoul 
made to the Director of Scholarships and Student Aid. 
• l, " addition to 'obs within the College, work is sometimes available >n 
village and ,n nearby Mount Vernon. 
STUDENT ACTIVITIES AND ORGANIZATIONS 
THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
The Kenyon College Assembly, founded in 1895 and composed of all under­
graduate members of the College, is the corporate organization of the student 
H- The Assembly fostered and supports the Student Government whose 
general purpose is to work in harmony with the officers of the administration for 
good of Kenyon as a whole, to conduct all purely undergraduate affairs, and 
,0 re8ulate all matters within its jurisdiction that may be referred to it by the 
President or by the Faculty. The Student Government maintains law and order 
in "le College, and manages all student literary and social undertakings. 
The officers of Student Government are the president and secretary-treasurer, 
elected by a majority vote of the students. The executive and legislative 
functions of the government are performed by the Student Council, which is 
composed of elected representatives from each division, Middle Kenyon, and the 
freshman dormitories. The judicial functions are vested in the Student Judicial 
hoard. The Financial Committee, the Social Committee, and the Publications 
Committee are standing committees of the Student Council. 
SOCIAL GROUPS 
The students of the College are divided into several voluntary groups, organized 
j° promote social and personal relations. There are chapters of national Greek-
e"er societies and local societies, and each group occupies its own division of a 
ORGANIZATIONS 
Student Publications. The student publications are the Collegian, a newspaper 
Published bi-weekly during the college year; Hika, a literary quarterly; and the 
eve'Ue, published annually by the junior class. 
Dramatic. The Dramatic Club makes available to all students the opportunity 
tn s^are 'n the production of plays by sponsoring a varied program each year. Any 
s'udent who participates in a specified number of plays may become a member. In 
'938 the Dramatic Club organized a local honorary society, The Hill Players, to 
ICf(>gnize excellence in acting and cooperation in producing plays. 
> J0rensic- The Debate Society participates in intramural and intercollegiate 
c ates and attends annual tournaments. 
Musical, There are three active musical organizations in the College. The Col 
e8e Choir, which sings at chapel services and in neighboring churches, the Kenyon 
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Singers, an undergraduate choral group which presents concerts in Gambier and 
elsewhere, occasionally in conjunction with a choral group from another college, 
and the Instrumental Ensemble. 
Athletics. Letter men in good academic standing are eligible for election to tl'£ 
Kenyon Klan. 
Other organizations are the Economics, International Relations, Pre-medical, 
Pre-law, Philosophy, and Political clubs. 
The Phi Beta Kappa Society. The Phi Beta Kappa Society was organized to en­
courage and to recognize excellence in scholarship, and high academic standing is a" 
essential condition for admission. The fraternity, which was founded at the College 
of William and Mary in 1776, established the Beta Chapter of Ohio at Kenyon Col 
lege in 1858. Undergraduates are elected in the junior and senior years. 
The Senior Society. The Senior Society is a small, self-perpetuating organiza 
tion composed of outstanding men in the senior class chosen for their leadership 
in campus activities. The group meets with the Faculty Council to discuss affairs 
o common concern for the improvement of the College. 
The Chase Society. The Chase Society is an organization of freshmen an 
sophomores whose primary purpose is to promote various activities in the College 
Its members serve as ushers, marshals, cheer leaders, and in many other capacities 
in service to the College. 
The Kenyon Christian Fellowship. This is an interdenominational society C 
ose interested in exploring the deeper meaning of the Christian faith in thong 
and action. It is open to all interested students. 
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REGISTRATION 
The one hundred thirty-ninth college year begins with registration on 
Tuesday and Wednesday, September 19 and 20, 1961. The Freshman Orientation 
Program usually begins four days before the date set for the registration of 
sophomores and upperclassmen. 
Returning students who fail to register for courses on registration day must pay 
a 'ate registration fee of $10 for the first absence in each class and $5 for each 
eonsecutive absence in each class thereafter. 
MATRICULATION 
The ceremony of matriculation, which dates from 1842, accords final acceptance 
into the institution, and is essential to obtaining a degree. The public exercise 
°f matriculation occurs during the first semester. The candidate then signs the 
following obligation: 
We, the subscribers, undergraduates of Kenyon College, being now admitted 
to the rite of matriculation, do promise, each for himself: 
h That we will faithfully observe and obey the laws and regulations of the 
College, and all authoritative acts of the President and Faculty, so long as we 
are connected with the College; and, as far as may be in our power, on all oc­
casions we will give the influence of our good example and precept to induce 
others in like circumstances to do the same. 
2. As faithful sons of Kenyon College, we will render to her as our alma 
mater, at all times and on all occasions, due honor and reverence, stiiving to 
promote her welfare by all proper means, and abstaining carefully frorn a 
thin8s that may tend to impair her influence or limit her usefulness as a seminary 
°f learning. 
RELIGIOUS SERVICES 
t The slices in the Church of the Holy Spirit, the College Chapel, are open 
to all, and students are cordially welcome to attend. 
At the main service on Sunday mornings the sermon is preached y t e 
c haplain, by the Rector of Harcourt Parish, by members of the faculty or y 
^standing visitors. Music is provided by the college choir, and there are 
opportunities for students to assist as servers and ushers. 
Pf°'y Communion is celebrated each Sunday and on Wednesdays. orning 
and Evening Prayer are said daily, the latter under student leadership. 
The Chaplain of the college is always available for individual counse I g 
an f°t group discussions. 
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FRESHMAN ORIENTATION PROGRAM 
Freshmen are required at the opening of the fall semester to attend a sent\ 
lectures given under the supervision of the Dean of Students. The Presi ent. 
Chaplain, the Deans, the Director of Athletics, and several members o 11 1 
address the freshmen on the history of the College, the curriculum, study a1 
the social and academic life of the College. The Freshman Orientation 
usually begins four days before the date set for the registration o sop 
and upperclassmen. 
COLLEGE ASSEMBLIES 
The entire College assembles each week for half an hour, comI110n'|nteffla!ir-' 
address on a subject of concern to college men. In the past year ^ ^  _ 
affairs, local government, economics, national politics, social prob ems, ^ ^ ^ 
religious, and musical subjects have been discussed. The S^Ca tjie of b«s 
available for questions in the lounge of Peirce Hall after luncheon on ^ 
address. Some speakers remain at the College for a day or more ^ t 
or small groups of students and to continue discussion of the su jec 
the College Assembly. 
VARSITY SPORTS • 
During the 1960-61 academic year Kenyon teams playe " ^ef 
ten intercollegiate sports. Competition is furnished largely J meC 
colleges of the Ohio Athletic Conference, of which Keiiyon IS ® tLa|) swi®8"^ 
Sports sponsored are football and soccer in the fall season, as [raC]£. » 
track, and wrestling in the winter season; and baseball, lacrosse, ^ Confer^' 
golf in the spring season. According to the rules of the Ohio ^ ;fS-
and of Kenyon College, freshmen are eligible to compete as mem 
as long as they remain in good academic standing. 
Atuietic A*** 
Kenyon College is a member of the National Collegiate 
resent durin* 
The Department of Music and the Lectureships Committee aftist' 
academic year a series of instrumental and vocal concerts y gangers, the & ' 
ensembles. Moreover, recitals are given by the Kenyon 
Ensemble, the Brass Choir, and other groups. . c-r 
Cfeinway Pa v 
In addition to the pianos in the dormitories, there are ^ wf,ich 
pianos in the lounge of Peirce Hall and in the Chapel Baseme ^ u$fl 
used for practice. The Weber concert grand piano in Rosse ^ 
concerts and rehearsals, and by members of the music sta ,n 
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DISCIPLINE 
College insists upon regular performance of all duties. The student who 
nt y neglects his work will be dismissed. 
al life is regulated by the Student Council. The Student Judicial Board 
l^(i .. can °f students has jurisdiction over infractions of College regulations 
Appeals R 7 CaSCj'. An/ student has the right to appeal to the Student-Faculty 
Hoifd or the oTn 'SCqd'nary act^on imposed upon him by the Student Judicial 
thLC fiSht t0 diSmiSS °f lefuSe t0 enro11 any student 
ich action ^nterests °f the College or of the student require 
AIR FORCE R.O.T.C. 
In September iqs? .p. 
Jrriculum 0f the Cnll ^f nt Air Science was added to the regu 
^Officers' Training r department offers a four-year Air Force 1 
e United States Air Fnr^p5 C°UrSe 'ead'n8 to a Second Lieutenant's commission 
Jfse >nd in each of th^i "erve" ** 'nvo^ves ia each of the first two years a ba 
urst » voluntary. yearS an advanced course. Enrollment in eitl 
f 2en of the United^States6"^11™^! ^ Aif Force R °T.C. a student must b 
JJ A Rodent must not be oJeTf qUalified' and be under twenty-three years 
have had the basic rn Wen^" ve years °f a8e for the advanced coui 
requirements may be waived1'" 1° entrance into the advanced u: 
Studcn. 10 CaSCS veterans-
7')e ^itToutr^eivr^5' eqUipment' and a "niform. Students enrol 
subsistence allowance which ?^°n; in the advanced com 
^ 3150 Sig" a Strict Wiethe G ^ " $2? ^ Adva" 
jj COUr*. to attend summer •Government agreeing to complete 
;. ;. t0 accept a rese « camp in the summer following their jut 
c *2* -Jarrr.* tendered'upon z 
ZZ,S - partidpate™ 
**>! they ln the Air Force R O T r j r 
' ected 'r ? comPleted their coll J• ** deferred from military ser 
<*££',*>•»>« unfe LSlf r"0"' Pr°VMed th« have I 
»0.Tt « » deferment agreemenT" u ^  ^ provided furth« 
be U"det,,h,s cement, an Air F 
' e-r '""nt officer after „ a 'ma y four yea's of military 
oPro^ «Trtl S ,°"'on (rm colle6e' <«<•» -o4 
">• lf ailed to duty by the Seem fTr0Ximately five year! y Y the Secretary of the Air Force. 
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AUTOMOBILES AND FIREARMS 
The College authorities think it inadvisable for undergraduates to ^ ^ 
mobiles. Freshmen are especially advised not to have them. owev 
dent chooses to have one, the College emphatically disclaims a ^esp^nt jfl 
accidents which may occur. Students on probation or otherwise e ^ ^  ^ 
studies will be denied the privilege of maintaining an automo 1 e. ^ ^  
registered with the Office of the Dean of Students within twen y ^ jiscip|inin 
they are brought to the College. Failure to register them wi e ca 
action. jfl ^ 
Students are advised to study additional rules concerning 
Student Handbook. ^ ^ ^hert 
Pistols and other small arms, including air pistols, may not ® however 
in the College; members of an authorized Pistol Club ave ^ ^ an(j these' 
to register and deposit their pistols at the Dean o tu en s may not s 
be checked out only for club-sponsored activities. Guns or registered 
kept in students' rooms, but if brought to the College t ey jn r 
deposited with the Dean of Students and may be use y wjth these 
formance with the laws of the State of Ohio. ai ure 
regulations may result in suspension or expulsion rom 
HEALTH SERVICE FOR STUDENTS 
A student health service is maintained by the College. ^ ^  ^  in|ttfi 
The College assumes no liability or responsibility forr j'f® ^ in any 
or accident which happens to a student while e « P ^ policy 0f the * 
competition, practice, or exercise. However it hzs medication, V, 
to provide for the expense of immediate hosP'tallM* 'lting from Par,,cip 
X-ray, and surgical treatment in cases of acci en 
in athletic competition. _ . . 
Infirmary. The infirmary has facilities for twenty' a f«>'£ 
in the ward. It is under the supervision of the Colege!Phys^ ^ ^Ik-
registered nurse. Serious cases of illness are sen ^ ComfflonS will t* 
pital. Students who are too ill to attend mea served in the do[ ^ 
at once to the hospital or infirmary. Meals wi h t0 be in the ' 
The College considers that a student is either 1 
or well enough to be in class. ^ othcf "' 
Hospitalization. For students who tare the 
injuries resulting from athletic competition, he ch^S or special <£* ^ 
the student, his parent or guardian, as are costs fordeot 
It is strongly recommended that all studM%^t^sunln<* PI" * 
sickness insurance. The College sponsors a Student 
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"!cs Pr°tection at a reasonable cost and covers, up to specified limits, the hospital 
medical expenses arising from both accident and sickness, whether sustained 
1 Allege or elsewhere, during the entire policy term. 
Dispensary, The College Physician will be at the infirmary each morning 
CP< un ay at specified hours. Except in emergencies, students who are ill 
r injured should see him at that time. 
Col'l'r T- t'1C ^rector Physical Education or the Dean of Students, 
. urs * ysician wiH make bedside calls in the dormitories during dispensary 
o-d? necess*ty such calls should reach the dispensary before 
other ho C n ur8ent cases, the College Physician will make dormitory calls at 
Drjn °n ' e recommendation of the Director of Physical Education or the 
in accordance ^tUc*ents hospitalized in Mercy Hospital or in the infirmary, 
from the Collee' Ph * arrangeme"t described above, will receive medical attention 
«udent prefers t !,1Clan as recluired for fourteen days without extra charge. If the 
^ponsibility for tli an0^r physician, he may do so, but the College assumes no 
ormed by the Coll 6 ° .atten^ance- The cost of all operations, whether per-
^ ^  student or J86 ysician or not> and all consultant fees are the responsibility 
or his parent or guardian, except as indicated above. 
at any time^ ^  t0 request the College Physician to examine any 
John C. Drake^of'S ^ornas Bogardus, Jr., of Mount Vernon, and 
of Mount Vernon is Consultant in Traumatic Surgery. 
' Aid Service An of* j 
• n attendant is present day and night at the infirmary. 
^"illations. N]n ,. 
^ "> the CollegeTnfirmary"5 °f SUppllCS are furnished except those regularly 
' '' b? reP°"ed ,he Colle«e P^ician, who will acl 
£ ££*," Z C°Ue8e; "* eXpe"Se of mtdi«' ic 
"" P M' °hl'8ation of the student or his parent o, 
Tt' *«•», » ,THE keny°N review 
'OtS 1°li di'd for mmy'',,e!a'VKqU?tti!rly °' im€rnational reputation. Fo 
^ * ""iyhird vo7„Ie bI J " C'°We EmSOm' the magazine ha 
• The new editors are Robie Macauley, nc 
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critic, and an alumnus of the College, and George Lanning, novelist and K 
alumnus. Advisory Editors are Lionel Trilling, Eric Bentley, and Robert 
Warren. Although sponsored by the College, the Review maintains editoria 
dependence and a professional standard for contributions. 
The subscription rate is $4.00 a year, U.S.A., and $4.50 abroad. 
PLACEMENT OFFICE 
Kenyon College maintains a placement office as a service to stui^nts^ p^ . 
who may call upon the office for assistance with employment pro 
tive employers are provided with information concerning a stu en ^ ^ 
and employment background through this office. Students are encour 
the vocational materials made available to them. 
Representatives of business, industry, and educational institutio ^ ^ # 
College to interview students for their organizations, and seniors 
use the services of this office to achieve their vocational goals. 
LECTURESHIPS 
THE BEDELL LECTURESHIP 
lectures nn fu established by Bishop and Mrs. Bedell provides biennial 
Science to Religion CnC6S ^atUfa' and Revealed Religion, or on the Relation of 
THE LARWILL LECTURESHIP 
,8»iddsuIpfemenS by the Iate JosePh H. Larwill of the Class of 
d hench and Germ J v equest b's son» Taul H. Larwill, former professor 
°f lectures on subierr * ( CoIIege> provides occasional lectures or courses 
"fry third year a Wr ° gen interest- The founder desired that at least 
!liyered on one of °f C0ULfSe °f lectures» philosophical in tone, should be 
Fo' what can I hope?"6 81631 ,ects: What can 1 know? What ought I to do? 
Published. d,SCrehon of the Acuity, lectures delivered on the foundation may be 
Am ^ 
RotJrt °n ^ foundation have been Bertrand Russell, 
."H EHseo Vivas Rusher Ik Fr°St' Alexander Reid Martin, Lionel 
^ Julian De q ! ^ nV^ KMh°h«> Peale Bishop, F. 
Bowra, Wolfgang Shi p ' N°rman Th°mas' Meyer Sch*P™> 
u'f ^ John Q0' *Wm Pan°fsky> °- H- M<™«> Henri Peyre 
, u kr. James Olds, Charles tte™' Blanshard> Frank E- Brown, Herbert J. 
m'th- a"d Nadine Gordimer. **"*** C°hen' A"gUS Wi,son> Wilfred 
^ late M. • ™E RYERS0N LECTURESHIP 
i cmhf"e T Kmyr CoUee<a ^  °f 
TV INCWNT GUND VIS1T0RS AND LECTURE PROGRAM 
",°S'CIMS.Y^NFHETGa°&ts°f ThMn"1 Supp°'ts a pr°8ra"n 
* . o  U n d e r 8 r a d u a t e  
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DEPARTMENTS OF INSTRUCTION 
A R T  
Assistant Professor Rice 
The purpose of the Department of Art is to provide a foundation for 
appreciation of the plastic arts and for graduate work in the field of 'ine 
The art collection in the Kenyon Library, which has been built around the f 
of the Carnegie Corporation, is very rich in some fields and altogether adequate^ 
undergraduate study in all sections. Recent gifts have added greatly to t e 
of the collection. 
1-2. THEORY AND PRACTICE OF PAINTING. 
Offered 1961-62. 
One-fourth unit credit each semester, 64 clock hours of studio work. 
11-12. THEORY AND PRACTICE OF PAINTING. 
Prerequisite: Art 1-2. Offered 1961-62. 
One-fourth unit credit each semester, 64 clock hours of studio work 
41. CONTEMPORARY ART. , THE STUDY 
New concepts in the arts of contemporary Europe and America 1i ^ 
of selected topics such as Picasso and Cubism, the Bauhaus, ^ sfudents. 
architecture. A two-hour seminar with lectures, slides, some PaPe^ preflCf, I 
and discussion. The course covers material with a brief resume 
pressionists through important painters of today. 
No prerequisite. Offered second semester 1961-62. 
One-fourth unit credit. 
42. HISTORY OF ART: RENAISSANCE AND BAROQUE PERIODS. EEFL(8TY, 
The history of art from the High Renaissance period to the e ^ 
including painting, architecture, and sculpture. This c0"rSC ' fs to efU\ 
slides, written reports, and discussion. The purpose of t e ^ movr " 
the student to attain a better understanding of European art wor 
from the 13th through the 17th century. 
Offered first semester, 1961-62. 
One-fourth unit credit. 
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BIOLOGY 
Professor Thornton, Chairman 
Professor Robinson 
Assistant Professor Yow 
Th 
Pithed'C°Ul!SeS °^e'ed tb's department are designed to give the student a com-
tion fnr 6 "ow'et'ge biological principles and methods, and to provide a founda-
" 'or professional work in biology and medicine. 
The 
courses totair b'°'ogy consists °f any combination of advanced biology 
is the norm i"^ at £aSt tbree and not more than five unit credits. Biology 11-12 
C n0rmal Prerequisite for these courses. 
should realized t0 attend medical school or graduate school in biology 
physics, and ch &' t ^ S.chools have prerequisites in the fields of mathematics, 
® biol'ocv th.T fy" h°ugh these subjects are not included in the major 
Coordinated sciPnepartment,°f Biology wil1 advise pre-professional students on 
science curriculum adapted to their needs. 
' G*NBRAL BIOLOGY. 
This * 
concerned with tod^T p"nciPle.s of Plant and animal life. Lectures are 
0:1 dynamics of the r IT M • °n8m and manifestations of life, the structure 
rtlition of organisms " integrative mechanisms of organisms, the 
* logical ages J Z in both the Pres^t time and during 
<Kori,°ry illustrates 'these n — pment of orgaI»sms and their heredity. The 
" " 4 P^equi te J Tt' ^  may SCrve as a terminal course 
^ prerlT 87 28 and BioIogy 56 only. 
One e. Offered 1961-62. 
unit credit, 96 class hours. 60 clock hours of laboratory. 
Tbe jm TR°DUction to ZOOLOGY. 
^^ton^oClf"8868 °f animalS afe Studied in some ^tail with 
Ce,:ertebrate rd meth0dS- The first ~ 
Phyla lre 8e"eti« and evolution In the ^ Z° °gY' followed by a surveY of 
^behav ed exte«sively in'lectures A ^ hTgeT Vertebrate 
»» cr°t0f tentative sue ef T PktUres, and the structure 
«*odents l?UlS'te for advanced biolow "Xammed in,the laborat°ry- This course 
anning to major • bi j 87 0ur.ses' and is intended primarily for 
<*«* b? m5dk" —>'• 
48 C'aSS houre' 64 do* hours of laboratory each 
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25. PRINCIPLES OF EVOLUTION. 
The fact of evolution is studied in the form of evidence taken from 
comparative anatomy, embryology, taxonomy, and other biological nel s. o ^ 
this, the elements of formal genetics are studied as background for e ^ 
follow. An explanation of evolution then is sought, both the bio ogica r ^ 
its occurrence and the mechanics of its process. The theory of evo ^ 
to Western culture and human problems in the final part o t 
previous knowledge of biology is neither assumed nor needed. 
No prerequisite. Offered 1961-62. 
One-half unit credit, 48 class hours. 
28. ECOLOGY. ( biological 
The Natural History of Animals. A consideration of the ^^e,discuSsions 
principles at work in animal communities. Attention is given j population 
to such subjects as the interrelation of the animal and its 
dynamics, food chains, migration, reproductive an^ field trips acquaint 
adaptive coloration, and special habitats. Laboratory s u ie app|ied to the 
the student with ecological principles and taxonomic methods 
local fauna and flora. 
Prerequisite: Biology 1-2 or 11-12. Offered 1961'62> 
One-half unit credit, 48 class hours, 64 clock hours o a 
32. COMPARATIVE ANATOMY OF VERTEBRATES. pnvir0nment based on 
An analysis of the adaptation of vertebrates to their ^ ev0lut.on 
studies of paleontology, functional and descriptive a 
Prerequisite: Biology 11-12. Offered 1961-62 
Three-fourths unit credit. 48 class hours, 96 clock hours of 
Pit" 51. EMBRYOLOGY. . , . vertebrates. 
A consideration of the development of animals'JS^ jelelopment of *> "J* 
ticular attention is paid to fertilization, cleavage »  in & 
axis. The principles of experimental embryology laboratory «•* 
of the course. The chick and pig are used as a »-te rf ^en, ^  
addition, each student undertakes an analysis of som 
living embryos. 
Prerequisite: Biology 11-12. Offered 1961-62 
One-half unit credit, 48 class hours, 64 Cock hours of l*> 
52. MICROSCOPIC ANATOMY. vieW 0f ' 
Animal tissues, mainly mammalian, are «"*' 
the functional significance of their structure. Thrs study 
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instructed from the various tissues. The laboratory work includes the micro-
scop'c identification of major mammalian tissues and organs and study of electron 
micrographs. 
Prerequisite: Biology 11-12. Offered 1961-62. 
One half unit credit, 48 class hours, 64 clock hours of laboratory. 
56. GENETICS. 
>nd exl C°UrSC Starts. a study °f the laws of inheritance and the cytological 
theorv ^ f mC?ta. ev^ence supporting them. Following this, the classical gene 
critically examined1006 ^ 0dlCr die0"es explainlng genetic phenomena are 
Prerequisite; Biology 1-2 or 11-12. Offered 1961-62. 
If unit credit, 48 class hours, 64 clock hours of laboratory. 
^ KINCIPLES OF PARASITOLOGY. 
developing thTor^ ^ pafaSltlc way of life are studied, with the view of 
Parasites and f* ° adaptation and evolution that are demonstrated by 
reproductive relation V n8 arthropods. The emphasis is on the nutritive and 
V|ronments. Protn* ? S.e ar"ma's their living and non-living en-
'' ^  physiology 0f fr/r • C mmth physiology is compared with certain aspects 
adaptations are studied a,mma!S- In the laboratory, selected morphological 
y«onomy is not stressed V I detailed structure of the parasites. 
Parasites, either a (|Pmr>' t Cnt must accomPlish a problem with living 
°' Sma" °"8inal investigation and 
"'^uisite n-T rcP0" '° S"Pp0rt his ™'k-
TkJfc, 1 87 U"12' °ffet,!d I961-62-
^ '",i, aedit' 48 kouts. 96 dock hoots of labotatoty. 
85 CetL PHYStOLOGY. 
lecture s,nd 1 K 
J* and chS :::ni";nrrn7 *5" "atare of cellukt environments 
' ' ,he e3IChl"ge «lk 
Prerequisite. Biology n 1,. p ' °utr,tlon and 8'owth, and cell division 
C,offei~£££%*"Physics 3-4; Chemist- 3i-5: 
uk„«rwcH m b,o,-ogy-
Sgy" B EnvTted pr1blem °f the Relieving area. 
E' >"«•*•* ^i»^;E;V~l Bi°'0gy; C "V**™ D Pa™ 
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Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor. Offered 1961-62. 
One fourth unit credit each semester. 
200. SENIOR SEMINAR. 
Advanced study of special topics. Primarily intended for majors of seI1K 
standing. 
Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor. Offered 1961-62. 
One-half unit credit, 48 class hours. 
300. JUNIOR HONORS COURSE. 
For junior candidates for Honors in Biology. Offered 1961-62. 
One-fourth to one unit credit. 
400. SENIOR HONORS COURSE. 
For senior candidates for Honors in Biology. Offered 1961-62. 
One-fourth to one unit credit. 
CHEMISTRY 
Professor Norton, Chairman 
Professor Weeks 
Associate Professor Pappenhagen 
Associate Professor York 
The work of this department provides the student with a scie^ -
standing and knowledge of chemistry. Even in the elementary c0U^seS.^. 
3-4 and 5) it is intended that students who do not plan to study c e^fflat]0n ini 
this level will, nevertheless, know an appreciable body of factua ^en\ art5 
also be aware of the nature of chemistry as one of the sciences f^istrf °r 
More advanced courses aim to prepare majors for graduate wor < ^ ^ pfovidr 
chemical engineering, or for commercial laboratory work, as we ^ field' 
that degree of chemical education necessary for professional wor |,y tf* 
such as medicine, dentistry, physics, business, etc. All courses 
department are acceptable for diversification in the Sciences. 
The department is accredited by the American Chemical ^ the HA*? 
faculty, facilities, and curricula. Students who desire to seniof Sra" 
standards set by the Society and become eligible for full mem ers ' 'cnence in tl 
in the Society within two years after graduation, if two years e be'0"0 
field of chemistry is obtained, should elect the following courses half-"' 
Chemistry 3-4 (or 5), 6, 21-22, 31-32, 33, 34-51, 99, and at ea ^^t)0n tb-
credit selected from Chemistry 63, 65, 71, 100, 300, or 0 
CHEMISTRY 
U'U' "athema,ics 21'and Geima" The 
<J* Chemistry 3.4 (oi 5) T'ZliC ™'str!' (wi,ho"| certification) must in-
Posies, and Mathematics n 19 'p • aS as one umt credit of 
""usual cases, on petition to the T)* f' Iequirements may bc granted, in 
me"t will accept as a maior an ^efrtment of Chemistry. Ordinarily the depart-
*- • JE A^CTRRJT ^  
3;4 or 5, on th?blish"teyirWk ^TA begin(nin8 students either Chemistry 
Placement test administered by the^ chemistry as determined by a 
chemistry during their fresh™ department. Students planning to take 
F'^nO,ie„L™C A,,yr ^ "* «« d"ring ,h 
" •*» .hey wishCnrolf LC "» in "* 5 the 
r ln a science are urged to ach" ? chemistry- Students wishing to 
urged to achieve a satisfactory score on the placement test. 
1 General Chemistry 
Tk« r  
"CgCct 7rdp°f fhcmistr'r- is placed 
C?a,Ure °< «* dSL" A ,e"°d,C System 0f the "oments -d 
'»>, and „,ganic compou„ds mc stu^d,catlons «" the chemistry of metals, 
No Prerequisite. 
""" "e<i"' 96 ^ h0UtS' 128 dock hours of laboratory. 
5 STRC°P CH,M,OTY-
** n'howl'd"1 S'°dy "omkCnure andC °f Chemistr>' fo"°wed 
"nalf unit credit 4« ru i_ 
' S h0U'S> 64 o'ock hours of laboratory. 
A A '^77 T QUAI,T"'VE ANALYSIS. 
" ' toThe°s"ys,Ua£0rSaniC •""""""'"N thE 
« • ' T V T R 5 C I T I O N S  M D  A N I M S - S E P A M , O N  A N D  D E T E C , I O N  
O f r - h a l f s e c ° ' ° d  s e m e s ! e , a n  S ' a n d i n 8  ° n  t h e  p l a c e m e n t  
Unit credii *•> > 
• " Ck!S ^ « dock hours of .aboratory. 
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21-22. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS. 
A study of the principles of quantitative analysis. The first half ot 
course deals with the titrimetric, gravimetric, and simple instrumental ana ysi ^ 
common inorganic materials, followed by more advanced techniques 
a n a l y s i s  o f  b o t h  i n o r g a n i c  a n d  o r g a n i c  c o m p o u n d s ,  i n c l u d i n g  e x P c " r  
involving multi-component systems, spectrophotometry, polarography, an 
instrumental methods. 
Prerequisite: Chemistry 6 or consent of the instructor. Students may J ^  
for the first half of the course for one-half unit credit with the cnnsen 
instructor. 
One unit credit, 64 class hours, 192 clock hours of laboratory. 
31-32. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY. ^ 
A study of the physical and chemical properties of organic co P 
on the fundamental concepts of molecular structure and reiC 10 ^ prepara 
Applications to synthesis are included. The laboratory work inc u ^ in 
tion of some typical organic substances, followed by in ePen ^ jdentifi 
organic chemistry or by a study of the methods for the separa 
cation of organic compounds. Required by medical and denta 
Prerequisite: Chemistry 6. ^ labor^ 
One and one-fourth unit credits, 96 class hours, 192 clock ho 
33. PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY. , • try> elefl*1' 
This course covers properties of the states of matter, thermoc 
tary chemical thermodynamics, properties of solutions. ^ ^ Qfarf 
Prerequisite: Chemistry 21 or parallel, general physics, 
second semester, 1961-62. 
One-half unit credit, 48 class hours, 48 clock hours of laboratory. 
34-51. PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY. OEENEOU* ^ 
This course covers thermodynamics, homogeneous and 
brium, kinetics, electrochemistry colloids, and quantum t eory. 
Prerequisite: Chemistry 33. Offered 1961-62. ^ ^ FOR S 
Three-fourths unit credit, 80 class hours, 48 clock hours of encjefitlf-
semesters. One-half unit credit for Chemistry 34 if ta en in 
63. ADVANCED INORGANIC CHEMISTRY. ^ CHEMIST * 
This course consists chiefly of an extension of Tablc> 4 
emphasis based on generalizations derived from the Perio 
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^ordination compounds and structure, and the chemistry of the less familiar 
dements. 
Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor. Offered on demand. 
One-fourth unit credit, 32 class hours, no laboratory. 
LABORATORY IN ADVANCED INORGANIC CHEMISTRY. 
A laboratory course involving the preparation of a number of inorganic 
Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor. Offered on demand. 
One fourth unit credit, 96 clock hours of laboratory. 
ADVANCED ORGANIC CHEMISTRY. 
the reacts/ °r ^ S^ntbesis orgamc compounds with particular emphasis on 
the aided j^Compounds containing active methylene groups and on condensation 
Pre requisite: Chemistry 31-32. Offered first semester 1961-62. 
unit credit, 48 class hours, no laboratory. 
^THE CHEMICAL LITERATURE. 
t0 toe use7 0°/ Rpfi .h.e!atUTrre a7ailable t0 the chemist with particular attention 
c^emistry majors S ^ S ^er Organische Chemie. Required of all 
«<iesinSritC °r ParaUd: Chemistfy 31. A reading knowledge of German 
Xo CT^it, 16 class hours. 
°°p^NDEPENl)ENT Study jn Chemistry 
Cwdit to^be °f thC inStmctor- °ffered on demand. 
ur,h ""it credit nor more than'"16 °if 'egistration but not to be less than one 
e than one-half unit credit each semester. 
P SEMLNA* IN CHEMISTRY. 
Requisite- c ~ .'****•• °emi SeCOnd semes,er-
credit, 48 class hours. 
HON°W COURSE. 
rer^quisite- c 
to be dZT 1 ** department- Offered on demand. 
****** total cowTload^d1111"6 °l registration but not to exceed one-half c 
load during his junior year. 
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400. SENIOR HONORS COURSE. 
Prerequisite: Consent of the department. Offered on demand. 
Credit to be determined at time of registration but not to exceed one-half 
of the student's total course load during his senior year. 
CLASSICAL LANGUAGES 
Professor Fink, Chairman 
Mr. McCulloh 
The courses in this department are intended to introduce the student t 
knowledge of the language, literature, and civilization of Greece and Rome, 
courses in Greek have as their aim a mastery of Greek idiom leading to 
enjoyment of masterpieces of Greek literature in the original. The stu y 0 
c assical Greek also affords to pre-theological students an excellent foundation 
study of the Greek New Testament. Courses in Latin are offered for all e8 ^ 
of attainment, beginning with an elementary course demanding no Prevl° ^ 
nowledge of the language and extending to advanced courses designed to give 
firsthand acquaintance with some of the famous authors of Latin litera ur • 
Acquaintance with the Classics should also deepen the student's understanding o 
English literature and the English language. 
CLASSICAL CIVILIZATION 
.These courses do not require a knowledge of Greek or Latin and may n°t ^ 
use to satisfy the diversification requirement in language. 
21. GREEK HISTORY. 
This course is primarily concerned with the history and civilization of 
reeks from their first arrival in Greece (2000-1000 B.C.) to the death 
Alexander the Great (323 B.C.); but attention is also given to their contacts, bo 
an cultural, with other nations of the Mediterranean. 
May be counted for diversification in History. Offered 1961-62. 
One-half unit credit. 
22. THE HELLENISTIC AGE. 
to h!StQry of the Eastern Mediterranean from Alexander's con^Uf. 
period which f01?1"3'100 is covered; but the emphasis is on the civilization o 
' laid the foundations of modern science, philosophy, and literature-
196L62.bC C°Unted for Verification in either History or the Humanities. Offered 
One-half unit credit. 
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23. ROMAN HISTORY: THE REPUBLIC. 
The rise and development of Roman civilization and the course of Roman 
history are traced from the beginning of the Iron Age in Italy, about 1000 . •, 
to the collapse of the Republic in the Civil Wars and the accession of Augustus, 
the first emperor. 
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing, or consent of the instructor. 
One-half unit credit. 
24. ROMAN HISTORY: THE EMPIRE. 
The conversion of the Roman city-state into a world state and of the principate 
°f Augustus into an absolute monarchy provides a framework within w 'c 
developments in literature, religion, administration, and law are studied.^ e 
period covered runs from the dictatorship of Julius Caesar to the reign o 
Constantine. 
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing, or consent of the instructor. 
One-half unit credit. 
Any of these three courses may be elected independently of the others. 
J2- GREEK LITERATURE IN ENGLISH. 
The reading will be drawn mainly from Homer's Iliad and Odyssey, the trage 
ot Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides, the comedies of Aristophanes, and the 
•Tories of Herodotus and Thucydides. 
BE counted for diversification in the Humanities. Offered 1961 62. 
One-half unit credit. 
GREEK 
ELEMENTARY GREEK. 
No Prerequisite. Offered 1961-62. 
One unit credit. 
'2. INTERMEDIATE GREEK. 
Ho^ons ^om Attic prose, such as Xenophon and Plato. Introduction to 
Offered 1961-62. 
°ne unit credit. 
• ATTIC LITERARY GENRES. OR 
he literary monuments to the glory of Athens may praise 
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examine her most critically. Dramas selected from the works of Aeschylus, 
Sophocles, and Euripides will be read the first semester; selections from Thucydi es 
and a comedy of Aristophanes the second. 
One unit credit. 
100. RAPID READING IN GREEK AUTHORS. 
This course may be taken either to supplement the work of another 
the department or to pursue a special course of reading not otherwise provi e 
Offered 1961-62. 
One-half unit credit. 
LATIN 
Latin 1-2, 3-4, and 11-12 are open to all freshmen. Students are assign® ^ 
the proper course by interviews and a placement test. Qualified freshmen may 
admitted to other courses with the permission of the instructor. 
1-2. ELEMENTARY LATIN. 
This 
Forms, syntax and vocabulary, simple prose reading, and composition, 
course is intended for students who have had no Latin. 
Offered 1961-62. 
One unit credit. 
3-4. ELEMENTARY LATIN. 
This course is intended for students who have had Latin previously but ^ 
are for any reason not ready for Latin 11-12. Reading in the works o 0 .JJ 
authors (a prose work in the first semester and poetry in the second) ^ 
provide the basic material of the course; but ample time will be allowe 
systematic and thorough study of the forms, syntax, and idioms of Latin m 
to enable the student to acquire ease and fluency in using the language. 
Offered 1961-62. 
One unit credit. 
A student may not elect both Latin 1-2 and Latin 3-4 for credit. 
U-12. INTERMEDIATE LATIN. 
second'S C°Urse 's intended for students who can read average Latin pros®-
CMult, nT. M<iS m ""^"ion to Latin poetry through selections 
Catullus, Ovid, Propertius, and Tibullus. 
Offered 1961-62. 
One unit credit. 
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21-22. VERGIL: SELECTIONS FROM THE ECLOGUES, GEORGICS, AND AENEID 
VI-XII; LIVY: HISTORY, SELECTIONS. 
Vergil presents an ideal of Rome and Rome's destiny in idyll, didactic epic, and 
heroic epic. Livy seeks an explanation of her greatness and an example for pos-
teri(y 'n the facts of Rome's history. His work is a monument of post-Ciceronian 
prose and Roman historical method. 
One unit credit. 
23-24. PHILOSOPHY: CICERO, TUSCULAN DISPUTATIONS; LUCRETIUS, DE 
RERUM NATURA. 
In these dialogues, Cicero presents in the main the Platonic view. Lucretius 
"gues ^or Epicurus's creed in epic verse. 
Offered 1961-62. 
One unit credit. 
25 26. HORACE: SATIRES AND ODES; PLINY: SELECTED LETTERS. 
These two authors afford an insight into the private lives and attitudes of 
pica Romans. In addition, Horace's works are examples of the two genres of 
anc* °de, and Pliny's letters are models of the conversational style of an 
educated Roman. 
One unit credit. 
RAPID READING IN LATIN AUTHORS. 
>nth^S C0Urse may be taken either to supplement the work of another course 
epartment or to pursue a special course of reading not otherwise provided for, 
One-half unit credit. 
3O°- JUNIOR HONORS COURSE. 
dependent study for junior candidates for Honors in Latin. 
One-fourth to one unit credit. 
J ^ENI0R HONORS COURSE. 
pendent study for senior candidates for Honors in Latin. 
"e fourth to one unit credit. 
It 
DRAMA 
Professor Michael, Chairman 
s'8nifira ^ Conv*ct*on of the department that some of man s most revealing 
P'AYS- * A Statements about himself have been made in his dramatic writing, 
a°d that a play is to be understood in relation to the theater and part.cularly 
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also with ^°f Wfs w"tten- It is with these thoughts in mind, an 
that thr A 6 !im ° c°ntnbuting to the diversity of the student's liberal educatior 
tot the department offers the series of courses described below. 
achieve a n° maj0r *n ^rama' ^ut a student may, by his choice of elective; 
achieve a degree of specialization in this subject matter. 
3- VOICE AND DICTION. 
introduction t V°|Ce 3S an 'nstrument for communicaton. This course provides at 
materials Ti?- C * £°r^ vo*ce control and practice with a variety of literal) 
materials. This course does not count for diversification. 
One-half unit credit. 
4. ORAL READING. 
of works of liter ^e principles, vocal and literary, involved in the oral interpretatior 
This course dr>« * Ufe" ing Practice using selections of increasing difficulty. 
> course does not count for diversification. 
olThTfltC:- Dfama 3' °f C°nSent of the instructor. 
One-half unit credit. 
^ An I!™™™0" T° ™E ™EATER-
the present time institution of the theater, from its beginnings to 
of its various nrJiv With a" investi8ation of the nature of theater art and 
Offered 1961 62 ' 10nerS P^aywright, actor, director, designer, and audience. 
One unit credit. 
^7-28. INTRODUCTION TO THE DRAMA 
rllrltr C tl • 
A , ~ "KAMA, 
A study of the ola 
theory and technique of Ih a° a^t*st*c anc* literary form. The course emphasize 
to representative plavs d ma^°r ^orms dramatic writing considered in rel 
problems of the plavw ^ t0 ^ t'ieaters I°r which they were written. 
°I dramatic criticism ^ A examined in the light of some important v 
One unit credit ' " rought *nto locus by the practice of playwri 
dramatic achievement or n/u? ^ieater» °f selected plays of a period 
t reatrical qualities of the \ W a" imPortant playwright, limp 
exercises. the P^ys and their staging by means -
P^f'-Sophomo„ 
""h"" """ ""to «ch semester. 
d ha; 
of prob 
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51. THE STAGB AND ITS PLAYS. THE GREEK AND ROMAN THEATER. 
Offered 1961-62. 
52. THE STAGE AND ITS PLAYS. THE ELIZABETHAN THEATER. 
Offered 1961-62. 
53. THE STAGE AND ITS PLAYS. THE THEATER OF THE 17th AND 18th 
CENTURIES. 
54. THE STAGE AND ITS PLAYS. THE THEATER OF THE LATE 19th 
CENTURY. 
55. THE STAGE AND ITS PLAYS. THE THEATER OF THE EARLY 20th 
CENTURY. 
56. THE STAGE AND ITS PLAYS. THE CONTEMPORARY THEATER. 
10°' SEMINAR IN THEATER AND DRAMA. 
This course is intended for properly qualified upperclassmen who wish to do 
more ^vanced work in the field of theater and drama than is made possible by 
e courses regularly offered, or who wish to draw together a diversity of subject 
matter. This course may be repeated once. 
One-half unit credit. 
ECONOMICS 
Professor Titus, Chairman 
•Professor Trescott 
Assistant Professor Murad 
Assistant Professor Nordyke 
Mr. Fletcher 
Mr. Miller 
orio' 'S1 6 a"n department of Economics: (1) to familiarize students wit e 
orpa S' C aracter> and operation of our economic organization and other econom 
fie,*1*"?05 of the Past and present; (2) to investigate with students specia 
econ^ a0( Tr°klems in economics with a view to obtaining an understanc ing o 
Prohlp1'0 trenc*s' f°rces, and principles, and their relation to the solution o sue i 
and p mS' ^ ^  to develop in students the habit of approaching a in us r 
°nomic activity from a social rather than a private or individual point o 
effert^6 contemplates fitting the student for responsible citizenship 
in the^ cadership in society, and gives him a background for professiona 
e s of public service and business. 
,eave °f absence, 1961-1962 
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11-12. INTRODUCTION TO ECONOMICS. 
A study of the operation of modern economic society. Includes an introductory 
analysis of production, exchange, prices, distribution and national income. 
Required of students who major in Economics. Offered every year. 
One unit credit. 
21, PRINCIPLES AND PROBLEMS OF ACCOUNTING. 
A study of the basic financial statements and the records from which they are 
derived with the view to providing an understanding of the fundamental technique 
and concepts employed and the use of accounting methods as a tool in other 'r#anc 
of economics. Includes an analysis of those areas of accounting which require 
exercise of personal judgment. 
Prerequisite: Economics 11-12, or consent of the instructor. Offered every year. 
One-half unit credit, 32 class hours, 32 clock hours of laboratory. 
31. DEVELOPMENT OF ECONOMIC THOUGHT. 
A study of the development of economic doctrine. Includes Greek and ^otV 
thought, economic ideals of the Middle Ages, mercantilism, physiocracy, the n& 
classical school, the Marxian analysis, and the Keynesian position. 
Required of students who major in Economics. 
Prerequisite: Economics 11-12. Offered every year. 
One-half unit credit. 
32. INTERMEDIATE ECONOMIC THEORY. 
An intensive and advanced study of methods of economic analysis in the 
of pioduction, exchange, price, distribution, and national income. 
Required of students who major in Economics. 
Prerequisite: Economics 11-12. Offered every year. 
One-half unit credit. 
42. ECONOMICS OF UNDERDEVELOPED COUNTRIES. 
An examination of the circumstances surrounding, and of the obstacles 
economic growth, with emphasis upon present conditions in poor ct'u 
an particularly upon the current problems there of over-population, i°a ^ 
capita accumulation, and insufficient technological progress. 
Prerequisite: Economics 11-12 or 12 concurrently. Offered every year-
One-half unit credit. 
63. MONEY, BANKING, AND FINANCE. 
prices naHo °i ^me"can monetary and financial system and its relation 
th^derT* eCOn°mic Welfarei fun^°ns of finandal ^ 
Federal Reserve System and monetary management. 
ECONOMICS 
8 1  
Required of students who major in Economics. 
Prerequisite: Economics 11-12. Offered every year. 
One-half unit credit. 
64. INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS. 
A study of the nature, bases, and effects of international economic rel > 
comparative advantage and gains from trade; balance of internationa pay 
tariffs, exchange controls, and other policies. 
Prerequisite: Economics 11-12. Offered every year. 
One-half unit credit. 
68. PUBLIC FINANCE. 
A study of the effects of government spending, taxation, and borrowing upo 
private economy; attention is given to particular taxes and tax systems use y 
different levels of government. 
Prerequisite: Economics 11-12. Offered 1961-62. 
One-half unit credit. 
71- LABOR UNIONS AND THE ECONOMY. . . . OR 
A study of the development, structure, government, and po icies o 
•organizations; major issues in union-management relations; problems o p 
policy. 
Prerequisite: Economics 11-12. Offered 1961-62. 
One-half unit credit. 
2 GOVERNMENT AND LABOR. . NON:YPA 
study of legislation designed to benefit labor groups, and to contro o 
a °r and management. 
Prerequisite: Economics 11-12. 
One-half unit credit. 
5 BUSINESS FLUCTUATIONS. _ ^ 
An examination of the causes and consequences of economic insta 11^» 
Prions, and inflation, and analysis of methods of securing economic stability. 
Urse includes an introduction to quantitative methods of economic resea 
Prerequisite; Economics 63. Offered 1961-62. 
One-half unit credit. 
GOVERNMENT CONTROL OF BUSINESS. , . , . 
Pran- °* ttie ext«it, techniques and effects of monopolist other 
lces and concentration of economic power; anti-trust legisla i 
aPproaches to social control. 
Prerequisite: Economics 11-12. Offered 1961-62. 
One-half unit credit. 
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78. COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS. 
A comparative study of the Soviet system, American capitalism and 
liberal-democratic socialism. Chief emphasis of the course will be on a fundamental 
analysis of the Soviet system, including the organization and management of 
industry and agriculture, national planning, the position of labor, and the problem 
of incentives. 
Prerequisite: Economics 11-12. Offered 1961-62. 
One-half unit credit. 
100. INDEPENDENT STUDY. 
For students who are not candidates for Honors but who wish to do advanced 
work in regular courses or to study subjects not included in course offerings. 
Prerequisite: Major in Economics and consent of the instructor. Offered every 
year. 
One-fourth to one-half unit credit to be determined at the beginning of th 
course. 
300. JUNIOR HONORS COURSE. 
For juniors who are candidates for Honors in Economics. 
Prerequisite: Junior standing and consent of the instructor. Offered every year 
One-fourth to one-half unit credit to be determined at the beginning of 
course. 
400. SENIOR HONORS COURSE. 
For seniors who are candidates for Honors in Economics. 
Prerequisite: Senior standing and consent of the instructor. Offered every >ea 
One-fourth to one-half unit credit to be determined at the beginning of the 
course. 
ENGLISH 
Professor Sutcliffe, Chairman 
Professor Daniel 
Professor Macauley 
Associate Professor Roelofs 
Assistant Professor Feldman 
Assistant Professor Hoyle 
Assistant Professor Kreutz 
wish to cultivate I t epartment °f English are designed both for those 
for those who contl understandin8 as part of their liberal education 
not be supposed that^v!^ professionaI careers in literary scholarship. K s 
supposed that the major in English is preparatory only to profess 
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jn l^. W°r'c'. ^ *s exceHent preparation for careers in the church or the law, 
^iness, in practical politics—and, indeed, for the conduct of private life. 
standinp2™^0^^6 .^.ePartment is t0 encourage the enjoyment, the close under-
variety of^ • t C"TACA^ APPreciation of texts. The student is introduced to a 
and kind met^0<^s in courses arranged according to major authors, periods, 
demand A > 6 courses are conducted by lecture and discussion, and they all 
that the student write a number of papers. 
& COURSES IN WRITING 
major s t u d v ^  ^ n 0 t  C O U n t  ^ o r  d i v e r s i f i c a t i o n  i n  t h e  H u m a n i t i e s  o r  t o w a r d  
in ng xsh. All entering freshmen are required to enroll in English 1-2. 
^ WRITING AND READING. 
of go0(j liteM^00 *>ooc* Wfiting can best be taught along with the reading 
literary kinds^ Course antr°duces the student to several of the major 
exposition r y • °e examP'es- Satire, lyric, epic, drama, novel, short story, 
Wr'tten about 'the ^  316 carefully studied and discussed and papers are 
This 
fW • SC 'S ^rere^u's^te ^or courses in English literature and language, 
unit credit. 
I5StA;— WRITING. 
Terences. There^'Hq crihcized in the classroom and in individual con-
novelists, and^h W* EaraEel reading and discussion of contemporary poets, 
Course mav k S °ft St°r^ wr'ters- Expository prose will not be considered. The 
raay be repeated once. 
Requisite- r 
One-half • nSCnt 0 instructor. Offered every year in both semesters. 
Prerequisit C0URSES IN LITERATURE AND LANGUAGE 
^nguage English 1-2 is the prerequisite for all courses in Literature and 
D,Versification TK 
Ulvision of Hum ' courses listed below count toward diversification in the 
T/> 
as Constitut/ne ^r°^ram' 'EEe department does not prescribe particular courses 
c°mprehensive & maj0r Pr°gram- It does ask the student to demonstrate, in a 
English ancj ^exam'nati°n, his familiarity with the prescribed list of texts in 
historically ^mer*can literature and his ability to discuss them critically and 
Apartment m C°^ tEe syEabus is given to the student when he enters the 
a^'e amount of ^ texts listed are studied in course, but a consider-
n ^ore than fi reac^f® naust be done independently. The student may not enroll 
Ve unit credits in the major department. 
CM 
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Students intending to major in English are strongly recommended to enroll 
in English 21-22 in the sophomore year. 
The Degree with Honors in English. Superior students are encouraged to 
read for the degree with Honors in English. The student should apply to 
become a candidate for the degree with Honors at the end of his sophomore 
year when he elects his major study. In exceptional cases a candidate may 
e a mitted to the program at the end of the first semester of his junior year-
ca"didate for the degree with Honors is exempt from the Faculty's limitation 
upon t e number of courses he may take in his major subject. 
f ^Ur'.n^ iun'or year, the candidate meets in tutorial fashion with members 
o the department to explore literary problems and to read his essays on them. 
( ee English 300.) During part of that year and all of the senior year, he 
prepares his Honors essay under the supervision of a member of the department-
The Honors comprehensive examination, which is both written and oral, will 
e a ministered by a visiting examiner. The candidate is expected to demonstrate 
a superior undergraduate knowledge of literature in English and a superior under-
graduate command of a special subject. 
INTRODUCTION TO THE HISTORY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE. 
t, survey of the periods, kinds, and major figures and texts of English liters 
specifir°m fl C 01d Engllsh t0 the modern period. Emphasis will be placed on 
Primer und tCXtS °f each Period" Supplementary readings and essays-
a sop omore course; recommended for prospective majors in Engis1 
One unit credit. 
23-24. CHAUCER AND MIDDLE ENGLISH LITERATURE. 
A reading S'y'eS' kinds, and themes of late Medieval English ^ter®tur 
W0,b rf Chl T"rbU" Tal"• and selected es* 
some Of Cha attenti°n to the Middle English language. The works 
<££ 2:^ and successors will be read: iW- j* 
««" Plowman e 7 K""M' rhe "f Cresieid, and selections ft®" 
OffI T SupPlemo'"? readings and essays. 
e in alternate years. Not offered 1961-62. 
One unit credit. 
"'A(JHAKB7A,<E AND H,S CorrnMPoaaiUES. 
as it developed in the'w °*/ P'AYS REPresentin8 various phases of English dra 
important dramatic w t ^ AgCS and the ea^ Renaissance, the class r * 
temporaries and Sucre °f S ° gEakespeare, Marlowe, Jonson, and of their 
°thers are «ad ^ P'ays are anaI^ " detail in the class* » _ 
emphasis in the course ^I a"d dlscussed critically in papers. The * 
course is on the plays of Shakespeare. 
°ne unit credit. 
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31-32. SPENSER AND MILTON. 
Humanism^ °! ^ ^ena*ssance Poet, the "new poetry," and the tradition of 
of Paradis /" ^ TK ^r0m ^ ^hepheardes Calender to the second edition 
poetry seie A 6 m*nor Poetry anc3 The Faerie Queene of Spenser; the minor 
of Milton Ml ^f°Se' ^ara^'se Lost, Paradise Regained, and Samson Agonistes 
poetry and J' tu Cj Emphasis will be placed on close analysis of the 
Renaissance !A IC eve'°Pment °f Spenser and Milton as poets in relation to the 
„ „ ea ' uPplementary readings and essays. 
ered alternate years. Offered 1961-62. 
Une unit credit. 
35' THE AUGUSTAN AGE. 
in poetry, fiction^ °f S'X maior ^Sures from Dryden to Johnson, with texts 
e'ghteenth rent ' Cnticisrn> drama, and biography. Much attention is given to 
nth century critical principles. 
ered aiternate years Qffered ^ ^ 
ne-nalf unit credit. 
7 The TH,E NlNETEENTH CENTURY. 
r°mantiCs from' gf'f'135'5 t^le course will be on the poetry of the major 
^eats> Tennyson ^rowrun8: Coleridge, Wordsworth, Byron, Shelley, 
trough the letter3" d fn?^' Prose w*l' be read as a background to the verse 
R°ets and throughS 30 C''^ca3 wr*tanf>s of the first two generations of romantic 
Offered " 30 ant'10'°Sy of Victorian prose for the third. Reports and papers. yeMs- °ffered i961-62-
Su%i' i°F(0i"1 own a°b' 
^ard establishijj6 V°jJUmes sax or seven of the following poets with a view 
ardy, VeatS) W at *s epical and distinctive of modern poetry: Hopkins, 
""las. lnson, Housman, Robinson, Frost, Stevens, Eliot, Auden, and 
unit cedi,. 
^^ADlMrc txt A 
CLOSE CJJY AMERICAN LITERATURE. 
erature, g study of some major writers and traditions in American 
1 nineteenth ce *>0rt*0n *be course concentrates on the writers of the 
"Present day second introduces selected writers from Whitman to 
^ments ill e *ex*s afe studied primarily as works of literature and not 
One unjt cre(jjStrat*Ve American cultural history. 
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47-48. THE NOVEL. 
A study of major novels written in English, from Moll Flanders to the work, 
of British and American writers of the present. The approach is predominant y 
critical, but the historical development of the novel and its relation to society 
are also considered. 
One unit credit. 
51. READINGS IN MODERN EUROPEAN LITERATURE. 
Works dealing with the position of man in a world of changing social, m 
and religious values will be stressed. Readings in Tolstoy, Dostoyevsky, Nietz ^ 
Chekhov, Kafka, Mann, and Camus. This course does not count towar 
major in English. 
Offered in alternate years. Offered 1961-62. 
One-half unit credit. 
53. READINGS IN MODERN EUROPEAN LITERATURE. ( ^ 
Readings in works of psychological exploration and literary experime ^ 
Flaubert, Proust, Gide, Strindberg, Pirandello, Brecht, and Sartre. This 
does not count toward the major in English. 
Offered in alternate years. Not offered 1961-62. 
One-half unit credit. 
100. SEMINAR IN ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE. ^ 
A study of English literature in terms of traditional critical dlstl"^l0"Ss'efuI-
or example, between comedy and tragedy, and lyric and narrative. e • ^ 
nCjS j-/TCr't'Ca' theory 's tested in extensive reading in literature of a ;marjly 
and different approaches to literature are explored. The course is PrI ^ 
or senior English majors, but other students who have read wide y 
admitted with the consent of the instructor. 
One unit credit. 
300. JUNIOR HONORS SEMINAR 
Tutorial f°r junior candidates for Honofs Independent investigate 
ry problems leading toward selection of a subject for the Honors ess. 
No credit. 
SENIOR HONORS COURSE. v.uutliK, y^suj^ ^",,ti0n °f ,he Honors A mC'nbe 
One unit credit. 
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HISTORY 
Professor Warner, Chairman 
Dean Bailey 
Professor McGowan 
Professor Ritcheson 
Associate Professor Baker 
The courses in History aim primarily to foster an enjoyment of history, but 
ey atternPt ^ make the student's interest in the past a discriminating one by 
couraging. (i) a detached and judicious attitude toward sources of historical 
°rmat'on> (2) a sympathetic understanding of past times according to the 
n<ards of those times, and (3) an evaluation of historic institutions and move-
CntS 'n f'ie 'if>ht of their effects upon posterity. 
sol ^ a^t'on t0 i's cultural significance, such an historical approach to the 
fess-100 mo<^ern Pr°hlems is of value to those intending to take up such pro-
^ as lhe ministry, teaching, the law, journalism, politics, or the foreign 
Kqtdred ^r0&ram- As a prerequisite to a major in History, course 1-2 is 
semesT ac^'t'on 'be major must complete satisfactorily a minimum of eight 
junior^ C°UfSes 'n 'he department including the independent study courses in the 
course ^rst; semester of the senior year, and the independent reading 
credits Se<"on<^ semester of the senior year. The maximum is five unit 
^ m the department beyond the introductory course. 
^sior'^ ("°m$rehensive Examination for pass majors is designed to test the 
tjS erstanding of the principal trends and forces in the history of Europe 
m°re j* n^te^ States from the rise of Christianity to World War II and his 
ensive knowledge of two of the following three areas: 
hi /|echeval an<f Early Modern European History to the sixteenth century. 
1 A °^ern European History from the sixteenth century. 
^ merican History from the founding of the Colonies. 
must ta]/S W^° e^ec' areas a a°d b must take 23-24; those who elect b and c 
2, those who elect a and c must take 3-4. 
below B ^e^uence students who wish to major in History is recommended 
Freshman — History 1-2. 
P omore - Elect one year course (e.g., 23-24). 
partrne°t Senior — Programs are planned in consultation with the de 
Honors"°fTu AU majors with a B average or better are encouraged to read for 
b's iunin 6 ^°nors program for each student is made out at the beginning o 
r year. Each candidate for Honors will be registered in the independen 
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Hnnnrt!!'156 ^ junior year and first semester of his senior year, and in th< 
Honors dissertation course his senior year. 
1 2. MEDIEVAL AND EARLY MODERN EUROPEAN HISTORY TO THE SEVENTEENTH 
CENTURY. 
Era ihm. ? of fhist0ry Western Europe from the beginning of the Christian era through the Reformation. 
No prerequisite. Offered each year. 
One unit credit. 
3 4. EUROPE AND AMERICA FROM THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY. 
from the fuC ^eVe'0pment Western European and American civilization 
idTs and ,WW- Ce^ "'", '° Wo"d " The emphasis is on .he growth of 
Worlds ' U 10nS common to European peoples in both the Old and New 
No prerequisite. Offered each year. 
One unit credit. 
17- GREEK HISTORY. 
from their fir<J *j°n.Cern ,'s Wlt'1 the history and civilization of the ancient Greeks 
Alexander (121 n"r\ *2 ^ Aegean area (2000-1000 B. C.) to the death o 
and political with ' Ut attention 's also given to their contacts, both cultura 
P hhcal, w,th other nations of the Mediterranean. 
One half" • S°Pl">n,ore Offered 1961-62. Line-half unit credit. 
18. THE HELLENISTIC AGE /M3U. 
The p 1*£* | 
to the Roman dominat'^ ^ ®astern Mediterranean from Alexander's conqi 
Period, which laid th»°c " j0verec^i but the emphasis is on the civilization of 
Prerequisite- C u 0U" at'°ns °f modern science, philosophy, and literati 
Offered 1961-62. One-half unit credit. 
,ROMAN History: THE REPUBLIC. The rise AD ^PUBLIC. 
history are traced from .^oman civilization and the course of R° 
to the collapse of the Rerf, .?81?ning of the Iron Age in Italy, about 1000 I 
the first emperor. 'C in Givil Wars and the accession of Augu-
Prerequisite! Sor*h 
Offered 1962-63 standing, or consent of the instructor. 
One-half unit credit. 
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20. ROMAN HISTORY: THE EMPIRE. 
The conversion of the Roman city-state into a world state and of the principate 
of Augustus into an absolute monarchy provides a framework within which 
'h'velopments in literature, religion, administration, and law are studied. The 
Period covered runs from the dictatorship of Julius Caesar to the reign of 
Constantine. 
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing, or consent of the instructor. 
Offered 1962-63. 
One-half unit credit. 
0- AMERICAN COLONIAL HISTORY. 
of 'u S'Uc^ *^e early explorations and discoveries, the founding and growth 
' e English colonies in North America, mercantilism, intercolonial rivalries, 
ents leadin8 to the Revolution, and the winning of independence. 
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. 
One-half unit credit. 
^ T H B  U N I T E D  S T A T E S  S I N C E  1 7 8 3 .  
A study of American politics, society, and 
an nation to World War II. 
rerequisite; Sophomore standing. Offered 
One unit credit. 
25 AMERICAN POLITICAL THOUGHT. 
^ee Political Science 43. 
p. , 
reqursite: Political Science 1-2; or History 23-24, or consent of the instructor, 
red 1961-62. 
^THE UNITED STATES SINCB 1900. 
c'vili2at'UC^ P°'hical, economic, social, and intellectual aspects of American 
Pre °n the twentieth century to World War II. 
quisite. Sophomore standing. Offered 1961-62. 
0ne-half ^ credit. 
TJ)IPLOMATIC HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES, 1783 TO THE PRESENT. 
Repubit C°Urse. emphasizes the diplomatic problems of the early years of the 
a world' C d'plomacy westward expansion, the rise of the United States as 
P'aced an<^ 8r°wth of the concept of collective security. Stness is 
the basic principles, the major trends and shifts in objectives, and the 
thought from the founding of the 
each year. 
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social, economic, and constitutional forces which have shaped American foreign 
policy. 
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. Offered 1961-62. 
One-half unit credit. 
29-30. AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT. 
See Political Science 61-62. 
Prerequisite: Political Science 1-2, or History 23-24, or major in Economic*. 
Offered 1961-62. 
One unit credit. 
43-44. EUROPE IN THE MIDDLE AGES. 
A study of the emergence and evolution of Western European civilizati 
from the fourth to the fourteenth century. 
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. 
One unit credit. 
45-46. EUROPE IN THE EARLY MODERN PERIOD. 
A study of the religious, intellectual, artistic, economic, social and pol't 
aspects of the fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth centuries. 
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. 
One unit credit. 
47 48. EUROPE IN THE SEVENTEENTH AND EIGHTEENTH CENTURIES. 
A study of the political, religious, economic, and cultural developments in se_ 
teen h and eighteenth century Europe. The emphasis will be on the history o 
g e nation, but on ideas and institutions fundamental to the definition o 
pean civilization and its relation to the modern world. 
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. Offered 1961-62. 
One unit credit. 
53-54. EUROPE FROM 1789 TO 1914. 
the f polltics> economy, and thought of the nations of Europe fr0' 
o the French Revolution to the outbreak of World War I. 
rerequisite: Sophomore standing. Offered 1961-62. 
Une unit credit. 
EMPORARY EUROPE: WORLD WAR I TO THE PRESENT. . 
War thc^omm60-1511^1 ZCS the or8anization for peace following the first Wof < £ STMSsr1 Nazi —>the second 
OneTal'f1^- S°PH°M°RE STANDIN8- Offered 1961-62. 
une-half unit credit. 
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63-64. ENGLISH HISTORY. 
A study of general English history from its origins, but conducted so that each 
student may select one or more aspects of the subject for intensive reading. This 
arrangement enables pre-law students to follow constitutional growth, students 
°f literature to emphasize social and literary history, theological students to 
study the Church, and prospective businessmen to trace economic developments. 
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. Offered each year. 
One unit credit. 
67-68. THE DEVELOPMENT OF POLITICAL THEORY. 
See Political Science 67-68. 
Prerequisite: Political Science 1-2, or Philosophy 1-2, or consent of the 
instructor. 
One unit credit. 
80- LATIN-AM ERIC AN HISTORY. 
This course treats the ancient civilizations in the Western Hemisphere, the 
C0 ^sterns of Spain and Portugal, the Wars for Independence, the subsequent 
history of Latin-American states and their relations with each other and with foreign 
'ta^etS ^ analyzes Present conditions, problems, and the trends in the indivi ua 
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. 
One-half unit credit. 
00. INDEPENDENT STUDY FOR JUNIORS. 
00 INDEPENDENT STUDY AND READING FOR SENIORS. 
These courses are intended primarily for majors in History who will enroll in 
J ° t*ie'r junior and senior years. Each of the first three semesters wi 
Deri° r t0 read'n8s and written essays on selected topics in one of the fol owing 
Eum S' ^reSented Ibis sequence: Medieval and Early Modern Europe, o 
of tiT' and America from the founding of the Colonies. In the secon seme 
deoa ^ sen'or year the majors will read under the guidance of mem ers 
arra fnt and report on their reading in tutorial conferences. Readings to 
** the instructors. 
0ff«ed each year. 
°ne-half unit credit. 
0 JUNIOR HONORS COURSE. R.P 
dei?1? Hon°rs candidates will be enrolled in the independent stu y cou . 
' 6 a^0ve f°r pass majors. 
red each year. 
0ne"half unit credit. 
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400. SENIOR HONORS COURSE. 
4.t ; . ^'St: Semester seni°r Honors candidates will divide their time between 
their Rrfr. ent- studycourse for pass majors described above and research on 
dissertat-'n xssertatxon- They will concentrate entirely upon their Honors 
dissertation in the second semester. 
Offered each year. 
One unit credit. 
XVL/I X XLUM A1 ICS 
Professor Transue, Chairman 
Professor Finkbeiner 
Professor Nikodym 
Associate Professor Lindstrom 
(U to Dres^T^'fU Cur"culum ls planned to achieve the following objectives: 
and aesthetic val^ efmatxcs as an art as well as a science, revealing the cultural 
to read concise v' ° ma|hematlcaI ldeas and processes; (2) to enable the student 
to express his fh, t rature with understanding; (3) to train the student 
reason with rieor I PfedSe IanSua8e> b°th orally and in writing, and to 
those mathematical'3Mi e^°nomy of bought; (4) to familiarize the student wit 
the natural sciences e?nes ancl methods which are fundamental in the study 0 
in mathematics ^ econorn'csi (5) to prepare the student for graduate wor' 
college course in atbema^cs courses open to students who have had no previous 
^tering student who Mathemati« 1-2, 3-4, 11-12, and 17-18. * 
ment test to determine th** !i° enf011 in any mathematics course is given a place-
engineering, the ohv ' |C C^ree bls Preparation. A freshman interested in 
Mathematics 11-12 b ^'(Sdences' or mathematics should normally enroll >n 
inadequate, he must 1 placement test indicates that his preparation is 
Shiden s who Mathematl« 1-2. *IS Who /?1VP rlpof • 1 1 . 
Permitted to enroll in 0 c u T" enCe unusual mathematical promise may 
21-22, regardless of the" ° °. afS. Section of Mathematics 11-12 or Mathematics 
give exceptional students maj°r interest- These special courses are intended to 
encourage independent st ^ ?*0Te r'80rous foundation in mathematics and to 
admission to the Honors Progr1"0^ ^ ^ resbman and sophomore years, pri°r (0 
«-66, .„7l,n-22, 
1 JRHI'T M4THEMATICS. 
* eofy. probability theory ll C°UrSe coverin« the following topics: logic, set 
rs 3X1(1 matrices, and applications of mathematics 
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social ke^a^ora' sc'ences- It should be valuable for students majoring in the 
or 10 ogical sciences, or as a background course for Mathematics 11-12. 
Offered 1961-62. 
One unit credit. 
3'4' MATHEMATICAL CONCEPTS AND METHODS. 
this course to reason precisely is valuable in every field of endeavor, 
'n the methoH° ^ ^r'mar^7 ^or *he non-scientific student who is more interested 
mental ideas f ° ™3t^emat'cs t^ian in its specific technique. Some of the funda-
reasoning is $t m°,e™ m®thematics are analyzed and the application of deductive 
the spirit of k* c^osen to stimulate rigorous thought and to convey 
number system C ^ include logic, set theory, and a development of the real 
Offered 1961-62. 
One unit credit. 
This NALYTIC GEOMETRY AND CALCULUS. 
Functions and j-°^erS a uni^eci introduction to Calculus and Analytic Geometry, 
derivative and Stu<^'e<^ intensively as a foundation for understanding the 
nlgebraic, trieo ° C^ra ^heir significant applications. The study includes 
0-12 is exPonential and logarithmic functions. Mathematics 
Offer J ulSlte to all advanced courses in mathematics, 
uttered 1961-62. 
0ne unit credit. 
^n ;rucTioN t° t^atistics-
w°rk in biolop30^11 j-statistical methods has become necessary for advanced 
made of statistical"16 'C'ne' Psych°logy, and economics. In this course a study is 
Pr'ncip]es are er methods and the mathematical foundation upon which statistical 
sh°uld plan t , e5te ' ^ student who contemplates taking Mathematics 21-22 
One iin-» 3 6 ^athematics 31-32 rather than this course. 
"c unit credit. 
122- CALCULUS. 
. study of th J • . 
aPplications to C nvatlve ar|d integral is extended and deepened, and 
A Schola * fiC°metry 3n<^ other sciences are considered. 
Unusual proinis ^C^°n' ^athematics 21S-22S, is offered for students who show 
fTl°ru general and1" rnat^ernat'cs or science. The Scholars' Section undertakes a 
f'°n For advanced n^°r°US aPProach to calculus, laying an especially solid founda-
Frerequjsjt & W°f'C In mathematics or physical sciences. 
One wi ^Tuthematics 11-12 or the equivalent. Offered 1961-62. 
ne Un>t credit. 
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25-26. ANALYTIC AND PROJECTIVE GEOMETRY. 
A brief study of solid analytic geometry is followed by a more extensive con 
sideration of projective geometry, with special attention to connections wit' 
algebra and other fields of mathematics. 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 11-12. 
One unit credit. 
31-32. MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS. 
A study is made of probability and its applications in the theory of random va 
ables. Such topics as sampling theory, testing hypotheses, estimation of parame 
and correlation are examined with attention to their practical use. 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 21-22. Offered 1961-62. 
One unit credit. 
61-62. ADVANCED CALCULUS. 
Topics considered are: Infinite series in general, Fourier series, partial 
rivatives and multiple integrals, simple differential equations, vector analysis-
Prerequisite: Mathematics 21-22. Offered 1961-62. 
One unit credit. 
65-66. MODERN ALGEBRA. 
Topics: Integers, rational numbers and fields, real numbers, polynomial 
complex numbers, group theory, vectors, matrices, linear groups, determinan 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 11-12. Offered 1961-62. 
One unit credit. 
100. SEMINAR IN MATHEMATICS. 
The content of this course is adapted to the abilities, needs, and ^ 
At a<?Vanced students in mathematics. Topics studied include General Top ' 
Algebraic Topology, Functions of a Complex Variable, Fundamental Cone 
inerential Equations, Abstract Algebra, Functions of a Real Variable. 
Offered 1961-62. 
One unit credit. 
200. PROBLEMS IN MATHEMATICS. . ,LV 
intended °rma' scr'es discussions on contemporary mathematics, esPe , 
Set f Tt the natMe and m«h°ds of mathematical research, 
Ss and "* Honors Candidates. Required of all mathem^ 
^en to odier students by permission of the Department. 
Offered 1961-62. 
No academic credit. 
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500- JUNIOR HONORS COURSE. 
A course of variable content adapted to the needs of junior candidates for 
Honors in mathematics. 
Offered 1961-62. 
One-fourth to one unit credit. 
400' SENIOR HONORS COURSE. 
un COurse of variable content adapted to the needs of senior candidates for 
Honors m mathematics. 
Offered 1961-62. 
One-fourth to one unit credit. 
MILITARY SCIENCE 
AIR SCIENCE 
Lieutenant Colonel Georges, Chairman 
Captain Sommers 
danced cou^3 ^ 21-22) are open to all physically qualified students. 
are accepted b'^v, ^*^2) are open to physically qualified students who 
with the cha"^ * C ^ro^essor Air Science. All interested students should confer 
a hvo.year aimian tlle department prior to registration. The basic course is 
year courses*"01^6- ^aving a balf unit credit and the advanced courses are 
is8iven fnr .,CarryinS one unit of credit each. A total of 2V2 units of credit 
for the program. 
P BJ^IC AIR SCIENCE I. 
student withnS ^0wer L A general survey designed to provide the 
science. a° understanding of the elements of air power and basic aeronautical 
P,rs'Semester. 
Cation of an .m an^ half-unit course which contributes to the professional edu-
Science will b ^ ^.°rce Officer and accepted by the Associate Professor of Air 
e credited against AFROTC Academic requirements for first semester. 
r^eC°"d tester. 
including // /ear< An introduction to the Fundamentals of Air Power, 
^°*er, ehicles and Principles of Flight, Elements and Potentials of Air 
the ^ For/17 Instruments of National Security, Professional Opportunities in 
Cadets will Tu ^adership Laboratory. 
Offproj C one h°nr leadership laboratory per week. 
ed every year. 
ne f°urth unit credit, 60 class hours. 
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21-22. BASIC AIR SCIENCE II. 
First Semester. 
Fundamentals of Aerospace Weapon Systems. An introduction to aerospace 
missiles and aircraft; their propulsion systems; aerospace defense; modern targetint, 
and electronic warfare; high explosive, nuclear, chemical, and biological wc 
heads; and aerospace strategic and tactical organizations and operations with co 
temporary Air Force weapon systems. Also includes problems, mechanics, 
military implications of present and future space operations, and contempt 1 
aerospace military thought. 
Second Semester. 
Enrollment in any half-unit course which contributes to the professional 
cation of an Air Force Officer and accepted by the Associate Professor o ^ 
Science will be credited against AFROTC Academic requirements for seco 
semester. 
Cadets will attend one hour leadership laboratory per week. 
Prerequisite: AS 1-2, or equivalent. Offered each year. 
One-half unit credit for the Basic Course I, II. 
31-32. ADVANCED AIR SCIENCE. 
Air Force Officer Development. Air Science 31 (3A): Staff organization a 
unctions, and the skills required for effective staff work, including ora 
written communication, observing, and individual and group problem s0^ 
COurse provides both principles and practice. Air Science 32(3^1 • 
psyc ological and sociological principles of leadership and their app,ca 1 
ea ership practice and problems. The course includes an introduction to 
justice. 
Prerequisite: Air Science 1-2, 21-22, or equivalent and approval of the P 
feasor of Air Science. Offered 1961-62. 
One unit credit, 150 class hours. 
ADVANCED AIR SCIENCE. 
concern ?®Cer Devel°pment. A study of global relationships 
of airmanch"6. ** ^0rcf °®cer- Air Science 41: weather and navigation 
military aspects tensions and security organizations. Air 
world political geography; the Air Force Officer can 
°f Air Sdencet OffereTm^ef ^ equivaIent> and the aPPr0val °f ^ 
One unit credit, l50 class hours. 
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MODERN LANGUAGES 
Professor Browne, Chairman 
Professor Harvey 
Professor Haywood 
Mr. Bucsela 
Mr. Dendle 
Mr. Hecht 
Mr. Johns 
Mr. Lide 
German e^artment Modern Languages provides instruction in French, Spanish, 
f°reign'j30 uss'an- ^ has two purposes: first, to enable students to read and speak 
countries anfp3®es; anc* second. to interpret the literatures of civilizations of the 
^ 0 omance speech in Europe and America, of Germany, and of Russia. 
descrilwJ n§ua§e requirement, which must be completed before graduation, is 
on page 38. 
Pattment "umhered 1-2 or 11-12 shall count toward a major in the De-
^ elected,.°der" languages. Courses beyond the intermediate level may 
c°urses be °r J 'vers^cati°n or as part of the major. The general prerequisite to 
hnguaps intermediate level is a good reading knowledge of the 
y®ors C°nsent of the instructor. 
c°urses in 10 ^ ^ >ePartment of Modern Languages must take at least four year-
years in on^T* lterature beyond the intermediate level, including 21-22, or three 
iterature and two in a second literature. 
FRENCH 
Professor Harvey 
Mr. Dendle 
, ^ Mr. Johns 
' JLEMENTARY FRENCH. 
Offp J °tS ^e^inn'ng French in college. 
ered ^ery year. 
unit credit. 
F0R FRENCH. 
Sec°ndarv * L°tS W^° have had one year of college French or two years of 
Offered " red every year. 
°ne u"it credit. 
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21. FRENCH COMPOSITION. 
Intensive review of French grammar for speaking and writing. For students 
w o have taken two years of college French or three years or more of secondary 
school French. 
Offered every year in the first semester. 
One-half unit credit. 
22. FRENCH COMPOSITION. 
Explication de texte. Oral and written discussion of brief literary excerpts, 
stu ents who have taken two years of college French or three years or more 
of secondary school French. 
Offered every year in the second semester. 
One-half unit credit. 
33-34. INTRODUCTION TO FRENCH LITERATURE. 
mo!Vuden? who have taken two years of college French or three years 
more of secondary school French. 
One unit credit. 
THE READING OF FRENCH POETRY. 
on ^ t.°^ ^°ems fr°m the sixteenth century to the present but with emf 
on the nineteenth century. 
One unit credit. 
37-38. CONTEMPORARY FRENCH LITERATURE. 
SUrvey of recent French literature, 
^requisite. Consent of the instructor. 
One unit credit. 
43-44. 
Literary texts^1**^™1^ *** ™E Eightbbnth CENTURY. 
Beaumarchais, and others ^°'ta*re' R°usseau, Diderot, Montesquieu, 
ryuisuc Consult of the instructor. 
Une unit credit. 
Prerequisite" ^ITERATURE W THE SEVBNTEENTH CENTURY. 
ONER^QSCNT0FTHEI~ 
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71-72. NINETEENTH CENTURY FRENCH LITERATURE. 
Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor. Offered 1961-62. 
One unit credit. 
75-76. MEDIEVAL FRENCH LITERATURE. 
Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor. 
One unit credit. 
10°- TOPICS IN FRENCH LITERATURE. 
TV 
student .C0Urse *s ^esrgned to meet the needs of small groups of advanced 
p" S in French. Class-room discussion is in French, 
rerequisite; Consent of the instructor. Offered 1961-62. 
One-half unit credit. 
3°°' JuNl0R HONORS COURSE. 
the Fen<^en* study for junior candidates for Honors under the direction of 
Honors supervisor. 
0ne unit credit. 
^ ^ENi°R HONORS COURSE. 
the H„J3enC'ent: study ^or senior candidates for Honors under the direction of 
Honors supervisor. 
0ne unit credit. 
GERMAN 
Professor Haywood 
Mr. Hecht 
^ Mr. Lide 
*2- ELB»«NTARY GERMAN. 
tudents beginning German in college. 
^ every year. 
e "nit credit. 
P' INTERMEDIATB GERMAN. OR XERMBDI E
school Ger^0^ one year °f college German or two years of secon 
^ered every year. 
^unit credit. 
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21-22. GERMAN COMPOSITION AND CONVERSATION. 
Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor. Offered 1961-62. 
One unit credit. 
31-32. GERMAN LYRIC POETRY AND THE Novelle. 
Study of the verse and short prose works of German writers from 1750 to the 
present. 
One unit credit. 
33. GERMAN LITERATURE SINCE 1390. 
Studies in recent German literature with particular attention to the writings 
of Thomas Mann, Kafka, Rilke, and George. 
Offered second semester 1961-62. 
One-half unit credit. 
34. GERMAN DRAMA SINCE 1750. 
dy of German works for the theater written since 1750. 
One-half unit credit. 
35. GOETHE. 
.otd:S\eX7ri0n°f ,he writi"«s °f Cony's major poet, with refer* 
Q-T s 0 *s major contemporaries and to the background of his age. 
red second semester 1961-62. 
One-half unit credit. 
36. GOETHE'S Faust AND THE FAUST LEGEND. 
with an exam"^^16^^00 ^ maior masterpiece of German literature t0£et'1, 
other audio ™ °n ^ FaUSt leSend ™d treatments of the Faust theme b> 
Offered first semester 1961-62. 
One-half unit credit. 
READIN^^ GERMAN LITERATURE. 
Golden Age. figmal language of the epic and lyric poetry of the 
Offered first semester 1961-62. 
One-half unit credit. 
10°, ,S,M,NA* ™ GERMAN UTERATURE 
Intensive study of the 1 
Period not covered in rPn works of one major author or of the litera 
One HALT • 8ULAR COURS«. Une-half unit credit. 
MODERN LANGUAGES 101 
?()0' JUNIOR HONORS COURSE. 
Independent study for junior candidates for Honors under the direction of 
he Honors supervisor. 
One unit credit. 
40°. SENIOR HONORS COURSE. 
thp "^efenc^ent study for senior candidates for Honors under the direction of 
Honors supervisor. 
One unit credit. 
RUSSIAN 
Mr. Bucsela 
1-2' EI£HENTARY RUSSIAN. 
mar, composition, reading and pronunciation. 
ne unit credit. 
12' INTEEMEDIATE RUSSIAN. 
°ne unit credit. 
3 24' RUSSIAN LITERATURE. 
USSlan ^terature in translation. 
One unit credit. 
SPANISH 
| Professor Browne 
2 R ELEMENTARY SPANISH. 
^ranimar #v\ • • 
> mPositron, reading and pronunciation. 
Offered every year. 
0ne "nit credit. 
For slNTERMEDUTB SPANISH. 
Spanish <4e°tS one year of college Spanish or two years of secondary school 
fcred every year. 
Une unit credit. 
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21-22. SPANISH COMPOSITION AND CONVERSATION. ^ 
This course is intended primarily for developing an ability to sp 
language, but with practice also in writing Spanish. 
Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor. 
One unit credit. 
33-34. INTRODUCTION TO SPANISH LITERATURE. 
Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor. 
One unit credit. 
37-38. SPANISH LITERATURE OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY. ^ ^  
This course will offer readings in the contemporary Spanish novel, 
and drama. 
Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor. Offered 1961-62. 
One unit credit. 
39-40. MEDIEVAL AND EARLY RENAISSANCE LITERATURE OF SPAIN. ^ 
A study of the most significant Spanish literary production from the 
century through the fifteenth century, with certain later deve op 
Poem of the Cid, the Celestina, the prelopista theater. 
Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor. 
One unit credit. 
41-42. SPANISH LITERATURE OF THE Siglo de oro. 
Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor. 
One unit credit. 
43-44. NINETEENTH CENTURY SPANISH LITERATURE. 
Works in the novel, drama, and poetry of the period will be studied. 
Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor. 
One unit credit. 
72. READINGS IN SPANISH-AMERICAN LITERATURE. 
Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor. 
One unit credit. 
75-76. CERVANTES. 
Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor. Offered 1961-62. 
One unit credit. 
Music 103 
100. TOPICS IN SPANISH LITERATURE. 
This course is designed to meet the needs of small groups of advanced students 
of Spanish. 
Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor. 
One unit credit. 
300. JUNIOR HONORS COURSE. 
Independent study for junior candidates for Honors under the direction of 
'he Honors supervisor. 
One unit credit. 
4°0- SENIOR HONORS COURSE. 
Independent study for senior candidates for Honors under the direction of 
'he Honors supervisor. 
One unit credit. 
M U S I C  
Professor Schwartz, Chairman 
Mr. Lendrim 
The courses in this department are designed to foster an understanding of musi , 
P^t and present, both from the critical and the creative points of view. In t e 
•ntroductory course the aim is on one hand to make a more discriminating listener 
ut of a mere music lover, and on the other hand to give a firm grounding in t eory 
,0 4e potential composer or performer. Advanced courses go more deeply and 
specifically into music composition or music history. In all subjects stress is ai 
Pon presenting music not as an isolated cultural phenomenon, but as one o se 
e ated forms of artistic expression. 
CHORAL LITERATURE. 
Par-training and sight-reading; analysis and performance of standard wofks for 
anTS, C^0ruS- Recommended for those interested in membership in the ape 
the Kenyon Singers. This course does not count for diversification. 
Offered every semester. 
One-fourth unit credit for any two semesters. 
INTRODUCTION TO MUSIC. , 
'°nal and temporal elements of music; analysis ^ of *ext_u . . 
criti?lre,.0f musical form5 discussion of musical instruments and their fu . 
aesth ening t0 si8nificant vocal and instrumental works of main p 
he evaluation of music as part of our general culture. 
Requisite: Sophomore standing or better. Offered every year. 
0ne unit credit. 
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21-22. ELEMENTARY COMPOSITION. 
Principles and techniques of strict style counterpoint and harmony. An ys>s 
of musical forms; elementary orchestration. Composition of smaller polyphonn 
and homophonic forms in free style. 
Prerequisite: Music 11-12, or its equivalent. Offered in alternate years 
Offered 1961-62. 
One unit credit. 
31-32. Music HISTORY: FROM THE ROMANESQUE TO THE BAROQUE PER,P ^ 
Ambrosian Chant; the Gregorian Chorale; later forms of Plainsong. MuS{ 
Gothic; the school of Notre Dame. Italian and French Renaissance; the Flams. 
Roman, and Venetian schools. Early secular and folk music; the Mass, m 
an madrigal. The rise of instrumental music in the sixteenth century, 1 
pen ent music for lute, organ, and harpischord. Musical Baroque; °pera> °" 0 
an cantata; sonata, suite, and concerto forms by French, English, an 
masters of the seventeenth century. The flowering of all instrumental and v • 
orms during the era of Bach, Handel, Vivaldi, Scarlatti, and Rameau. 
nffPfejeqUlsite: Music U'12' or its equivalent. Offered in alternate 
Offered 1961-62. 
One unit credit. 
33-34. Music HISTORY: FROM THE CLASSIC TO THE MODERN PERIOD. 
°ne unit credit. 
^ ADVANCBI> C°MPOSITION. 
PHILOSOPHY 105 
Prerequisite: Music 21-22, or its equivalent. Offered in alternate years. 
Offered 1962-63. 
One unit credit. 
101 SEMINAR IN ADVANCED COMPOSITION. 
Prerequisite: Music 21-22, or its equivalent. Offered on sufficient demand. 
One-fourth unit credit. 
PHILOSOPHY 
Professor Aldrich, Chairman 
Associate Professor Myers 
Mr. Carney 
offer^^ Prov^'n8 a balanced program for majors in the department, the course 
lo a'n^S.ln Philosophy have been arranged primarily with the following aims: (1) 
liberaT11?* ^ ^ enera* student with certain philosophical classics as part of his 
introd CU tUre' to impart to him something of the philosophical attitude, an 
his ctlon to die methods of philosophical analysis which will be of value for 
Methodeia' 'nte"ectual development, and a disposition to apply this attitude, these 
politi an^ ^UtlC^ trac^idon to the ethical, scientific, aesthetic, religious, 
J Dhil \nd Soc^a' Pr°blems of our time; and (3) to enable the student to achieve 
'osophical approach to his field of major interest. 
Sh A 
23 and 24S ordinarily begin the study of philosophy with either courses 1-2, 
> °r 31-32. Only Philosophy 1-2 is open to freshmen. 
PRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY. 
Method ^r'rnar^ a*m this course is to acquaint the student with the attitude, 
^bich |'| Pr°blems of philosophy. The text at first is Plato s Republic, 
life the U?tfates ^ese by its treatment of such topics as the nature of the good 
demo^ at'°n ^n<^'v^ual to the state, the philosophical assumptions implicit 
science *tS a'ternatives> the aims of education, the methods and ideals of 
CecW'ty'n ?ature art> a°d the philosophical approach to religion. The pro-
aPproach' C Cr^*ca'> and the differences between the Greek and the modern 
Pbilosor>i?S t0 SUCh Pr°blems will be discussed. After this, selections from later 
Methods fS rea<L In the second semester the course concentrates on 
life; the analyzing ethical situations and on theories of the nature of the good 
Philosophy contrnues with general introduction to the issues and pioblems o 
to freshmen. Offered every year. 
0ne «nit credit. 
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23. INTRODUCTION TO LOGIC. 
Includes both formal logic and the logic of scientific method. 
Open to freshmen with the consent of the instructor. Offered every year 
One-half unit credit. 
24. PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE. . 
A study of methods in both the natural and social sciences, and of 
problems arising out of the scientific view of the world. Some current am ^ ^ 
philosophies of science are considered, placing science as a whole in re 
the other disciplines. 
Not open to freshmen. 
One-half unit credit. 
31-32. HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY. ^CVAL 
The first semester will be devoted to selections from ancient and ^ 
philosophers, and the second semester to selections from modern phi °S°P 
Not open to freshmen. Offered every year. 
One unit credit. 
54. ARISTOTLE AND HIS INFLUENCE. I,Y 
The aim of this course is to acquaint the student with the Aristotelian P . 
and its most recent developments. Readings in Aristotle (Metaphysics!, 
and more recent philosophers in that current of thought. 
Prerequisite: A year of Philosophy. 
One-half unit credit. 
55. AESTHETICS. 
The student will be introduced to philosophical thinking about the ads ^ 
° ,^puted issues in classical and contemporary art criticism; selection 
rea rom the literature of aesthetics, over a wide range. 
Prerequisite: A year of Philosophy. 
One-half unit credit. 
56. HEGELIANISM AND ITS LATER DEVELOPMENTS. . .^ 
and °ffthC phllosoPhy °f Hegel and its influence upon ^ar*lSt j 4n<l 
HdCer ExiMmti«list Reading, in Hegel, Marx, Kierkega"* 
Prerequisite: A year of Philosophy. 
One-half unit credit. 
100. SEMINAR IN PHILOSOPHY. „ 
qualified upperclassmen^h °n'y f°r Phnosophy maiors but/°J, ^^JlosOpW 
PPerclassmen who wish to do more advanced work in fields of ph» 
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a ready undertaken, or to study in subjects not regularly offered. Although the 
content iraries with the needs and interests of the students, a semester each of the 
owing topics will be offered in fairly regular succession: metaphysics, episte-
™ °gy, philosophy of language, theory of value. Credit may be granted 
subject* ^arS W°rk *n course> a total of four semesters dealing with separate 
Prerequisite: Junior standing and the permission of the instructor. Offered every year. ^ 
One-half unit credit each semester. 
JUNIOR HONORS COURSE. 
Studies ln D«cartes, Locke, and Berkeley. 
One-half unit credit. 
4°°' SENIOR HONORS COURSE. 
^UdlCs in Kant and Wittgenstein. 
One-half unit credit. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND ATHLETICS 
Associate Professor Falkenstine, Chairman 
Mr. Dubiel 
Mr. Edwards 
Mr. Harrison 
Mr. Lave 
Mr. White 
The 
Promote ^u^?Se Department of Physical Education and Athletics is to 
we"-bein(> ,°ef3me Physical activity which will bring enjoyment and physical 
^cation -° * e stU|dent while in college and in later life. Required physical 
activity' ntramural athletics, intercollegiate athletics, and optional recreational 
Each ^ ^ thC department 
and • u^en* rs required on entering college to present a certificate of medical 
Physical ey examrnation. At the beginning of the college year a thorough 
This exam-3"1'034'011 *S ^ven each entering student by the college physician. 
Variou<5 "atl°n ^etermines the status of each student for participation in the 
activities. 
pacji Required Physical Education 
Pus the K 'S retludre<I to complete two semesters of physical education and 
a" heshm eny°n Swimmin8 test. During the orientation period for new students, 
^Ued in0 'u sche<duled for the swimming test, and all who fail the test are 
be enroiipj 3 dinners' swimming class. All students who pass the test wi 
in Physical Education 1-2. Students who are candidates for a varsi 
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sport are excused from class during the time they are participating. The dasse 
meet regularly three times a week throughout the semester. 
The activities of the physical education classes are concerned with the jrarmJ 
of skills in certain sports which have recreative carry-over value for the in ivi u > 
and the rules of sports included in the College intramural athletic program, 
specific sports in the program are golf, tennis, badminton, volleyball, ba^.e., | 
touch football, swimming and softball. Also included is a study of in 1V1 ^ 
physical fitness. Special classes are offered in the Spring for those intereste 
taking the American Red Cross Senior Life Saving and Instructor s courses. 
Intercollegiate Athletics 
The College sponsors varsity teams in football and soccer in the fall, ba. ^ 
indoor track, swimming, and wrestling in the winter; and baseball, lacrosse, ^ 
golf, and track in the spring. Junior varsity teams may be sponsore in - ^ 
where the number of candidates so warrants. Seasonal medical examination 
candidates for all sports is compulsory. 
Intramural Athletics 
To provide the opportunity for participation in sports by every stude; ' ( 
comprehensive program of intramural sports is sponsored. The presen ^ 
sports includes touch football, badminton, volleyball, basketball, swimming, 
bridge, table tennis, foul-shooting, softball, tennis, and track and field. 
P H Y S I C S  
Professor Miller, Chairman 
Mr. Carpenter 
The introductory courses offered in the Department of Physics are• des 
Dhpl^6 t J neCC*S those seebing the broad, basic knowledge 0 , 
the^0"10113 lrable in every cultured man. The more advanced course 
dustrial Tle,Cubura^ aims, and are preliminary to graduate work in physic , 
r^ and S0vernment laboratory work, and to the teaching of the physical sc. 
in mathemlt^^ki115 t0 maior in pbysics should enter with a strong P^P 
three vearc '"r a e to talce Mathematics 11-12 in the freshman year, 
student ade ° *i°° r W°rk in secondary school mathematics will PREP 
™i a u - u '  - i u d s t d  b ? t h e p , a  
and two uni/erpdr°^ ^ following required courses: Physics j 
-atic7li nZ* °f 3dvanced °ne of which is Physics 93-f4; 1 
graduate work in T"'' *7 °ne ^ of chemis^ Students intend** 
P ysics should take Physics 11-12, 21; 22; and at 
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unit credits of advanced physics including Physics 93-94; Mathematics 11 12, 
21-22; and 61; and at least one year of chemistry. 
1-2. PHYSICAL SCIENCE. 
A study of experimental and logical methods in physical science, with special 
reference to the basic aspects of physics, astronomy, and chemistry. Con icting 
models of the solar system; the sidereal universe; the conservation laws, beat, 
dectric current; light; the periodic system and properties of the elements, t e 
chemical bond; atomic and nuclear structure. Laboratory work centers aroun 
s°me of the crucial experiments of classical and contemporary physical science, 
including measurement of the circumference and mass of the earth; the charge 
of the electron; molecular weight; mass of a single molecule; velocity of light; 
and spectrum of hydrogen. The course is intended to satisfy (in part) diver 
sification requirements for students not majoring in science; no mathematics 
eyond high school algebra is assumed, and no high school physics or chemistry 
is required. 
Offered 1962-63. 
One unit credit, 96 class hours, 64 clock hours of laboratory. 
COLLEGE PHYSICS. 
An introductory course in college physics, entering into the theoiy of pbysb-^' 
P enomena and experiment. The accompanying laboratory work is quantitative. e 
[°urse is designed to help fulfill the diversification requirement for non-science 
students. 
Offered every year. 
One unit credit, 96 class hours, 64 clock hours of laboratory. 
DESCRIPTIVE ASTRONOMY. 
an/. non'mathematical study of the fundamental facts, methods of observation, 
laws of astronomy. The student is taught to recognize the principal stars 
thr C?nSte"ab°ns. The moon, planets, sun, stars, and nebulae are o ^ serve 
uh the telescope. This course does not count toward the major in physics, 
y count for diversification. 
One-half unit credit. 
L2' GENERAL PHYSICS I, II. 
ma/ C0UrSe desi§ned for freshmen who intend to major in physics chemistry,J* 
or who are taking a pre-engineering curriculum. e rs 
therm'J0 U<^eS t'ie study °f classical mechanics, wave motion, heat, ine i ' 
^dynamics, electricity and magnetism. The approach is analytical makmg 
max'mum use of concepts of calculus developed in the concurrent mathematics 
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, r°ughout the year, the laboratory woi 
and illustrate basic concepts. 
Prerequisite or parallell: Mathematics 11-12. Offered every year, 
unit credit, 96 class hours, 64 clock hours of laboratory. 
21. GENERAL PHYSICS III. 
atomir Physics 11-12, dealing with geometrical optics, wave optic 
atomic and nuclear physics. 
Phy5ics n"12' Mathematics 11-12. Offered every year in " urst semester. 
One-half unit credit, 48 class hours, 32 clock hours of laboratory. 
22. ELECTRONICS. 
rectifiers n!mn^ <;CUrrent. C'rCuitS; Physical electronics; theory and operation1 
The cou'r P i erS> osc'^at°rs> transmitters and receivers; oscilloscope applied 
1S esigned to follow Physics 21, but may be taken separately if ^es',e; 
second^semester' PhyS1CS U"12; Mathematics 11-12. Offered every year 'n * 
One-half unit credit, 48 class hours, 32 clock hours of laboratory. 
21; and MaAematkT?! physics have as Prere<luisites PhyS1" ^ 
21, unless otherwise noted. 
" The 0™" M4GNTOSM-
magnetic wave, ^rr e^ectrostatCcs, dielectrics, magnetic phenomena, and tied a 
in the field of PIP I eCti°r met^0<^s are used throughout. The laboratory w0 
electrical measurements. 
Prerequisite: Physics ?? n>a , 
One-half u ' Offered 1962-63. 
dit, 48 class hours, 48 clock hours of laboratory. 
33ANHTAERDTHE'LMODVNAM,CS-
Offered I9S1-62 """""" °f ,h"modynamics and the kinetic theory of P* 
unit credit. 
35. OPTICS. 
The 
diffracti0rdhpeSnPr^fP.les.of geometric and physical optics, interferen^ 
Offered 1961-62 "nation, optical instruments. 
0ne-haif unit credit. 
POLITICAL SCIENCE i l l  
7 THEORETICAL MECHANICS. 
An introductory, analytical course in physical mechanics. 
Offered 1962-63. 
One-half unit credit. 
86. SELECTED TOPICS IN THEORETICAL PHYSICS. 
Advanced problems in vibration and wave motion, heat flow, special relativity, 
an<t other topics. 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 61, Physics 77. Offered 1962-63. 
One-half unit credit. 
93"H ATOMIC PHYSICS. 
e charge and mass of elementary particles, the structure of the atom, 
n ^'°n' Photoelectric effect, atomic and molecular spectra, electrical phenomena 
relat'SK ^ S0^s' ra<ffoactivity, cosmic rays, nuclear reactions, fission, elementary 
lty ant3 eiuantum mechanics, technique of literature search. 
°ffered 1961-62. 
e unit credit, 96 class hours, 96 clock hours of laboratory. 
^ TOPICS IN ADVANCED PHYSICS. 
Prdiens'>UrSe ^esj^ne<^ ^°r senior Physics majors who are preparing for the com-
sujt ind'iv^eX^m^nat'0n' wor^ may be either experimental or theoretical to 
^ffered on sufficient demand, 
fourth to one-half unit credit. 
°n JUNI0R HONORS COURSE. 
^•fourth to 0ne unit credit. 
°'f SfiNl0R HONORS COURSE. 
ne-f°urth to one unit credit. 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
Professor English, Chairman 
Professor McGowan 
Associate Professor Baly 
Assistant Professor Shoup 
Mr. Burnham 
Tk 
Vitnf, . Major. A pass major in Political Science should include Politics 
5I-52. 55, 61-62, 67-68, and 100 or 300 or 400. Certain except,ons 
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may be made to this general rule, either in order to permit special diversification 
or when the material in a particular course is covered in Political Science 100, 
300, or 400. Students should also take at least one year in the Department of 
Economics and one year in the Department of History. Under College regulation 
a pass major may not include more than six unit credits (including the 
introductory course) in the department. 
Pass Comprehensive Examination. This is designed to test knowledge of tl 
main fields of Political Science: American Government and Constitutional Develop 
ment, Political Theory, Comparative Government, and International Relations, 
student must satisfy the department in this examination before graduating. 
Honors Work. Students majoring in Political Science with a B average 
better in the Division of Social Sciences are urged to read for Honors. The ^ 
course requirements are more flexible than for the pass student and there is no 
limit to the number of courses in Political Science which may be taken. v 
Honors student, however, will be advised to do his study by intensive reading, 
individual research and seminar discussion, rather than by attending nun 
lecture courses. 
Honors Thesis and Comprehensive Examinations. Each Honors student must 
pro uce a thesis based on research. He must also satisfy an external exam 
n a written and oral comprehensive examination. 
Suggested Course Sequence for Students Majoring in Political Science- J 
ent who intends to choose political science as his major field woul 
to plan his courses as follows: 
r He should aim at satisfying all diversification requirements by the 
ot his sophomore year. 
in ih *s considering either graduate study in political science or a 
of a. , reign service> he should make an effort to achieve full reading kno* 
one appropriate foreign or classical language. 
3- Courses in the Division of Social Sciences should be taken as folio*5-
Year. Introduction to Political Science or Introductory His H 
Second Year: A. Introduction to Political Science or In t rodue  
Economics or Introductory History. | 
B- American Government or American Cons 
Development. , 
Third Year: A a . Constitution 
A. American Government or American C 
Development. 
B- Development of Political Theory or Inter"3" 
Relations and Law. 
C. Course in History or Economics. 
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D. For Honors students: Honors work in political 
science, which may eliminate the need for the A or B 
requirement above. 
fourth Year: A. Development of Political Theory or International 
Relations and Law. 
B. Honors work in Political Science or Topics in Poli­
tical Science. 
C. Course in History or Economics or Political Science. 
12' INTRODUCTION TO POLITICAL SCIENCE. 
( SurveY °f basic principles and terminology, and of political ideas and ideologies, 
^ er w^h ^e study of concrete examples of contemporary types of state, 
di T ar1' exarn'nati°n °f concepts such as democracy, constitutionalism, and 
^ rship as described by representative political thinkers, an examination will 
^ctatorV^ ^USS'a> ^ina, France, and Germany as examples of (a) totalitarian 
rs ip and (b) multi-party parliamentary government. 
consFtT- ^r'ta'n' as an example of Cabinet-Parliamentary government based on 
c*am I*"?31 monarchy and the two-party system, and the United States, as an 
^ Presidential-Congressional government based on a written 
sectio and °f federalism> will then be studied. Topics considered in the latter 
ciples" f thC C°UrSe Wil1 incIude the framing of the Constitution and the prin-
«id D° Se^arated powers, federalism and limited government; elections, parties, 
Prp.:j essure groups; the functions of the Supreme Court, Congress, and the 
resident; and foreign policy. 
X° Prerequisite. Offered 1961-62. 
0ne unit credit. 
COMPARATIVE GOVERNMENT. 
c°nstitnftU<dy modern governments, based on the comparative analysis of 
other J°J S- ^ institutions in relation to political ideals and historical an 
science a° !tl0rdnS factors. Attention will be given to the methods of po itica 
ioiperial' ° *0 COntemP°rary problems such as imperialism and the aftermat o 
PressurPcSm' , emocratic and dictatorial socialism, and the roles of parties, po itica 
to year. ,an bureaucracies. The countries studied in detail will vary rom year 
New 7 ^ include six or more of the following: Britain, Canada, ustra , 
Cutntjum-f~and' ^0udl Africa, India, Pakistan, Ghana, France, and the re 
J'Pao. Germany, Italy, Argentina, Mexico, Russia, China, Poland, ugos a 
to freshmU'S'tC: ^hbcal Science 1-2, or consent of the instructor. Not p 
eshn*n. Offered 1961-62. 
ne"half unit credit. 
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24. THE MIDDLE EAST. 
This course covers the major geographical, strategic, political, and cultui. 
features of the area. 
Prerequisite: Sophomore or higher standing. Offered 1961-62. 
One-half unit credit. 
25. GEOPOLITICS. 
A study of the effect of geographical factors upon the course of internati 
politics. 
Prerequisite: Sophomore or higher standing. Offered 1962-63. 
One-half unit credit. 
26. ECONOMICS OF UNDERDEVELOPED COUNTRIES. 
See Economics 42. 
Prerequisite: Economics 11-12, or consent of the instructor. 
One-half unit credit. 
31. POLITICAL PARTIES. I 
Topics studied include the theory of political parties in modern constit 
democracies, sectionalism, pressure politics, public opinion, party organiz ^ 
e ectoral behavior, and an historical and comparative analysis of parties 
United States. 
Prerequisite: Political Science 1-2, or consent of the instructor. 
One-half unit credit. 
33. THE LEGISLATIVE PROCESS. O 
^ Study faction of the legislature in the modern state, with p, ^ 
P asis on Congress. A survey of parliamentary government of Europe . fe 
American state legislatures will lead up to an inquiry into Congressional pr* 
he power structure in Congress, the function of pressure groups and ptfW, 
of A Ve 8ating process. Attention will also be given to Congressional 
nistration and the proper limits of legislative power, 
rerequisite: Political Science 1-2, or consent of the instructor. 
One-half unit credit. 
" J" REVOLUTIONARY MOVEMENT IN RUSSIA. WH 
determined"^  examine the ideological, social and economic f°r<reS -4| 
attention will K ° ar?jter of the Russian revolution and its outcome. 
of its leaders R t0 the Bolshevik movement and the political P 
eaders. Readings in Lenin, Trotsky and others. 
One ,7*: S°phomore or higher standing. Offered 1962-63. 
One-half unit credit. 
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41. CONTEMPORARY POLITICAL THOUGHT. 
An examination of recent and contemporary political theories and ideologies, 
with special reference to the themes of democracy, constitutionalism, totalitarianism, 
individualism, liberalism, conservatism, socialism, loyalty, internationalism, na­
tural law, natural rights, and empiricism and linguistic analysis versus value 
judgments in political science. 
Prerequisite: Political Science 1-2, or Introductory Philosophy, or consent of 
the instructor. Offered 1962-63. 
One-half unit credit. 
TOTALITARIANISM. 
The theory and practice of totalitarian governments. The course will deal 
with Fascist, Communist, and other totalitarian systems. The complex of anti-
constitutional pressures manifesting themselves within democratic systems wil 
also be discussed. 
Prerequisite: Political Science 1-2, or consent of the instructor. 
Offered 1961-62. 
One-half unit credit. 
AMERICAN POLITICAL THOUGHT. 
A survey of the historical development of American political ideas ^r01" 
e Colonial period to the present day. In the earlier period attention will 
e Paid to the writings of Paine, Adams, Hamilton, Jefferson, Madison, and 
0un; in the later period, the Social Darwinists, the Progressives and other 
J'ters Of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries will be studie , 
8et er with trends such as liberal reform and conservatism. 
Prerequisite- Political Science 1-2, or American History in the nineteenth 
UrY> or consent of the instructor. Offered 1961-62. 
°ne-half unit credit. 
AMERICAN FOREIGN AND DEFENSE POLICY. 
and'l" ana'^S'S recent developments in international relations and strateg 
actical challenges, and of America's response to these. 
refequisite: Sophomore standing or better. 
°ne-half unit credit. 
CHPLOMATIC HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES, 1783 TO the ^ 
See History 27. 
Requisite: Sophomore standing. 
ne-half unit credit. 
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47. GOVERNMENT CONTROL OF BUSINESS. 
See Economics 77. 
Prerequisite: Economics 11-12. 
One-half unit credit. 
51-52. AMERICAN GOVERNMENT. 
The study of American governmental institutions with special emphasis in t'|c 
first half of the course on the President and Congress. The course will include 
an examination of Presidential power in the United States and its theoretics 
and historical development. Other subjects to be considered will be nation 
defense and civil-military relations, Congress, the role of political parties, t e 
bureaucracy, and problems of foreign policy. 
Prerequisite: Political Science 1-2, or consent of the instructor. 0^erei1 
1961-62. 
One unit credit. 
55. INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS. 
An analysis of the economic, geographic, and political foundations of national 
power an their influence upon international politics. Factors underlying c 
mporary power politics, the foreign policies of the major powers, and pr° 
international organization and security are correlated, with emphasis nn 
courses of action open to the United States. Strategic and defensive P°||CI 
will be studied. 
Pierequisite: Sophomore standing. Offered 1961-62. 
One-half unit credit. 
56. INTERNATIONAL LAW. 
municiDaW0^31 VW examined through cases decided by internationu' 
2Ze » a ,08ether wi,h conventions. The course 
lion Success" , deveIoP°,enl °< International Law; the Law of Peace <*** 
linrta r',JU:,dk,i0n 0V« territory and sel, Responsibilities of 
War Oit-l ii thC of War (Pacilic Settlement, Hostility short 01 
Inlernauraf u,: ^' '"national Organizations; the Indi^"' 
s,andins °r hi*he'- ^ 
trr CON~n" DrsvacPMBNT. 
on the decisions aZ JUdlc!al development of the Constitution with emP ( 
of the course win cn Ph"'°»Phies of the Supreme Court. The 
and contract clauses aruT Such matters as the judicial growth of the C° rteenth 
uses, and procedural and substantive due process in the Po"rttCT 
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cou ^mendrnents the Constitution. The latter half will deal with the 
and th UnCt,'°n 3S guardian of constitutional liberty in the Bill of Rights 
e equal protection of the laws in the Fourteenth Amendment. 
nr ™ erec^s|te' Sophomore standing or better and either Political Science 1-2 
01 «>nsent of the instructor. Offered 1961-62. 
One unit credit. 
67 &• THE DEVELOPMENT OF POLITICAL THEORY. 
CENT thf01 ^ ^1 STUC^ P°htical theory from the Greeks to the twentieth 
The folio t0U^ tf1C readin8 of works in translation or the original English texts. 
Thomas W"ters studied: Plato, Aristotle, Cicero, St. Augustine, St. 
Orotius HqT' ^ante' ^arsigli° of Padua, Machiavelli, Luther, Calvin, Bodin, 
Hege] B tB ^ ^°^es' T-ocke, Montesquieu, Hume, Rousseau, Burke, Kant, 
^temporrryth™;^" ^ 1 S" MiH' MaiX' Lenin' and some recent and 
'he instructor^ Off ^C'ence ^"2, or Introductory Philosophy, or consent of 
0ne unit credit. 
^ 1N POLITICAL SCIENCE. 
'n the Unor" Students w^° are majoring in Political Science but not engaging 
tomprehens" 15 Pr°^ram- The work includes intensive preparation for the 
^search pro^ect^1"1'0^00 and writing of short papers on selected brief 
(v ,^'S'te' Senior standing and major in Political Science. Offered 1961-62. 
0ne"half unit credit. 
HONORS COURSE. 
and select^0' Candidates for honors in Political Science or other departments 
pendent res Students *n Political Science. The course includes (a) inde-
American Proiects aQd (b) seminar meetings on advanced topics in 
Pr« . COrnParative government and methodology. 
, REQUISITE- T • R 
instruct Junior candidate for Honors in Political Science or consent of 
t0r< Offered 1961-62. 
0ne unit credit. 
HONORS COURSB. 
3nd select"^ Candidates for Honors in Political Science or other departments 
Search D • ^aSS stuHents in Political Science. It includes (a) independent 
'"ternation ?JeC*S' an(l (h>) seminar meetings on advanced political theory an 
re ations. A reading knowledge of a foreign language is desir e. 
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Prerequisite: Senior candidate for Honors in Political Science or consent of 
the instructor. Offered 1961-62. 
One unit credit. 
PSYCHOLOGY 
Professor Cummings, Chairman 
Mr. Nord 
Mr. Wickens 
The Department of Psychology aims to acquaint the student with the signi i c ^ 
facts and principles of human behavior, and to provide him with the basis o ^ 
more complete understanding of the nature of his own conduct and that o 0 ^ 
The courses that form the major are also designed to furnish sufficient bac gr ^ 
for the advanced study of psychology in graduate school and for Pr0 ess 
work in such fields as the law, medicine, business administration, and theology 
11-12. GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY. 
A basic course dealing with the principal phenomena and the orga i 
structure of mental life and behavior. The lectures will be supplemente y 
demonstrations, laboratory exercises, and films. ^ 
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. Open to freshmen with the consc 
the department. Offered every year. 
One unit credit. 
35. GENETIC PSYCHOLOGY. 
A detailed study of the facts and principles of human development. ^ ^ 
i ie topics considered are: the contributions of heredity and environment to ^ 
growth, instinct and maturation; the nature of the learning process; the orig' 
growth of motor skill, emotion, language, intelligence, and personality. 
Prerequisite: Psychology 11-12. Offered in alternate years. 
One-half unit credit. 
37 38. ABNORMAL AND CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY. 
m ? ; e  or'B*n' nature, and social significance of behavior problems, de"n<? jeS 
an! th rCtar ' and the Principal forms of mental disorder. Current . 
metho^raPfU-1C tec^n'^ues wdl also be discussed and evaluated, and the P . -e 
tests w'l|0|i investlgation such as the interview, intelligence tests, and Pr 
V be.Considered- Students may enter the course either semester, 
rerequisite: Psychology n-i2. offered in alternate years. 
v>ne unit credit. 
A ri ,OL° jY °F Learning and MOTIVATION. , THF 
stu y 0f the principal theories of learning and motivation an 
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empirical evidence on which they are based. Especial attention will be given to 
the systems of Hull and the Neo-Behaviorists, Guthrie, Tolman and the Gestaltists. 
Prerequisite: Psychology 11-12. Offered in alternate years. 
One-half unit credit. 
'H EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY. 
This course is offered for students who plan to teach in secondary schools. 
Prerequisite: Psychology 11-12, and consent of the instructor. Offered on 
sufficient demand. 
One-half unit credit. 
61-62. SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY. 
The first half of the course deals with the Individual and Society. The form 
and ^unctron of the basic social institutions in primitive and modern cultures. 
e psychology of folkways, mores, taboos, ritual, ideology, and other cultura 
1, ues. The foundations of personality and the socialization of the indivi ua . 
e effect of culture and subcultures upon the personality. The nature an 
function of the Self. The second half of the course deals with Collective 
Kehavror. The human group: leadership, class and caste. The behavior of 
s> ^ad and fashion; stereotypes; prejudice; propaganda; censorship, pu ic 
P nion, attitude measurement; social change and social conflict. Students may 
er the course either semester. 
Prerequisite: Psychology 11-12. Offered in alternate years. 
0ne unit credit. 
24. EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY. 
fmm laboratory course. The first half deals with representative experiments 
m .* e ^e'ds of sensation, perception, emotion, learning, and the ig e* 
in u,3 ^rocesses- This section of the course is designed to train the stu en 
e techniques of psychological experimentation as well as in the understan ing 
*hS methodology. The second half is an advanced laboratory course in 
to K- eftb student will carry out an original investigation of a pro lem sui e 
critii-S, ities and special interests. The lectures and readings will consist o a 
anH aPPraisal of the most recent discoveries in special areas of experimen 
Physiological psychology. 
Prerequisite; Psychology 11-12, and consent of the chairman of the department. 
0ne unit credit. 
1 8 2 -  T H E  H I S T O R Y  O F  P S Y C H O L O G Y  A N D  C O N T E M P O R A R Y  S Y S T E M S  O F  
PSYCHOLOGY. 
the In! ^fSt ba'* COurse deals with animistic views of E*urna" ancient 
Greer "8e. °f Man in significant eras of Western culture beginning wi 
^ the impact of modern science on psychology. The second hal^ 
e great modern schools and systems of psychology including 
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alism of William James, Behaviorism and Neo-behaviorism, the Analytical 
Psychologies of Freud, Jung, and Adler, Gestalt Psychology, and Field Theory 
Students may enter the course either semester. This course does not count or 
diversification. 
No prerequisite. Offered in alternate years. 
One unit credit. 
300. JUNIOR HONORS COURSE. 
A seminar for junior candidates for Honors in Psychology which is open 
other qualified students with the approval of the chairman of the departme ^ 
The topics of the course will be adapted to the interests and needs of the stu e 
and may deal with such subjects as the Psychology of Perception and Thought, 
Structure of Human Abilities; Modern Personality Theory; Physiological Psycho og} 
and Special Research Projects. 
Prerequisite: Consent of the chairman of the department. 
One-half unit or one unit credit. 
400. SENIOR HONORS COURSE. 
A seminar for senior candidates for Honors in Psychology which is °P 
other qualified students with the approval of the chairman of the departs ^ 
he course will consist either of an experimental research investigation or 
pendent study of an area of psychology of particular relevance to the Pos* c° ^ 
professional plans of the student. 
Prerequisite: Consent of the chairman of the department. 
One-half unit or one unit credit. 
RELIGION 
Associate Professor Baly, Chairman 
Associate Professor Hettlinger 
providfnDOUrSeS 'j ^>epartment Religion are offered with the int_en, ^ 
the aDor,S°Un intellectual basis for the understanding of religious f« • ^ 
the oractir 1°° °u, ^  un^erstanding both to the other academic discip in 
Chri'tUn ! /;°bl?S 0f dai* life- Special attention is given to the 
world will pf ' C°UrSeS in the basic tenets of other ma'or rehgl°nS 
rid w,ll be given as opportunity affords. 
with the instructor ^CPartment n0t °pCn t0 ^reshmen excePt up0° C0°SU 
RELIGION 1 2 1  
21-22. INTRODUCTION TO THE OLD TESTAMBNT. 
A study of the history of the Jewish people during the Old Testament period, 
with special attention to the Biblical understanding of that history, and to t e 
teaching of the Prophets, as well as to the Wisdom Literature and the Psalms. 
One unit credit. 
23-24. INTRODUCTION TO THE NBW TESTAMBNT. 
An historical and theological study of the books of the New Testament, and 
'heir relevance to contemporary religious problems. The Gospels will be dea t 
w'th during the first half of the year, and the other New Testament books 
dwing the second half. 
Offered 1961-62. 
One unit credit. 
The purpose of these introductory courses to the Old and New Testaments 
t° give the student a sound foundation for Biblical studies, by means o a 
ceneral survey of the whole Bible, to acquaint him with its content, an to 
Produce him to the results of Biblical research and criticism. 
^ AN INTRODUCTION TO ISLAM. 
An examination of the history and beliefs of the Muslim world, with special 
politf011 t0 ^mPortance this for European history and modern internationa 
0ffered 1961-62. 
One-half unit credit. 
PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION. 
treatment, with required readings in original documents (in translation) 
Iren ° mai°r themes of Christian thought as represented by sue m^n. 
; aeus, Origen, Augustine, Anselm, Aquinas, Luther, Calvin, Hooker, Schleier-
^ «d Ritschl. 
Requisite: Permission of the instructor. 
Offered 1961-62. 
°°e unit credit. 
THE HISTORY OF RBLIGIONS. • 
to thei'r"^! °* tJlC rel'gi°ns the Far and Middle East, with Paft^'^r_ ^ thejr 
entit0nin^tat,onship with the social, political, and economic con i 
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Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. 
One unit credit. 
41-42. THE CHRISTIAN FAITH IN THE MODERN WORLD. 
A seminar in the relation between the Christian faith and modern culture, with 
special reference to the various interpretations of history, and the problems p 
for religious thought by the scientific and technological revolutions. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. 
Offered 1961-62. 
One unit credit. 
43. ADVANCED BIBLICAL STUDIES. 
A thorough study of one of the books of either the Old or New Testa ^ 
taking account of the critical problems involved, the religious content an 
relevance of the book in the modern world. | 
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. Subject for 1961-62. The 
According to Saint John." 
Offered 1961-62. 
One-half unit credit. 
45. RELIGION AND SOCIAL ETHICS. _ 
An examination of the moral and ethical bases for social and political 
in oth the national and international spheres. 
Offered 1961-62. 
One-half unit credit. 
HONORS, PRIZES, AND AWARDS 
PHI BETA KAPPA 
James Daniel Cox 
Michael John O'Haire 
Norman Robert Hane 
Scott Barrett Harvey 
Elected in 1960-1961 
Herbert Henry Winkler 
Robert Charles Howell 
Stanley Warren Huff 
Alan Mendelson 
Walter Hamilton Taylor 
BIOLOGY 
Stanley Lawrence Cohan 
Emery Hopp, jr. 
David Juan 
Howard Irwin Polish 
Morris Henry Roberts, Jr. 
Martin David Skinner 
'Tgve Paul Steen 
Joseph Barcroft Wharton 
Hubert Henry Winkler 
°ean Francis Young 
CHEMISTRY 
Harvey Franklin Lodish 
ECONOMICS 
Charles Edgar Albers 
*bel David DeMattos 
°°«ald Harris Gray 
j*0tt Ba»ett Harvey 
ta"ley Warren Huff 
J°hn Stewart Maclnnis 
James Jefferson McLain 
NGLI$H 
James Gray Carr 
Norman Robert Hane 
D°uglas Baldwin Hill, Jr. 
0«SBlrrowsWeb« 
^er John Gast 
jrV Cantwell Gorden 
R y Lons uce Montiegel 
READING FOR HONORS, 1960-61 
HISTORY 
Paul Victor Niemeyer 
Stephen Edward Weissman 
MATHEMATICS 
Dean Winston Gibson 
Harvey Franklin Lodish 
Harry Eugene Spain, Jr. 
PHILOSOPHY 
Carl Fleischhauer 
Charles Robert Fletcher-
Robert Charles Howell 
David Martel Johnson 
Eugene Carl Lynd 
Alan Mendelson 
Samuel Alec Richmond 
James William Rosenstiel 
Robert Dean Vance 
PHYSICS 
John Arthur Woollam 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
Gerald Jay Fields 
Timothy Fuller 
John Elwood Hall 
William Richard Patterson Hartman 
Nathaniel David Milder 
Thomas Leroy Parker III 
Paul David Sharp 
Richard David Spero 
PSYCHOLOGY 
Robert Alexander Cole 
Robert Dale Hoge 
Millard Arthur Peck 
Bruce Alan Rogers 
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The Robert Bowen Brown, Jr., Prize in Biology, the gift of the late 
Bowen Brown of the Class of 1911 and Mrs. Brown, in memory of their son, 
Robert Bowen Brown, Jr., 1940, consisting of the income from one thousan 
dollars, is awarded to the graduate who, in the opinion of the members of te 
Department of Biology, has done the best original or research work in biology 
during the current year. 
HERBERT HENRY WINKLER, '61 
The George B. Ogden Prize, given by Thomas J. Goddard, 1903, in honor of his 
riend, Mr. George B. Ogden, is awarded annually to the undergraduate who • 
mits in competition the best essay in English prose. Awarded in 1961 
MICHAEL SERGEI KISCHNER '62 
The Robert Frost Poetry Prize, the gift of Mrs. C. Nichols Greene: of 
oston, is awarded annually to the author of the poem submitted in comPe'", 
W11C1 's jndged best by the Robert Frost Prize Committee. Awarded in 19 
SETH KELLOGG, JR., '62 
The George Gund Prize, given by Mr. George Gund, to be awarded annually 
t e est essay written by an undergraduate or seminarian on the American 
° rePubhcan> government as set forth in the Constitution of the United States 
operating in this country after the American Revolution. 
No AWARD IN 1961 
of in Mathematics, the gift of Mrs. Allen in 
of ml sband'ffor many years head of the Department of Mathematics, consi 
oninin r°m ^1,000> may he awarded to any undergraduate who, m 
promise m T**" °f DePa<tnient of Mathematics, has shown unusual 
promise in this field. Awarded in 1961 to 
HARRY EUGENE SPAIN, JR., '61 
M Itl?:™"""'Memorial P"Z' i» Political Science, given by 
conSSS £ °' » daSSma,e' J"h" G""'d CheS""'' Z * 
in the ooininn ( u rmanent value, and is awarded to the undergra 
most outstanding T**" °f °f P°'*cal 
Awarded in t%, Scld of Politionl science during the current 
GERALD JAY FIELDS '62 
JOHN EL WOOD HALL '62 
s"di"- estab,i5hed "n'tf is awarded annually to - Company in honor of the late Henry G. 
studies. ? '° a sen'°< »bo is eligible to do graduate work in Amen" 
No AWARD IN 1961 
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The Philip Wolcott Timberlake Memorial Prize, given by Lambda Chapter of 
Sigma Pi Fraternity in memory of Philip Wolcott Timberlake '17, Mcllvaine 
Professor of English at Kenyon College and charter member of Lambda Chapter. 
This prize is to be awarded annually to an undergraduate who, as determined by 
',c ^airman of the Department of English in consultation with the Department 
and with the approval of the President of Lambda Chapter, has written the best 
essays in the Department. Awarded in 1961 to 
PERRY CARLTON LENTZ '64 
The Fine Arts Purchase Prize, appropriated from the income of the Ryerson Fund, 
nsists $25 for the purchase of paintings which are judged best in the annual 
competition. 
MARK HANDL SCHROEDER '61 
tho ^ ^emtca^ Rubber Company Preshman Achievement Awards are given to 
stand' StU<^entS w^°> based on their professors' opinion, have made the most out-
ing scholastic improvement in beginning chemistry, physics, or mathematics. 
"warded in 1961 to 
Chemistry: No AWARD 
Mathematics: HARVEY FRANKLIN LODISH '63 
Physics: JOHN HENRY ZOUCK '64 
the ef* LUbr'Z°l ?rhes tn Chemistfy, awarded for excellence of performance in 
mcntary course in inorganic chemistry. Awarded in 1960-61 to 
First Prize: FRANK WEBER MUNGER, JR., '64 
Second Prize: KENNETH WILLIAM GREGG '64 
of the ^Wafds are awarded annually to undergraduates who in the judgment 
bey0nd ™mm'ttee have done an unusually commendable piece of academic wor 
to C re<3u'rements of regular course work of the College. Awarded in 1961 
MICHAEL DAVID SWARTZ '61 
HERBERT HENRY WINKLER '61 
Warded ^C^>0^ars^'P Award, given by Major-General Lionel R. Kenyon in 1921, is 
Vermin d ^r0UP or division with the highest scholastic average, as t at is 
by the Registrar. Awarded for 1959-60 to 
EAST DIVISION 
I924 • res^Tnan Scholarship Cup, given by Major-General Lionel R. Kenyo 
scholastf 3Warded annually to the freshman dormitory which has the ig e 
C avera8e- Awarded for 1959-60 to 
NORTON HALL 
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The Ashford Memorial Award Cup, given by the Iota Chapter of the 
Upsilon Fraternity, to be awarded annually in the spring to an undergraduate s,e 
dent of Kenyon College who, in the opinion of the judges, has made the m 
notable contribution to theater at Kenyon. Awarded in 1961 to 
NED HITCHCOCK II, '63 
The Paul Newman Trophy, the gift of Paul L. Newman of the Class of ^ 
is awarded annually in the spring to an undergraduate who, in the opinio 
the judges, has given the most skillful and successful performance in an ac 
role during the year. Awarded in 1961 to 
FREDERICK BAYLIES TAYLOR, JR., '61 
The E. Malcolm Anderson Cup, given in 1935 by the late Eugene M ^^ 
Anderson of the Class of 1914, is inscribed at each Commencement with the n» ^ 
the undergraduate who, in the opinion of the undergraduates and the acu , 
done most for Kenyon during the current year. Awarded in 1961 to 
JOHN RUSSELL KNEPPER, '62 
The Inter-Fraternity Singing Cup, given anonymously by an alumnus, is ^ 
annually to the division whose members win the Inter-Fraternity Singing 
Awarded in 1961 to 
PHI KAPPA SIGMA 
The Kenyon College Football Sportsmanship Trophy, given by the late ^ 
g IN 1939, is awarded annually to the member of the football squa<a, n° ORTSRNAN 
man, who has shown throughout the season the highest qualities of g°° SP 
ship. Awarded in 1960-61 to 
WILLIAM THOMPSON CAVE, JR., '62 
The Carl A. Weiant, Jr., Memorial Plaque, presented by Carl A. We ^ ^ 
in memory of his son Ensign Carl A. Weiant, Jr., 1937, is awarded annua 
in 1%/ t SW'mrr"ng season to the most promising freshman swimmer. 
ANDREW W. JACKSON '64 
chospn J u" Drake Baseball Trophy, awarded annually to the p''^ J 
ASelnlT.S'T" ^ " 'he ol"sta"di"g member 
HERBERT SCOTT BLAKE III, '61 
whort,tf7 W'"«- I': *«*»» Trophy, given by Robert A. We««> 
chosen by his^e0"6 ^ Kenyon> is awarded annually to the player w J 
Awarded ^ "* COaCh 3S ""h" 
REGINALD HUTCHINS HODGSON, JR., '61 
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The Kenyon Klan Cup, awarded annually in the spring to the outstanding 
athlete of the year. Awarded in 1961 to 
REGINALD HUTCHINS HODGSON, JR., '61 
The Intramural Victory Trophy, given by Mr. W. C. Stiles in 1953, is awarded 
annually to the division scoring the most points in intramural athletic competition. 
This trophy becomes the permanent possession of the division which wins it for 
tl»ee years. Awarded in 1961 to 
EAST DIVISION 
The Daniel G. Ray Memorial Trophy, presented by the 1959 swimming team, 
ls awarded annually to the varsity swimmer chosen by his teammates and coach 
as the most valuable member of the squad. Awarded in 1961 to 
PHILIP LAURENCE MAYHER '62 
The Coaches Awards, presented by the Kenyon Klan, are awarded annually to 
e mcn chosen by their teammates and coaches in soccer, football, basketball, 
restling, tennis, track, and golf as the most valuable players in those sports. 
Awarded in 1960-61 to 
Football; REGINALD HUTCHINS HODGSON, JR., '61 
Soccer: PATTERSON HAYWARD TRAVIS '61 
Basketball: JEFFREY ALAN SLADE '62 
Wrestling: WILLARD CORNELIUS VAN HORNE '64 
Tennis: GEORGE MICHAEL CALLAGHAN '64 
Golf: JOHN MARSHALL BENSINGER, JR., '64 
Track: JAMES WARRINER MONELL '63 
ALUMNI AWARDS 
.Jhe Henry Sellers Gregg, 1881, Cup is inscribed at each Commencement with 
name of the alumnus who has done most for Kenyon during the current year, 
d in 1961 to 
JAMES ATTWELL HUGHES, SR., '31 
pf. • Teirce Cup (formerly known as the President's Cup), given by form 
hav' ent ^'hiam Peirce, is awarded each year at Commencement to t e c ass 
dUrjj^ highest percentage of its living alumni present on the Hill at any tim 
g ommencement weekend. Awarded in 1961 to 
CLASS OF 1906 
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The Class of '21 Award, given by the members of the Class of 1921 to'tic 
class whose percentage of donors to The Kenyon Fund is highest. Limited to 
classes which have not celebrated their fiftieth reunion. Awarded in 1961 t0 tlC 
CLASS OF 1921 
THE BISHOP CHASE MEDAL 
The Bishop Chase Medal, established by a gift from Mr. George E. Efaz 
1949, is awarded annually or biennially to a layman for devoted and distingui ^ 
service to the Protestant Episcopal Church. The first award was made in 19 
the late William Gwynn Mather of Cleveland; the second, in 1950 to 
Phelps Taft of Cincinnati; the third, in 1951 to Harvey S. Firestone, Jr., 0 (() 
the fourth, in 1956 to Morison R. Waite of Cincinnati; and the fifth, in 
Clifford P. Morehouse of Katonah, New York. 
REGISTER OF STUDENTS 
1960-1961 
SENIOR CLASS 
Abbott, Paul L Millbrook, New York 
Babb, Joseph D Ridgewood, New Jersey 
Barber, Bruce L Baldwinsville, New York 
Bessire, Dale Akron 
Blake, Herbert S., Ill Rowayton, Connecticut 
Bragg, Harold Akron 
Broestler, Robert H Sharon Springs, New York 
Brown, David C Louisville, Kentucky 
Carlisle, Thomas Akron 
*Carlson, Martin J Mount Vernon 
^ter, Richard ZZZZZ Millbrook, New York 
Clark, John Solon 
Coates, James H Cincinnati 
Cole, Robert A Detroit, Michigan 
Comjean, Bruce P West Newton, Massachusetts 
Crawford, Robert J S°uth Euclid 
Doerge, Donald Lakewood 
*Donovan, J. Phillip Muncie, Indiana 
Duvall, John S. . Baltimore, Maryland 
Ev«ly, Joseph R. ZZZZI Galion 
Fuller, Timothy ZZ" Winnetka, Illinois 
Cale, K. Allen Zanesville 
Cast, Peter J ZZZZZZZZZZZZ! Wheeling, West Virginia 
Craves, Arthur C Mount Vernon 
Ha", J. Thomas Annapolis, Maryland 
Hallenbeck, Jan T. .... Douglaston, New York 
Hane, Norman R. . Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z  Oak Park, Illinois 
Uartman, William R. P. ". .. Toms River, New Jersey 
Harvey, Scott B. Tecumseh, Michigan 
"azelton, John A. .. ." Mount Kisco, New York 
Heaslip, Allan M " Hackettstown, New Jersey 
"°%on, R. Hutchii" Jr!"ZZ~ZZZZ AtIanta' Georgia 
uofer, Larry J. Perrysburg 
|J08e, Robert D. ...ZZ Wheeling, West Virginia 
Holland, Daniel O "ZZ ZZZ Rochester, Minnesota 
Howell, Robert C. Indianapolis, Indiana 
Huff, Stanley W Columbus 
Johnson, David M Ogden, Utah 
im, Edward F. L. Z""ZZZZZZZ"ZZZZ Montclair, New Jersey 
* First Semester 
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P Shorewood, Wisconsin 
King, Oilman R 
Knoif^' /°hn„R Carnegie, Pennsylvania 
K ' F° ert '' Jr New York, New York 
Leal; A A Greensboro, North Carolina 
Lehman M Revere, Massachusetts 
Leioer A A™" A East Aurora' Ne* ^  
LeZ\ !T Brooklyn, New York 
A,2' DaJld E .. Naperville, Illinois 
Linden, Austin J., jr - ' P cleveiand 
Long Nicholas K Cuyahoga Falls 
LovrtT'p A"8 C ZZZZ'shirt Hills, New Jersey 
McCabe WHI ~ Milwaukee, WiW® 
McKellar n 7 A Richmond Heights, Misscu: 
* Vn* Westport, Connecticu. 
- ^ K7c 
Midee, N. Da™, '.'1 ~ 
Miller, Peter R — Ke" 
Minami, Rodney K Aiea) Hawaii 
Montiegel, Robert B ZZ'r wKt Virginia 
N ZZH 
Morton, David M. .. C Zanesville 
Murdoch, Robert A IZZZI "IT Vermilion 
Pellman, Arthur ... ,, KieW York 
•Poleo, Stephen I. ~ -
Post, Philip S. Meadowbrook, Penn Xj, 
Wee, D„„a,d — -
Ramsay, Robert A Toledo 
Raymond, Douglas S. "TT u "pennsylvania 
Raynes, James D. Pittsburgh. Pen y 
R«nis, John West Lynn, Massach^ 
Riker, Robert T rersey 
Rizzo, Eugene R Middletown, New J 
wcky Hill, <^5 
Rosenstiel, Jma M Milwaukee, W 
Schroeder, Mark H. .. Ri«f 
Skrzypek, Joseph T^rsey 
Spain, Harry £., Verona, New 
tannard, Charles F. r nnecti^' 
S«mo„, Gideon T„ III Clinf" 
Swartz, Michael D New Orleans, Lorn 
Newtonville, Massac 
* First Semester 
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Symons, John R Chevy Chase, Maryland 
Taylor, Frederick B Lincoln, Massachusetts 
Thomas, Robert D., Jr Akron 
Torf, Alvin A Cincinnati 
Travis, Patterson H Shaker Heights 
Troike, Jon C Sandusky 
Tutchings, P. Wesley Norwalk 
Van Riper, Edward S Port Washington, N. Y. 
vergilii, Franklin Parma 
Vidro» Don T IIIXIIIIIII East Grand Rapids, Michigan 
Waldron, William H., Ill Huntington, West Virginia 
Wallach, H. G. Peter I Litchfield, Connecticut 
Waters, William L Birmingham, Michigan 
Weidenkopf, Robert C South Euclid 
Weld, David L Smithtown, New York 
Wells, John S., Jr Glencoe, Illinois 
Winkler, Herbert H Farmington, Michigan 
Wintermantel, Richard F" Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
w°odworth, Daniel K Lynchburg, Virginia 
oollam, John A Kalamazoo, Michigan 
Teager, Kurt E. Medina 
JUNIOR CLASS 
Adelman, Richard C Elkins Park, Pennsylvania 
bers. Charles E. .. " Bayside, New York 
Alexander, Stephen G~ "I- Sewanee, Tennessee 
llerh William B. Hingham, Massachusetts 
r?brust, Douglas w" """ Wheeling, West Virginia 
rke7, Charles J Cleveland Heights 
Jrrian. Philip R. Yonkers, New York 
*isen, Harvey Brooklyn, New York 
"|nder. John F Hellam, Pennsylvania 
Jaochford, Jeffrey X""""" IILIII Rahway, New Jersey 
r°nstein, M. Hirsch - Wyncote, Pennsylvania 
"t0wn, Stewart D .. Hillside, New Jersey 
Cttlozxi, Carl G Canton 
^tr> James G Evanston, Illinois 
R- Michael I'West Orange, New Jersey 
!?aplin. Stephen M. ..XT XX Honolulu, Hawaii 
ades' J°hn W Crawfordsville, In iana 
2**. Edward L. II Centerville, Massachusetts 
^ rke> Dana S - San Diego, California 
Cohao. Stanley L •• Pledge, New York 
^ KENYON COLLEGE 
Corbin, Samuel W Worthington 
Coupland, John V. W Warren 
W Chambersburg, Pennsylvania 
Cunningham, John J., Jr Greenwich, Connecticut 
Cunningham, W. Ronald Darlington, Maryland 
DeMattos, Abel D Utica, New York 
DeSelm, David H Cambridge 
Dudgeon, C. Robert Mount Vernon 
Zl'VlZ - CZZZZIC" Ne. York 
Richer, Richard O Sandusky 
Farwell, Henry B ZZZ7 Gainesville, Florida 
FeC. "er'Robert A ..... Tenafly, New Jersey 
Fhe J Flushing' NCW 
Flet kT S Lawrence, Massachusetts 
Fleischhauer, Carl Columbus 
ZeZher,ZharleS R ZZZZZZZZ yr Beaver ZlIs, Pennsylvania 
C aTl Zn W - Louisville, Kentucky 
Glaubitz, Peter H . Babylon, New York 
Gluesenkamp, Eric W St Louis, Missou" 
Goldberg, Jerome E Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Gorden Barry C Lombard, 111^ 
Gray, Donald H Litchfield, Connecticut 
Haase Roger S Verona, New Je^ 
Hall, John E. . v n« New York 
H«'Per, Robert D~" ' New York 
Heintz Paul r Tonawanda, New 
Heinzerling, * 
tHnff D°US'aS B- Jr ••• Indianapolis 
Hoi p TiTh0Ms J Ml* 
Honn I 67 M ~~ "."Shaker H* 
'Z:ZTm c- c:zizzzz:zi=:-H;mp«z: ^  
Ka®„, Harry ciZZZ ^ ^  
Katz, Jonathan S NeW Jersey 
Keever, Joe p. Verona, New J 
Kell°gg, Seth, jr 
Kischner, Michael S Southwick, Mass 
U»8.oi, Donald H* «• 
Lees, James E. Rochester, New 
J**J. Eugene C"ZZ *"*,*0 
Maclnn,,. joh„ s " "" "oklaW"' 
Oklahoma City, 
'("Second Semester 
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Mayher, Philip L Cleveland 
•McDonald, John C Z Grand Rapids, Michigan 
McLain, James J Wheeling, West Virginia 
Moore, Robert E Orangeburg, South Carolina 
Niemeyer, Paul V South Bend, Indiana 
*Nthiga, Zephaniah Embu, Kenya, East Africa 
0liver, John C., III Sewickley, Pennsylvania 
Page, Arnold S Toms River, New Jersey 
Parker, Thomas L., Ill Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
tPattison, Brian E Hudson, New York 
p«k, Millard A LZZZZZ ZZZZ Milford 
p°lish, Howard I Cleveland Heights 
Readinger, Peter H Caracas, Venezuela 
Revert, Brent F Downers Grove, Illinois 
Richmond, Samuel A Canton 
Roberts, Morris H., Jr Armonk, New York 
Roche, Peter J ZZZZZZZZZZZZZ Rahway, New Jersey 
Rogers, Bruce A Miami, Florida 
Rolht, C. Ivan Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Rose, Mason C New York, New York 
Rothermel, Joel E Waban, Massachusetts 
Rubm, Richard A Elizabeth, New Jersey 
Russell, William P ZZ ZZ'ZI Glenview, Illinois 
Rotb, Eugene D., II University City, Missouri 
abm, Nicholas J., Jr McKeesport, Pennsylvania 
oupere, J0seph R ZZZZZZZ Yonkers, New York 
chur, Victor A Brooklyn, New York 
Scott, L. Samuel Highland Park, Illinois 
Sharp, paui D Niles 
Shuckra, Albert C. Rochester, New York 
Sjniff, William J. ZZ ZZ'""""" Huntington, West Virginia 
inner, Martin D West Newton, Massachusetts 
lade> Jeffrey A. . Chicago Heights, Illinois 
^itb, Gilbert A ZZZZZZZZZZZ University City, Missouri 
per°> Richard D Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
Steen, Trygve P. Minneapolis, Minnesota 
Stevens, Robert K. ZZZZZ ZZZZZZZ Alexandria, Virginia 
waney, James M Monroe, Michigan 
a°ce, Robert D. ..Z ZZZ Dayt°n 
^agner, Ja^ L Erie, Pennsylvania 
Zalker, Roy c. ZZZZ ZZZZZZZZ - ToronZ 
augh, George T Jr Fayetteville, New Yor 
* First Semester 
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Weber, David B Douglaston, New York 
Weissman, Stephen E Batavia 
Wharton, Joseph B Centerburg 
White, Geoffrey W Poland 
Wilson, David M IZZZZZZZ ZI Camden, New York 
Witherspoon, David K New York, New York 
Withington, Nathan N Plymouth, Massachusetts 
Young, Dean F Dayton 
SOPHOMORE CLASS 
Abbott, Donald C Niagara Falls, Nr. Yo.l 
Ackermann, John M Washington, D. C 
Adkins, Joseph W., Ill Circleville 
Afford, L. Dixie Kissimmee, Florida 
Allen, Stephen T Holden> Massachusetts 
Barker, Charles J Wichita, Kansas 
Beck, Alan W. .. Gambi« 
Bissen, T. Phillips;!;;:: 
Brown, James N., Ill . Med'nJ 
Bull, Michael D.' Z" Vilian"oZ P^1^' 
Burnett, Benjamin E Sandusky 
Camp Nevin S ~Z Aurora, New York 
Cave, William T * endale, Missoun 
henen, Robert Levittown, New York 
Ghotiner, Bennett . n^nwlvania 
Cleveland, R„be„ W. ZZZZ ^BroSle, New Y"1 
Cohn, Robert M. ... ^ , •- Tenness<* 
Co'ley, David P. .. 
Collins, Thomas P. 7 - oU 
Colwell, John D pefiance 
Co°n, Thomas A. cievel^ 
Coughlan, J. Robert,"""jr.' « " "ZVle New York 
Cree, J. Curtis ' Jj Bronxville, IN ^ 
Curtis, Thomas H. int Vernon 
Dawson, David B. - pLsylv^ 
Deardorff, C. Lindley Chadd'S F°rJ Zjlvani* 
DeOreo, Gerard A Pittsburgh, Pe" Y . 
Disantis, Richard J ' -
JYrabick, Rodger D. ~ ~ — , fvert«" 
Drake, John T Mou0t I r(l0n 
M 0 - t 5 
•w Pa„ick0'MS ^ 
Bl'is, Calvin I. ~ — GV ° 
Florence, South Caro 
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Evans, David L Westport, Connecticut 
Falconer, Michael J Racine, Wisconsin 
Fassler, C. Richard Toledo 
Fischman, Steven S Riverdale, New York 
Fleming, Thomas C Westfield, New Jersey 
Foster, Richard C Wayne, Pennsylvania 
Friedman, Stanley R Flushing, New York 
Frost, Calvin S Englewood, New Jersey 
Garrard, Robert M East Lansing, Michigan 
*Gay, R. Frank Jacksonville, Florida 
Gerlach, John C Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
G'll, William A Sandusky 
Goldberg, Steven L Brooklyn, New York 
Goldman, Martin L Bayside, New York 
Goldman, Robert W Swampscott, Massachusetts 
Go'nick, David A ZZZZZZZZZZ Middletown, Connecticut 
Gouin, Raymond P Salem, Massachusetts 
Gueulette, David G Mount Vernon 
Gund, Graham de C. Cleveland 
Hadley, J. Langdon Amherst, Massachusetts 
Haisfield, Ronald N. ..ZZZZZ ZZZZZ Lauerock, Pennsylvania 
Hamill, David G Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
"a?es> L. Mifflin ZZZZ ZZZZZZ Rahway, New Jersey 
Henninger, William J. Riverside, Illinois 
erbst- Stephen C Kings Point, New York 
Hershey, Robert S. . Evanston, Illinois 
Jrshey, Stephen LZZ Kennett Square, Pennsylvania 
£esse, Stephen B Englewood, New Jersey 
Hitchcock, Ned, II Hamilton 
[Jobrook, Jon R. C "Birmingham, Michigan 
Hollenbeck, Q. William Jr St. Louis Park, Minnesota 
Houghton, Frederick L I°nia> MichiSan 
Hunter, Robert M ..... Toled° 
^Huntington, Frederic W New Haven, Connecticut 
"Wes, Michael C -- Mount Vernon 
Robert, IV ZZZZZ AKRON 
Rotterer, William G .... Butler, Pennsylvania 
James P Columbus 
Michael d;";"* :z ,L°ta'" 
^aus. Eugene Fort Wayne, Indiana 
^ v vfiuto..i v"k 
Kuhn, Robert D Chagrin Falls 
K»PWhheimet. 7,7 'Z. Winnetka, Mi»°» 
* First Semester 
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Kyle, G. Brent Gary, Indiana 
Bandy, David A Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Banger, Stephen E Brooklyn, New York 
Laughlin, John B Maumec 
Learned, Stum E ZZZZZ" " Y«t 
Bindemer, Bawrence B., Jr Stockbridge, Michigan 
Bodish, Harvey F University Heights 
Mabry, Donald J Jacksonville Beach, Florida 
Macdonald, Robert W., Jr Winnetka, Illinois 
MacFarland, Robert M., Jr. Cuyahoga Falls 
Mankowitz, Barry J ZZZZZIZZSouih' ciZge, New J« 
Pes, David G shaker Heights 
DavW R - Twjjw Christi, Terrs 
Mayer, Neal M .. Yonkers, New Yo* 
McGraw, Patrick A Toledo 
McKee, David E. ZZZZZZ " West»wr., Penarjl'm' 
eehan, Andrew L North Woods, PennsylM" 
Mieure, James P Robinson, IUi"« 
Mmh VZn W - Caldwell, Newje« 
nZ J, n y Miilington, New J'« 
New hall, David G Minneapolis, Minnes® 
Or b"T J*10™' Evansron, W" 
Owm Te I""' lr ZZZ Hasten, Penns,l«» 
n , Terfy L Uniontown 
p"itRo.b,ert ' •  •• ZZZZZ Red"Bank, New J«« 
Ptasi B — ZZZ..... Caracas, V-£ 
Pierce, Timothy E Webster Grov^ n, 
Pittman, Philip M Sewrckley, Pen > 
Poese, Frederick W Grosse Point Sh°reS' Euclid 
P«s, R„„aid A ZZZZZZZ Zw'VZ >Z YM' 
QoeZ, rC,Hc Crest, 1^ 
*Wce, John M Baltimore, M ^ 
gway, Whitman H. 7.1"' CalifM'1 
Rremenschneide,, Eric loS 
Bobbins, Patrick K Oconomowoc, w ^ 
R°ss. John L. Washington, V. 
Roth, Robert L. Milwaukee, Wise 
Schaebethal, Kenneth"? Evanston, 
Scherer, James L * ' South 
* First Semester 
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Schladen G. Fredric, J Girard 
Schultze, Stanley E Louisville, Kentucky 
Schuman, Murray R Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Schwenzfeier, Paul Berea 
Scott, Robert H., Jr Prairie Village, Kansas 
Shevitz, David R Detroit, Michigan 
Shollenbarger, David R Hamilton 
Snider, Frederick L San Francisco, California 
Somraer, John R Louisville, Kentucky 
Spinner, Richard F New Haven, Connecticut 
Stetzer, Thomas L Bucyrus 
Stiles, David H Old Mystic, Connecticut 
Storey, Richard F Grosse Pointe, Michigan 
Stromberg, Eric D. Worthington 
Sugden, Samuel M ZZZZZ Roslyn Harbor, New York 
Sultzman, Leo B Sarasota, Florida 
Tannhauser, Michael P Buffalo, New York 
Taylor, Thomas M ZZ" Titusville, Pennsylvania 
Teafe, John H Decatur, Illinois 
*Tee_sei Roger D. ZZZ.ZZZ.Z~ Plainfield, New Jersey 
Ulrich, James C. Brecksville 
Van Looy, David P. Dearborn, Michigan 
Van Nest, William R. ZZ. Mountainside, New Jersey 
WacK Rene M. " Milford 
Midland, Donald wZZ ZZZZ Detroit, Michigan 
^gner, Eric A. Bedford 
Wagner, Wells W .... Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
WaWi, Theodore L. Sedalia, Missouri 
Robert B. .... Drexel Hill, Pennsylvania 
aylett, Thomas R Detroit, Michigan 
^eingrad, Stephen C Hillsdale, New Jersey 
Werth, Stephen S Z Winnetka, Illinois 
^''lett, John H. . New York, New York 
+williamS) Charles S Mount Vernon 
^oodbery, N. Dane Danvers, Massachusetts 
" William K. ZZ Cincinnati 
A j • FRESHMAN CLASS . Adair, John A., Jr Atchison, Kansas 
A|mirall, Robert E GateS MiUS 
A,yea, Robert M. '..ZZZ ZZZZ Indianapolis, Indiana 
Atkins°n, James W. ZZZ . Palos Verdes Estates, California 
•First Semester 
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Avery, H. Shaeffer, Jr Mahwah, New Jersey 
Barksdale, Alfred D ZZZZZ". Cleveland Heights 
Barret, A. Ronald Louisville, Kentucky 
Beneker, Gerrit V ZZZ '." Birmingham, Michigan 
Bensinger, John M., Jr Louisville, Kentucky 
Berger, Frederick E ' " Montevideo, Uruguay 
Bernstein, Davis H Short Hills, New Jersey 
Biddle, James W Lexington, Kentucky 
Black, Thomas F Rocky Ri«r 
Bond, Thomas C Cleveland Heights 
Bourne, Alan M ZZZZ "... Lexington, Kentucky 
Bradley, James S., Jr Taylor Ridge, Illinois 
Breaks, Jeffrey C Whittier, California 
Brooks, David H ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ Louisville, Kentucky-
Brooks, William F., Jr. Arlington, Virgin'3 
Brown, D. Douglas ZZZZZZZ New Augusta, India"3 
Brown, Frederick O Reading Massachusetts 
Brown, Stephen K Zanesville 
Bamberger, Harvey ZZZZZZZ SZ Hyde" Pa'i N« *»' 
uhler, Warren B Weslfield, Ne« )<"' 
curdsall, Jeffrey A. Cincinnati 
Burke, Melvin E., jr." Glenview, 111'"0'5 
Callaghan, George M Arlington, Virgin'3 
Camper, John J Genoa 
Capron, John M rZve City Pennsylva"'3 
^ss, William E., Jr Granville 
Claggett, Michael'A. ZZ St Zouis, Missouri 
cot;.^sDezzz::= 
Colombr, Christopher Jr * Cleveland 
Coombs, William V.'.... HamiH°n 
Cross, Winiam C( ln Wiscon^ 
DatZ, William w' Qconomowor, 
^vis, Stephen S. .ZZ Richmond 
n!Z°Zn2Z Arnold R ZZden. Co*"*? Denzer, Douglas P Hamden, 
Diao, David ; York 
Disney, David B JL York 
Dorrance, Jeffrey G. ^^Lssachu** 
Drayer, R0bert q. Weston' ^ nnSVlvani3 
Ewald, Gordon A Bryn Mawr, Pen" tinJ 
es, Dennis D Baltimore, MM 
feinglass, Robert 
Finger, Thomas N. - SkoIue' Lois 
Prauenfelder, David B^0St°%2S 
Buenos Aires, Arg 
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French, Richard C Amherst, Massachusetts 
Gold, Jeffrey D Verona, New Jersey 
Goldenberg, Stephen B Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts 
Gordon, J. Charles Detroit, Michigan 
Graham, Marshall P., Ill Corpus Christi, Texas 
Gregg, Kenneth W. Lansing, Illinois 
Gullion, David S Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Hackworth, J. David Shelbyville, Kentucky 
^11, Michael C Chagrin Falls 
Harris, Nicholas A Akron 
Harter, Philip j. Columbus 
Hattendorf, John B Western Springs, Illinois 
Hebb, Donald B., Jr Butler, Maryland 
Heleniak, Paul D St. Paul, Minnesota 
Helfrich, Douglas M. ".. Z.Z Newbury 
Hessinger, David A. ZZZ Niagara Falls, New York 
Hkks, Hubert G. Cincinnati 
Hilton, Clifford H..Z ZZZZZ Ogden, Utah 
Houghton, Matthew ZZrZZZIZZZZIZIIZ Grosse Pointe, Michigan 
House, Ralph D., Jr. ' Cincinnati 
Howe, Timothy L Riverside, Connecticut 
Humphreys, Harry M. ZZZZZZZZZZZ! Eggertsville, New York 
Jackson, Andrew W. Evanston, Illinois 
Jontz, Barry C. Cincinnati 
J°n«, RichardH.ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ Lima 
Kahn, Robert W. Brooklyn, New York 
Karas, Edward F., Jr. . ZZZZZZ Chicago, Illinois 
Robert M Woodmere, New York 
£earney, David G. .. Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Kellman, Joel D. Detroit, Michigan 
Z'y> D- perry, II .. Tarrytown, New York 
B. Peterson ...ZZZZZZZZZZZZZ Cleveland Heights 
'uge, P. Frederick .... Berkeley Heights, New Jersey 
Korfmann, Kenneth C - Winsted, Connecticut 
^B»»8h, Thomas D Z - Wa"e" 
^mb> William H Grove City, Pennsylvania 
Ura> Edward T. Jr". ZZ Roselle, Illinois 
i-entz, perfy Q Anniston, Alabama 
Richard F" ..... Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
E'eurance, William F Tr Elgin' AnZ°na 
Kingston Farranr) vr Worthington 
lucas, J. Drew Miami, Florida 
bund, Peder C. Rumson, New Jersey 
zzzzzz!" 
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McElroy, George S., Jr New Canaan, Connecticut 
McKerrow, Martin park Ridge, Illinois 
McNamara, Alexander Altoona, Pennsylvania 
Meddick, John G Olmsted Falls 
Mervine, Charles N Meadville, Pennsylvania 
Moffitt, Henry K, Jr ZZZZZZZZZZ Aurora, New York 
Moore, Joseph I Abington, Pennsylvania 
Munger, Frank W., Jr Grosse Pointe, Michigan 
Murbach, W. Terry Archbold 
Murray, Charles K "" Z Rocky River 
Nash, Michael J jyft. Prospect, Illinois 
Nelson, John C St Louis, Missouri 
Newcomb, David C ZZ...... Cincinnati 
Neilsen, Walter W. Dayton 
pZ7°Z; Str E IllZII^ZZipZSZZfS New Hampjhi* 
panikolas, Zeese §alt Lake City, 
Pettibone, Alan S ".'."Z.ZZZZ Z Chagrin Falls 
Phillips, Michael C Madison, New Jersey 
Piepho, E. Lee Wilmette, Illi"015 
P»ne, Frank W ZZZ Baltimore, MaryW 
omranka, Carl p New York) New York 
p°t Hc,7 s - ZZ' oienshaw, PW»"» 
t rebus, John M Columbus 
Raney, David A Cincinnati 
Raynor, Thomas D Wadsworth 
Reed Michael E ZZZZZZZ KeZlworth, ^ 
Reich, Alan J Mar'011 
S, j:;::::~=:z::zz:zz:z::z: 
Ptchardson, Richard D Ba""W"e' 
e, Timothy K , New Jersey 
R°r<%, Dale M ' Toms R,VK' 
Pucker, Embry c' lt2 "C 
Harvey J ' -
!»'»• Uoyd! B MM**. PCU 
Scarlet, Peter Mornstown, Ne , 
— rYLk'^ 
ST- H»«V A. .. Sh°'e Yoenj!"-
^ D»id A. ... W 
c on» David E. Vj' Illinois 
S"12' Uwrence DZZ""" * V 
Sdme.be,, Robe,, L Montctar, Ne® 
"ZZZZIIiz^Z'Si^^ 
p"°, Stephen E. Springfield, 
Brooklyn, Ne* 
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Shira, William A., Ill Independence 
Siber, Vernon F., Cana Fulton 
Sims, James A Dayton 
Sposet, Raymond Cleveland 
Sprague John E Port Huron, Michigan 
Sprague, Thomas LaGrange, Illinois 
Summerville, Eric A Caldwell, New Jersey 
Taylor, David B Southport, Connecticut 
Terry, Michael HZZZZZZZZZZZZZ FLINT' MICHIGA" 
Twine, Bruce D Pound Ridge, New York 
Van Home, Willard GateS MlHj 
Verdery, Charles S Baltimore, Maryland 
•Verplank, peter ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ Zeeland, Michigan 
Wagner, Richard E., Cincinnati 
Walks, Stephen A Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Wasserman, Ronald E Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Waterston, John Bethesda, Maryland 
Way, Jeffrey W. ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ WAVERLY 
Wood, Michael Lancaster 
Workman, Robert G. ZZZZZZZZZZ Mount Vernon 
Worsnopp, Andrew B. ZZZZZZ New Canaan, Connecticut 
Vamaguchi, Richard Cincinnati 
Zawoyski, F. Charles Carnegie, Pennsylvania 
z°uck, John H ZZ Glyndon, Maryland 
SPECIAL STUDENTS 
keck, Arthur A Mount Vernon 
^Berdai, AbdelwahabZ ZZZZZZ Rabat, Morocco 
a, Tajiro Ky°to' ^apa" 
P'rst tester, 1960-61 
Seniors 
Juniors 
^phonnores 
Tfeshmen 
Special 
TOTAL 534 
Second Semester, 1960-61 
e . 98 
102 Seniors 10g 
111 Juniors 1?2 
155 Sophomores l62 
163 Freshmen 2 
Special 
TOTAL 
522 
•First Semester 
THE HONORS CONVOCATION 
Held on the occasion of the installation of 
The Very Reverend Almus Morse Thorp 
as 
Dean of Bexley Hall 
October 28, I960 
HONORARY DEGREES 
DOCTOR OF SACRED THEOLOGY 
Clement William Welsh 
DOCTOR IN DIVINITY 
Robert Lewis Curry 
DOCTOR OF LAWS 
Raymond Henry Norweb 
DOCTOR OF LETTERS 
Roberta Teale Swartz Chalmers 
142 
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THE ONE HUNDRED THIRTY-THIRD COMMENCEMENT 
June 4, 1961 
DEGREES IN COURSE 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Paul Livingston Abbott, cum laude 
Norman Ward Arnos, Jr. 
J°sfPh Dolby Babb, magna cum laude 
Uale Spencer Bessire 
Herbert Scott Blake III 
Harold Edward Bragg 
obert Harold Broestler 
Havid Cathcart Brown 
[homas HenT Carlisle 
Martin Junior Carlson 
juchard Carter 
J°hn Charles Clark 
™es Houston Coates 
Ta°mert/ai?:ies Crawford, cum laude 
Davison, in absentia* 
Donald1 Wijbert Doerge 
InK C\ J P ) Donovan, in absentia* 
John Sidney Duvall 
Michael John Foort 
Kenneth Alien Gale 
kAn^ru t0n Graves> cum laude 
Tan r Hall g'sstx 
Larry j0h^^jCf'ns Hodgson, Jr., cum laude 
F]"iel,°jin HoUand 
fcl ranklin Heim 
«.™"RePedKK50WSki 
i |cnce ^lan Lehmann 
£5?? Scott Ceiper 
Pr Vl.d Erwin Lenz 
Stanley Lovrien 
Karl Garrett Mason 
William Fitzhugh McCabe 
Ryder Edwards McNeal 
Rodney Kazuharu Minami 
David Norman Morrell 
David Mott Morton 
Philip Sidney Post 
Donald Duncan Price 
Robert Alan Ramsay 
Douglas Stafford Raymond 
James Dorman Raynes, cum laude 
John Resnis 
Robert Townsend Riker 
Mark Handl Schroeder 
Joseph Skrzypek 
Charles Francis Stannard 
Michael David Swartz 
John Richard Symons 
Frederick Baylies Taylor, Jr. 
Robert David Thomas, Jr., cum laude 
Alvin Abba Torf, cum laude 
Patterson Hay ward Travis 
Jon Craig Troike 
Paul Wesley Tutchings 
Herbert Van Arsdale . 
Robert Ward Van Eps, in absentia 
Edward Sloan Van Riper 
Franklin Vergilii, cum laude 
William Henry Waldron III 
Hans Gert Peter Wallach 
Christopher Ward 
Robert Charles Weidenkopt 
David Low Weld 
John Sturgis Wells 
Richard Elgin Wintermantel 
DmS!KS Wood worth, cum Uuic 
Kurt Eric Yeager 
*In military service 
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BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH HONORS 
Robert Alexander Cole, cum laude, Honors in Psychology 
Peter John Gast, cum laude, Honors in German 
Norman Robert Hane, magna cum laude, Honors in English 
William Richard Patterson Hartman, cum laude, Honors in Political Science 
Scott Barrett Harvey, magna cum laude, Honors in Economics 
Robert Dale Hoge, Honors in Psychology 
o ert Charles Howell, summa cum laude, Highest Honors in Philosophy 
Stanley Warren Huff, summa cum laude, High Honors in Economics 
David Martel Johnson, cum laude, Honors in Philosophy 
Nicholas Kinsey Long, cum laude, High Honors in German 
Alan Mendelson, magna cum laude, Honors in Philosophy 
Nathaniel David Milder, cum laude, High Honors in Political Science 
Robert Bruce Montiegel, cum laude, Honors in German 
Harry Eugene Spain, Jr., cum laude, Highest Honors in Mathematics 
erbert Henry Winkler, magna cum laude, Highest Honors in Biology 
John Arthur Woollam, cum laude, Honors in Physics 
SECOND LIEUTENANT UNITED STATES AIR FORCE 
(Commissioned June 4, 1961) 
Robert Harold Broestler Laurence Alan Lehnw 
Donald Wilbert Doerge David Norman Mo»< 
John Sidney Duvall David Mott Morton 
John Richard Symons 
Kurt Eric Yeager 
RESERVE 
^u U
Kenneth Allen Gale 
B E X L E Y  H A L L  
CERTIFICATE OF GRADUATION 
William Varina Brook, Jr. 
Phillip James Rapp 
Dom.Q Addison B.1, 
Hugh Eugene Banninea 
Msar-** sssssr 
BACHELOR OF DIVINITY 
Armand Edward Larive 
William Edward Ly n 
Hugh James McGowa 
Jess Joseph Petty..J-
John Jay Reinheime 
DeRoss Salisbury J ef $ 
William Robert Sen 
David Sheldon Sipes 
Charles Edwm^ ^by 
ONE HUNDRED THIRTY-THIRD COMMENCEMENT 
HONORARY DEGREES 
DOCTOR OF LAWS 
William Goff Caples 
DOCTOR OF HUMANE LETTERS 
Lawrence Henry Gipson 
Charles Habib Malik 
Paul Leonard Newman 
DOCTOR OF SCIENCE 
Victor Carl Hamister 
DOCTOR OF CANON LAW 
Wilber Griffith Katz 
DOCTOR IN DIVINITY 
Morris Fairchild Arnold 
THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
The general association of the alumni, known as the "Kenyon Alumni ASM 
ciation," dates in its present form from June 15, 1931, when the existing association 
was reorganized and a new constitution adopted. Under that constitution, whic 
with few amendments is in effect today, every graduate of the collegiate department 
and of the theological department of the College; every matriculant of the College an-, 
of Bexley Hall, after the graduation of his class; and every holder of an honorary 
degree from the College, whether the degree be voted by the collegiate faculty or the 
divinity faculty, is automatically a member of the Alumni Association. 
The Alumni Council is the executive body of the Association, its members bei. 
elected — six by the Association from its membership, six by the Council, an o° 
representing each local association with an additional representative for eac 
alumni in excess of fifty. The total membership of the Council is about sixty 
he Council holds its annual meeting at Gambier in June of each year an 
regular meeting at the College in the autumn. 
For the continuous transaction of alumni business, there is an Executive 
mittee of the Council, consisting of the president of the Council ex officio an 
mem ers elected by the Council for terms of three years. 
Perhaps the most important function of the Association and of the Execu ^ 
ommittee of the Council is the nomination by the Executive Committee, an ^ 
.fct'on y the Association, of two alumni each year to serve for three yearse 
Alumni Trustees of the College under the Constitution of the College, thus g -
a umni six representatives on the Board of Trustees. 
In each of the population centers of the country, where there are enough alu®® 
in rr-lt-' ^ 1Cre *s a 'oca' alumni association, taking the name of the city ^ 
the c 'n ^ -S 'ocate<^ These local associations, which are active and are e ^ 
0 cge in many ways, carry on their activities with the help and guidanc 
Alumni Secretary. 
alumni' «'Ucm°' SeCrel">' is in residence in Gambier. He has been elected 
Committ "T'r °' the Association, the Alumni Council, and the 
teTotn Council The relations of the alumni to the whole » 
charge ae a"d. Ha». his concern. The Alumni Secretary's budg* 
Wtaa ,r C ;eeulal 0perati°S °t Kenyon College. His dnt.es 
handling M T° ; and helping maintain local alumni assoc. 
S tand f mni matte,s a, the College and supervising those in the 
Sa tw,rrns din,eresiare b? the 
One facet of tr," Un stan 'ng by alumni of the current teaching ^ 
Alumni Council " P,r°8ram 1S an annual address by a faculty mem & 
held "gS ftt 'he ,Me "teaching a, Kenyon." This series has 
^r tor the past eleven years. 
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THE KENYON ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
AND 
THE ALUMNI COUNCIL 
OFFICERS FOR 1961-62 
President 
FRED BARRY, JR. '42, Mount Vernon 
Vice Presidents 
FRANK M. MALLETT '34, Columbus 
CHESTER W. SMITH '33, Detroit 
S ecretary-T reasurer 
BRENT A. TOZZER, JR. '39, Gambier 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE ALUMNI COUNCIL 
Chairman 
FRED BARRY, JR. '42, President, ex officio 
Secretary 
BRENT T. TOZZER, JR. '39 
Randolph D. Bucey '50 Lawrence G. Bell '40 Howard A. Bradley '48 T * . ^ULCY
AVID G. Jensen '50 
PPa Rixey III '49 
Jack O. Doerge '46 
Louis S. Whitaker '50 
William R. Chadeayne '50 
Arthur B. Lewis '30 
MEMBERS OF THE ALUMNI COUNCIL 
(a) At Large 
D59-1962 1960-1963 
David G. Jensen '50 
Frank M. Mallett '34 
1961-1964 
Howard A. Bradley '48 
Eppa Rixey III '49 
(b) Elected by the Council 
1959-1962 J^HE. Berts'; 
^harIes R- Stires' 
1960-1963 
26 Jack O. Doerge '46 
'32, B'35 James A. Hughes '31 
1961-1964 
Paul E. Ayers '39 
William R. Chadeayne '50 
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(c) Elected by 
Akron 
D. Bruce Mansfield '30 
Marvin M. Mell '49 
John C. Watts '43 
Central Indiana 
Edgar G. Davis '53 
Central New York 
Rev. Charles R. Stires '32, B'35 
Central Ohio 
Hon. Joseph M. Harter '27 
Roger A. Houston '14 
John D. McCutcheon '50 
Chicago 
Randolph D. Bucey '50 
C. Raymond Grebey, Jr. '49 
Herbert T. Perrin, Jr. '48 
R. Wells Simmons '30 
Donald A. Wahlstrom '50 
Cincinnati 
Peter O. Knapp '52 
Thomas H. Ottenjohn '53 
Connecticut 
Rev. John A. Greely '51, B'54 
Dr. James C. Niederman '46 
Detroit 
Edmund P. Dandridge, Jr. '37 
David Harbison '48 
George M. Hull '50 
Chester W. Smith '33 
The Firelands 
Charles P. Amato '4l 
Kansas City 
Walter W. Bennett '21 
Knox County 
Fred Barry, Jr, *42 
Dr. Thomas L. Bogardus '46 
Henry L. Curtis '36 
Lancaster 
Rev. Sydney Waddington '29 
Mansfield 
W- Herbert Rusk '25 
Local Alumni Associations 
Miami Valley 
Dr. Arthur B. Lewis '30 
John K. Widmer '38 
New England 
Reginald D. Wells 25 
New York 
James H. Boyd '24 
Robert H. Legg '39 
Albin W. Smith '50 
James D. Squiers '50 
Robert W. Tuttle '37 
Carl H. Wilhelms '30 
Northern California 
Robert E. Baxter '29 
Northern Ohio 
F. Reed Andrews, Jr. '52 
William M. Donley '39 
Frederick S. Jewitt 50 
David A. Kuhn 51 
William E. Lewis, Jr. '43 
Bill B. Ranney '52 
Robert F. Sangdahl '46 
Ohio Valley 
Louis S. Whitaker '50 
Philadelphia 
Rev. John J. Albert 37 
Raymond L. Woodall, J • 
Pittsburgh 
John D. Hallenberg 53 
Caryl Warner, Jr. 55 
Southern California 
Frederick A. W. Stiefler 3» 
Toledo ,./• 
Rev. Arthur W. Hargate 
Donald R. Smith 16 
Washington-Baltimore ^ 
Lloyd J. Derrickson '47 
George I. Zollinger 21 
Western New York 
LOCAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATIONS 
THE ASSOCIATION OF AKRON 
President 
MARVIN M. MELL '49, 135 Pembroke, Akron 13, Ohio 
Secretary-T reasurer 
DR. LOUIS P. CARABELLI '22, 640 North Main Street, Akron 10, Ohio 
THE ASSOCIATION OF CENTRAL INDIANA 
President 
HOMAS P. JENKINS '28, Trask Jenkins & Hanley, 801 Hume Mansur Bldg. 
Indianapolis, Indiana 
Vice President 
EDGAR J. DAVIS '53, Eli Lilly & Co., Indianapolis, Indiana 
Secretary-T reasurer 
DAVID E. PAUL '53, 6666 Meadowlark Drive, Indianapolis, Indiana 
THE ASSOCIATION OF CENTRAL NEW YORK 
President 
AVID W. JASPER '38, 115 Hampshire Road, Syracuse 3, New York 
Vice President 
WILLIAM W. GRAHAM '21, R.R.#1, Chittenango, New York 
Secretary-Treasurer 
• BIRT EVANS '31, 14 Virginia Street, Baldwinsville, New York 
THE ASSOCIATION OF CENTRAL OHIO 
P President 
RANK M. MALLETT '34, 314 Oakland Park Avenue, Columbus 14, Ohio 
P Secretary-Treasurer 
RODERICK J. HOLDRIDGE '50, 1388 Sunbury Road, Columbus 17, Ohio 
THE ASSOCIATION OF CHICAGO 
Vice President 
HERBERT ULLMANN '52, 1112 Ontario Street, Oak Park, Illinois 
Plr Secretary-Treasurer 
HARD L. THOMAS '53, 506 N. Eastwood Avenue, Mt. Prospect, Illinois 
THE ASSOCIATION OF CINCINNATI 
President 
ETER O- KNAPP *52, 6751 Maple Street, Cincinnati 27, Ohio 
Vice President 
•AM H. SCHNEEBECK '50, 8140 Indian Hill Road, Cincinnati 43, Ohio 
•p Secretary-Treasurer 
°MAS H. OTTENJOHN '53, 1366 Custer Avenue, Cincinnati 8, Ohio 
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THE ASSOCIATION OF CONNECTICUT 
President 
HENRY W. KUNHARDT '50, Nettleton Hollow Road, Washington, Connecticut 
Vice President 
ALLARD A. BRADDOCK '35, Bibbins Road, R.R.#3, Fairfield, Connecticut 
Secretary-Treasurer 
THOMAS M. JENKINS '57, 254 Bradley Street, New Haven, Connecticut 
THE ASSOCIATION OF DETROIT 
President . . 
EDMUND P. DANDRIDGE, JR. '37, 2118 Victoria Circle, Newport Hts., Ann AR . 
Michigan 
Vice President 
DAVID HARBISON '48, 227 Wildwood, Ann Arbor, Michigan 
Secretary _ . 
GEORGE M. HULL '50, 20115 Canterbury Road, Detroit 21, Michigan 
T Y6USUY6Y • 
DR. JOHN A. BARTLETT '50, 525 David Whitney Bldg., Detroit 26, MICHIGA" 
THE ASSOCIATION OF THE FIRELANDS 
President 
HOWARD K. MORGAN '38, 1211 Wayne Street, Sandusky, Ohio 
Secretary 
CARL F. HOLZAPFEL '16, Cedar Point Road, Sandusky, Ohio 
THE ASSOCIATION OF HOUSTON 
President 
JAMES H. BADGER '40, 7734 Dixie, Houston 2, Texas 
THE ASSOCIATION OF KANSAS CITY 
WA",R W- »•"»«* 'H, 6433 wll^'on Stree., Kansas City, ». 
t W7 Secretary 
J- OOD WORNALL '31, 824 West 61st, Kansas City, Missouri 
THE ASSOCIATION OF KNOX COUNTY 
pDt_ r> President 
BARRY, JR. '42, 207 Coshocton Avenue, Mt. Vernon, Ohio 
PFRBV \r TS Vice President 
' TriNkner '50, 932 East High Street, Mt. Vernon, Ohio 
ROBERT A n Secretary-Treasurer .. 
• BALTZELL '30, 208 Vernedale Drive, Mt. Vernon, Oh 
LOCAL ALUMNI 151 
THE ASSOCIATION OF LANCASTER 
President 
LOWELL G. ARNOLD '57, 504 East 5th Avenue, Lancaster, Ohio 
Vice President 
ETHAN C. CRANE '24, Eagle-Gazette, Lancaster, Ohio 
Secretary 
JOHN F. FURNISS, JR. '52, 218 East Mulberry Hill, Lancaster, Ohio 
Treasurer 
ROBERT U. HASTINGS, JR. '44V-'47, Hastings & Hastings, 132 East Main St., 
Lancaster, Ohio 
THE ASSOCIATION OF MANSFIELD 
DR A President 
ALEXANDER M. DUFF, JR. '24, Dept. of Radiology, Mansfield General Hospital, 
Mansfield, Ohio 
Secretary 
• GEORGE PORTERFIELD '51, 575 Heineman Boulevard, Mansfield, Ohio 
THE ASSOCIATION OF THE MIAMI VALLEY 
President 
MASON H. LYTLE '39, 710 Harmon Avenue, Dayton 19, Ohio 
Vice President 
ANTHONY VRADELIS '50, 3rd Floor, Talbott Bldg., Dayton 2, Ohio 
Secretary-Treasurer 
WILL PILCHER '51, 2322 Davue Circle, Dayton 6, Ohio 
THE ASSOCIATION OF NEW ENGLAND 
p President 
L L GRIFFITHS, JR. '37, 68 Brook Street, Wellesley 81, Massachusetts 
Secretary-T reasurer 
JOHN W. BIGGS '30, 37 Norwood Street, Sharon, Massachusetts 
THE ASSOCIATION OF NEW YORK 
President 
JAMES D. SQUIERS '50, 65 Garden Road, Scarsdale, New York 
^°MiNirv a* Vice President , 
M- GABRIELE '53, 120 North Broadway, Apt. 12-B, Irvington, New York 
JJ. Secretary-Treasurer 
H D- STIER, JR. '52, 202 Mountain Avenue, Ridgewood, New Jersey 
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THE ASSOCIATION OF NORTHERN OHIO 
President 
ROBERT F. SANGDAHL '45, 15 Easton Lane, Chagrin Falls, Ohio 
Vice President , 
F. REED ANDREWS '52, 2559 Wellington Road, Cleveland Heights 18, OHIO 
Secretary ... 
w ILLIAM M. DONLEY '39, 2930 Coleridge Road, Cleveland Heights 18,On 
Treasurer 
DAVID A. KUHN '51, 23728 Lake Road, Bay Village, Ohio 
THE ASSOCIATION OF PHILADELPHIA 
T T> President , 
HE REV. JOHN J. ALBERT '37, 723 Braeburn Lane, Penn Valley, Nar * > 
Pennsylvania 
Vice President 
RONALD R. RYAN '53, 914 Brook Avenue, Secane, Pennsylvania 
*««oND L. WOODALL, ,, Wynnewood, fW-
THE ASSOCIATION OF PITTSBURGH 
JOHN D. HALLENBERG '53, 825 South Negley Avenue, Pittsburgh 32, PENNS>H' 
CMVL JK. '55, 3875 Green ^Valley Drive, Pittsburgh 35, Pe-"""' 
J°HN S' T°~ 50, ,51, Pittsburgh .9, 
THE ASSOCIATION OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
FREDERICK A W cv, President ralifor"18 
• STIEFLER 38, 176 South Gardner St., Los Angeles 36, 
THE ASSOCIATION OF TOLEDO 
THE REV. LINW,ATI Vice President wuvnt St-i 
GRAHAM '41, B'44, St. Paul's Church, 313 East SFF ) 
Maumee, Ohio 
J- ARTHUR M.M Secretary-Treasurer •„ 
AN) H 37, 2310 Glenwood Avenue, Toledo, Ohi 
LOCAL ALUMNI 153 
THE ASSOCIATION OF WASHINGTON-BALTIMORE 
President 
RICHARD C. ROBERTS '47, 3609 DuPont Avenue, Kensington, Maryland 
Vice President 
PHILIP F. FENDIG '44V-'47, 3273 Worthington St., N.W., Washington 15, D. C. 
Secretary-T reasurer 
J. ERIC MAY '58, 2144 California St., N.W., Apt. 802, Washington 8, D. C. 
THE ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN NEW YORK 
President 
W"LARD R. BELL, JR. '49V-'50, Republic Steel Corp., 1400 Rand Bldg. Buffalo 3, 
New York 
Vice President 
JAMES D. BIRDSALL '51, 1569 Ellicott Road, Orchard Park, New York 
Local associations can be established in other areas as local 
alumni interest warrants. The Alumni Office at Kenyon stands 
ready to assist in the activation, or re-activation, as the case 
may be, of such local associations. 
PUBLICATIONS 
The Kenyon College Bulletin is issued quarterly. Numbers include catalogue 
of the collegiate and theological departments, alumni address lists, the reports of the 
President and Treasurer, and a booklet of pictures. Copies may be had from '1( 
Office of the Registrar. 
The Kenyon Review, a quarterly of arts and letters, was founded in 1938 and 
now is very well known, with a national and international circulation, 
scriptions may be addressed to Box 127, Gambier, Ohio, and are $4 the year. 
Kenyon College. A pictorial booklet, published as number 227 of the Build' 
Kenyon Alumni Bulletin, published quarterly, in January, April) July> ^ 
October, by Kenyon College, from the Office of the Alumni Secretary, and mail 
without charge to all graduates and former students. 
1 he Kenyon Collegian, published bi-weekly during the collegiate yea'_!'' i 
students of Kenyon College, gives current news of happenings on the ' 
recent information about alumni. 
The Reveille is the annual publication of the student body. 
Hika, a quarterly journal of arts and letters, is written, edited, and Pu^ish 
hy the undergraduates. 
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Mathematics 6 
Military Science 
Modern Languages lo3.io5 
Music 105-107 
Philosophy 107-108 
Physical Education 108.m 
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Curtis Loan Fund 
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FORMS OF BEQUEST 
KENYON COLLEGE 
16've and bequeath to Kenyon College, a corporation, located in Gambier, Ohio, 
^ of I be USed by the Trustees of said College 
UCh PurP°se or purposes as they may deem appropriate. 
1 8've and bequeath to Kenyon College, a corporation, located in Gambier, Ohio, 
the SUm of I to be invested by the Trustees of said 
Colle8e, the income therefrom to be used for the following purposes: 
BEXLEY HALL 
1 8<ve and bequeath to Kenyon College, a corporation, located in Gambier, Ohio 
the benefit and use of Bexley Hall, its Divinity School, the sum o 
L 
. (or, the following): 
